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PREFACE 

The Homeric formula is not a kind of Aristotelian el!5oç which was 
realised in the fJ).'Yj of words. Whatever unfathomable inspiration may have 
led the singers to conceive it, it is a concrete historical phenomenon and 
it can be studied only as such. Moreover, as we know since Milman Parry, 
the formulae did not lead an isolated existence but were part of arepertory 
which was dominated by tradition in its subdivisions and in their mutual 
relations. If, however, this traditional diction was a historical reality, it 
must have been subject to change like everything else in this world. It 
cannot have been a monolith, it must have dropped old and absorbed 
new elements from the earliest times onwards, like other oral traditions 
(cf. e.g. C. M. Bowra, Heroic Poetry 232 f., 563 f. and A. B. Lord, Homer 
as Oral Poet, HSCP 72 (1968), 6). Moreover, one may assume that the 
sequence of certain changes was conditioned by the development of the 
spoken language. 

And although, because of the flexibility of the organism on the one 
hand and of the scarcity of linguistic and prosodie data on the other a 
good many uncertainties erop up in the inquiry, in principle these changes 
should be as ascertainable as those which occurred in, for instanee, geo
metrie vase-painting. Provided the concept "stage" is handled without 
rigid limitations, one is entitled to speak of stages of development or, 
if preferred, decomposition. 

The problem this study tries to solve is: do the three Homeric Hymns 
which, rightly or wrongly, are regarded by the present author as the oldest 
of the collection, show a stage of development of the formulaic diction 
different from the one 'he believes to have found in the Homeric epics 1 
In an earlier work, Homeric Modification8 of Formulaic Prototype8, a 
number of phenomena have been signalised that point in this direction, 
in the Hymn to Aphrodite in particular. The question raised here is: do the 
character and number of the modifications of formulae in these Hymn8 
entitle us to consider the poems representatives of a post-Homeric stage 
of development of formulaic diction, a stage to which Allen's term "sub
epic" could he applied 1 

To answer this question a road had to be followed different from the 
one we find in the so-called formulaic analyses which, mostly with a view 
to showing the oral character of a given piece ofpoetry, have been published 
with increasing frequency of late. For our purposes such registrations 
could, in the majority of cases, not yield more than what Milman Parry 
called "un catalogue de documents plus ou moins comparable au Parallel
Homer de Schmidt". 

The method followed here is a continuation of the one that has been 
used in Modifications. Of course this does not mean-and I want to state 
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this emphatically-that I would attach any intrinsic value to the classifi
cation applied, far from it. It is no more than a rather crude instrument 
for anatomy. In this connection I feel I should apologise for quoting 
Modifications so of ten. However, if endless repetitions were to be avoided 
this was the only way out, although I did not particularly like it. 

What I do like, though, in writing this preface, is the recollection of all 
the help rendered me by good friends. Dr. H. Bolkestein, Dr. J. B. Hains
worth, Professor J. C. Kamerbeek, Dr. C. J. Ruijgh, Professor W. J. 
Verdenius and Professor G. J. de Vries have taken the trouble to read 
the not very absorbing manuscript, drawn my attention to a number of 
mistakes and given me useful suggestions. I am much obliged to them 
all for their kindness. 

It would have been virtually impossible for me to make English the 
vehicle of this study, but for the assistance of Mr. E. M. H. van Gendt 
and Dr. J. B. Hainsworth. My sincere thanks to them for their good 
offices. 

Besides I am indebted to the Koninklijke Nederlandse Akademie van 
Wetenschappen for publishing this work and especially in this connection 
to Professor Kamerbeek and Professor Verdenius. 

In conclusion, it need hardly be said that I accept full responsibility 
for any errors and imperfections. * 

Rotterdam, J une, 1968. 

*) I regret I could not profit from Dr. J. B. Hainsworth's hook The Flexibility 
of the Homeric Formula, the manuscript ofthis study having already heen suhmitted 
to the Koninklijke Akademie at the time of its puhlication. 



I 

DATA AND CRITERIA 

In the introduction to what is still the standard edition of the Homeric 
Hymns,l) this collection is called a 'post-Romeric set of poems' 2) and, 
with a reference to Origins and Transmission, 60 f., is assigned by Allen 
and his collaborators to 'the sub-epic period' 3). Of course the editors, 
both in the general section of the work and in the commentary, go on to 
examine the problem of dating the separate poems and discuss this in 
great detail, but the post-Romeric origin of the hymns is never called 
in question. This attitude, it seems, reflects the view which, among Romeric 
unitarians at least, was common at the time and it is still being maintained 
by several leading scholars. Lesky, for instance, speaks of a rhapsodic 
tradition which was indebted to the Romeric idiom even "in den einzelnen 
Wendungen" and likewise calls this kind of poetry 'subepische Dichtung'4). 

In antiquity, as handbooks and editions point out, opinions were 
divided. It is common knowledge that Thucydides ascribed at least 
Ap. 1-178 (and perhaps the whole ofthe hymn) to Romer, and later we find 
similar statements concerning Apollo (Pausanias), Hermes (Diogenes of 
Carystus), DionysU8 I (Diodorus Siculus), etc. 5). On the other hand there 
are traces of a more cautious (Athen. 22B) and even of a contrary judge
ment (schol. Nicander Alex. 130). The latter stand was probably taken by 
the Alexandrian scholars sin ce, with one or two possible exceptions, the 
Hymns are constantly disregarded by the scholia which derive from this 
source.6) 

For general reasons it has always been my opinion that the four great 
hymns of our collection (not to mention the others) are rightly considered 
post-Romeric and I think their style, in particular, is adequately described 
by the term 'sub-epic'. In recent years, however, divergent ideas have 
been expressed by some scholars who, working from a stylistic point of 
view, have advocated agnosticism in dating the creation of these poems and 
feel uncertain about their post-Romeric origin. First R. N. Porter, who 
shortly afterwards was to write a remarkable study on metrical problems 
in early Greek hexameter poetry, stated in treating the repetitions in 
Aphr., that "there is no real evidence whatever for dating this hymn 
later than the Iliad and the Odyssey". 7) A few ·yearslater, when reviewing 
O. Zumbach's Neuerungen in der Sprache der homerischen Hymnen, 
M. Forderer not only emphasised the preservation of archaisms in the 
poems but also took exception to the starting-point implied in the title 
of the book. 8) A direct attack, finally, was launched on the orthodox view 
by J. A. Notopoulos. 9) This attack was based on the author's studies in the 
field of still living oral Greek poetry and above all on the results the 
inquiries of Milman Parry have produced - or arethought to have produced. 
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The principle Notopoulos applied and which had already been laid 
down by Rothe and Drerup is a sound one and is nowadays, I think, 
generally accepted.10) It can be briefly summarised as follows. Before 
Rothe, Drerup, Scott, Calhoun, Bowra and Parry had put the Homeric 
repetitions in their proper perspective, it was taken for granted that if 
poet A and-poet B were found to use the same expression, either A must 
have borrowed it from B or B from A. It would follow then that, if A could 
be shown to be earlier than B, B must have taken it from A, and vice versa. 
On the other hand, if the expression in question should appear to suit the 
context in A but to be less appropriate in B, B must be later than A, 
and vice versa. It is weIl known that this method was applied to Homer 
in particular in order to detect interpolations and was used by the analysts 
to dis cern different layers. Mter its deficiences had been exposed by the 
scholars to whom I have just referred and the part played by the tradi
tional formulae had been brought out by Parry, this kind of argument 
has been definitely rejected in modern work on Homer. It can no longer 
be held that under the conditions mentioned the later poet must have 
borrowed the expression or passage in question from the earlier or that 
a less appropriate use proves a later creation. Both poets may, indepen
dently of each other, have drawn on the common formulaic stock-in
trade.10a) 

So far, so good. It has to be emphasised, however, that this reasoning 
is apt to lead to a confusion of the issues_ First it is only negative; the 
most it can do is to invite caution. It cannot be used against factual 
evidence, whether internalor external. Secondly we have to distinguish 
between the actual dating of a given poem and establishing the stage of 
development of its diction. l1) In the latter case the possibility of borrowing 
from a common traditional repertory does not affect the argument. If it 
can be shown, for instance, that the Hymn to Aphrodite employs a number 
of expressions in a less appropriate way than Homer does and that there 
is no evidence to the contrary, it will be clear that, whatever doubt may 
be feIt about the date of its composition, it marks a later phase in the 
evolution of epic diction. The same is true if the borrowing of older 
material is found to involve linguistic and prosodical innovations. It may 
weIl be that a poet consciously and constantly employs the old traditional 
formulae and yet gives himself away by using them in such a manner that 
on closer inspection his diction has to be assigned to a later stage of 
development. This, for instance, is certainly true of Hesiod, whose employ
ment of formulae can only be explained by his having adopted epic diction 
at a time when it was already considerably more lonicised and modernised 
than it is in Homer. 

As regards the Hymns to Apollo, to Aphrodite and to Demeter it is not 
my purpose to raise questions of dating.12) My only object is to study the 
stages of development of their diction as compared with Homer's. Of 
course such an inquiry is bound up with certain difficulties. These I 
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intend to discuss beforehand, but it seems that fust of all I have to give 
some attention to the theoretical aspect of the matter. It would never 
have occurred to me that, when dealing with a diction which is generally 
recognised to be at least partly traditional, it might be necessary to justify 
the approach chosen here, had it not been for a statement by Notopoulos 
in the article just mentioned. It runs as follows: "The fondness of evolu
tionary patterns of development or decline, a conception influenced by 
Darwinian science, is fast giving way today when it is more and more 
being realized that form is not something separate, like an envelope, from 
dramatic and poetic meaning"I3). In passing it may be noted that the 
conception of form as a 'garment' thrown over the 'body' of content, 
a legacy of ancient rhetoric, has not been taken seriously by any competent 
student of literature for some seventy or eighty years at least.I4) The 
essential objections, however, to the statement just quoted are of a 
different kind. First it is hard to see what connection there may be between 
its former and latter part. Are we to suppose that the possibility of discern
ing certain stages of evolution has to be denied because of the fact that 
form is not an 'envelope' of meaning? I , for one, fail to see the connection. 
Secondly one may wonder what may be the exact significance of the 
principal clause. Would it do to deny, for instance, the evolution of the 
language of Attic Tragedy or of the style of individual tragedians, blaming 
Sophocles, for example, for his "fondness of evolutionary patterns" on 
account of the view he expressed about his own development? 15) And in 
the field of Greek pottery-styles this idea would lead us nowhere. 

It is curious that precisely ardent followers of Parry should take this 
stand. For even if epic diction was somewhat less traditional than the 
master taught (as we may be sure it was), its considerably traditional 
character implies that its development and decomposition cannot have 
taken place much more abruptly than the changes we find, for instance, 
in the evolution of the pottery-decoration of the same period, from proto
Geometrie up to late Geometric.I6) Therefore, even at the risk of appearing 
backward in the field of aesthetics, I think we may with some confidence 
attempt to discern certain stages in its development - provided, of course 
that the evidence does not prove to be too scanty to authorise a few 
conclusions.17) 

In the course of this inquiry some use will be made of statistics. Since 
on account of the study by Zumbach-who does not employ them in the 
proper sense of the word - it has been argued by Forderer 18) that statistics 
are of no value at all as criteria of style, it has to be pointed out that 
Parry himself achieved his most important results by this very method.19) 

Thus I cannot see why statistics, among other things, could not be used 
to investigate the evolution of epic diction, especially since we have to 
allow for the possibility that most ofthe elements mentioned by Forderer 20) 

were subject, within the scope of the tradition, to more or less gradual 
modification. It is not clear why, if a series of interrelated changes could 
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be found, such a complex of phenomena should not be regarded as an 
indication of a more recent development. 

The material at our disposal for such an inquiry, it need hardly be said, 
is very scanty indeed. Dem. contains 495 lines in all. We are in an even 
worse position as regards Aphr. This poem numbers only 293 hexameters 
and 20 of these are either identical with Homeric lines or show but trifling 
variations.21 ) What is more, this correspondence is symptomatic of the 
whole of its diction, since the hymn abounds in hemistichs and formulae 
that also occur in Homer. Accordingly it is called the most 'Homeric' 
of the whole set by A.H.S. and it is quite understandable that some scholars 
refuse to admit its post-Homeric origin. If we were to judge from its 
general appearance we would have to resign ourselves to a similar negative 
view concerning its style. 

In addition to its limited extent, Ap. confronts us with the problem 
of its unity and, if we assume a divided authorship, with the question 
how and to what extent the Delian part was reworked. If, further, the 
poem consists of two separate hymns, the maximum length admissible for 
this Delian part is 181 lines, 15 of which (30--44) are made up of geo
graphical proper names and their epithets. This is too narrow a basis 
on which to found a stylistic inquiry. 

I think that any attempt at showing the sub-epic character of the 
diction of Berm. would be forcing an open door. The composition of this 
poem must be put considerably later than that of the Odyssey and the 
same is true of its style.23) Since, however, examining the later stages of 
the development of epic diction may give us a more adequate idea of its 
earlier phases, a few of its phenomena will be referred to when they are 
likely to illustrate the evolution. 

We now come to the question which of the phenomena provided by 
this very poor material are to be admitted as evidence for stylistic develop
ment. Zumbach proceeded from the supposition that the four great hymns 
(as weIl as Dion. I) had been created later than Il. and Od.24 ) and went 
on to discuss a number of cases which he regarded as innovations. Our 
own starting-point - which is not to bias the inquiry by assuming the 
priority of Homer - does not allow us to steer this easy course. Accordingly 
we have to ask ourselves what we mean when, under these conditions, 
we call a phenomenon occurring in the hymns an innovation. Linguistically 
of course, the term is unambiguous enough, but there would be little point 
in saying, for example, that 'X,OVe'fJ in Dem. is an innovation (with respect 
to 'X,6e.fa). Stating that a phenomenon is an innovation in a given text 
implies that we have data about earlier conditions available for comparison. 
But what if, in our case, we do not assume the priority of Homer 1 Since 
we are concerned with diction and style only, the objection is not fatal 
to the use of the term. The adjective 'X,aflaT'fJe6ç, for example, is found 
for the fust time in Aphr. (246) and, on account ofits formation, is relatively 
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late.25) On the other hand we know that in the epics, in a kind of poetry, 
that is, which was composed in a style strikingly similar to that of the 
hymn, the word was never used in more than 27500 lines. Hence, so far 
as the evidence goes-that it does not go very far is another matter, which 
will be discussed presently -, it points to the stage of development of the 
Homeric diction being the older one, whatever the respective dates of 
composition of the epi cs and the hymn. 

The example chosen above is an isolated form and so are all the cases 
examined by Zumbach. Since, moreover, this scholar looked at them from 
the angle of Homer's priority, his reviewer could easily cast doubts on the 
assumption that they were post-Homeric innovations and could stress, 
in his turn, the presence of a few archaisms not occurring in the epi cs 
(e.g. avwrlJ,êV, Ap. 528). To find out whether or not there was a development 
of the diction, it is risky to go by isolated forms. Contrary to Parry's 
ideas on the subject, epic diction never was a monolith nor curtained off 
from common speech.26) In the course of its evolution it not only dropped 
ancient words and forms, but also took up many new ones.27) This is of 
course a very obvious fact, but owing to Parry's insistence on traditional
ism it tends to be forgotten in certain quarters. In Homer xvpIJaxoç 28), 
cJ>ijeeç 29), l{}w 30), OA.oqm<5vÓç 31), to mention only a few examples, are in the 
act of disappearing, lM has already lost much ground, 32) but abstracts 
such as àA.'Yj{}et'Yj, àp:rJXavt'Yj, àTlpi'Yj, e1Jvop,t'Yj, evrpeOGVv'Yj, ÖV'YjGlÇ, mté<5aGtç, 
begin to increase in number and frequency in the Odyssey 33). With the 
exception of the definite categories of words considered vulgar 34) or 
excluded by their metrical forms, every element of the contemporary 
idiom could be admitted by the singers if they had use for it, and probably 
even a few colloquial formulae gained admittance.35) The choice, however, 
depended primarily on the subject of the poem and the spirit in which 
the poet conceived it-which is one of the causes why the Iliad has 
proportionally fewer abstracts than the part of the Odyssey called 'a 
comedy of manners' by ps.-Longinus.36) 

First of all, then, we shaU to leave out of account certain elements of 
vocabulary the relative age of which cannot be assessed by applying the 
rules of word-formation.37) Even if we did not know, for example, that 
yA.~xWV (Dem. 209) already existed in Mycenaean Greek,38) we would not 
be entitled to regard it as an innovation. Further, if we have to do with 
words or forms which for linguistic reasons are to be looked upon as recent, 
we should specify the meaning of the term. If for instance, we caU 
xap,a7:'Yjeóç, Aphr. 246, an innovation, we mean that in this hymn this 
particular case of an adjective derived from an o-stem and ending in -'Yjeóç 
occurs for the fust time.39) If we cane~wr;áqJ'YjGe, Ap. 376,40) an innovation 
we state the same about this particular instance of an aorist in -'YjGa 
deriving from an older thematic aorist (llnarpov , cf. ~ 379, etc.). Thus far, 
then, we are arguing on the same lines, but next we have to point to the 
difference of the two cases. It is this: in neither the Iliad nor the Odyssey 
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is a single instance of a formation such as Uafla7:'YJe6ç to be found, but on 
the other hand the statement that è~a:n;áq;rjGe is an innovation in Ap_ has 
to be qualified by referring to the Homeric parallels iiuaxefàuáX'Y/Ge 
(II 822, etc. f IJl 223), äfl(l(!7:e f áfl(l(!7:IjGaç (A 233, etc_ f qJ 188, cf_ v 87), 
n5Xe, l7:vXe, etc. /((è)n)X'Y/Ge (-Gaç) (E 587, etc. f 0 581, etc.) and so on. 
So in the case of è~a:n;áqJ'YJGe the term 'innovation' is considerably less 
significant than when applied to Uafla7:'YJe6ç. 

In so far as it concerns Dem., Ap., and Aphr., the bulk of the material 
discussed by Zumbach consists of isolated elements comparable with 
yÀljxwv, Uafla7:'YJe6ç and similar types. It would serve no useful purpose 
to examine such phenomena in detail. At most they provide circumstantial 
evidence, but in themselves they do not contain sufficiently reliable 
criteria to establish a particular stylistic development. Here follows a 
synopsis in which, I hope, the most characteristic items have been ade
quately brought out. 

1. The 'new' abstracts. Herm. is the only poem in which they are 
conspicuously frequent: ó(jomoe{'YJ, 85, èv7:eon{'YJ, 245, etc. In Dem. (èn'YJÀvGt'Yj, 
228,230, b[!'YJGflOGVV'Yj, 476) and Ap. (qJeabflOGVvrJ, 99, l;'YJÀoGVv'Yj 100, 7:À'YJflOGVV'Yj 
191, àvauwe{'YJ, 234) the proportions at best equal those of the average 
book in the latter half of the Odyssey. In Aphr. I do not find a single 
abstract which is wanting in Homer (èqJ'YJflOGvv'YJ, 213, P 697, etc.) nor, it 
seems, did Zumbach. Nor is there much to be learned from the formation 
of the words in question. ' En'YjÀvGt'YJ cannot be proved in this respect to 
be a symptom of a more recent development of the diction, though it 
has no Homeric parallels (veIjÀv(jeç is found K 434, 558) 41). tPeabflOGVV'Yj, 
7:À'YJfloaVv'Yj, l;'YjÀoGvv'YJ and àvau7:o[!t'YJ have, in a greater or less degree, parallels 
in: dU7:wV f UU7:oavv'YJ (e 250), flvljflwv / flV'YJflOGVvrJ (8 181), 7:áefJoç (!) f 
7:(l(!fJOGvV'Yj (G 342) and uie(joç (!) f ueeboGVvrJ (b 251, etc.), àvau7:6etoç (0397)42)_ 
The abstract b(}'YJaflOGvv'YJ may have been formed by a false analogy from (jeiiv , 
whereas Homeric (je'YjG7:oaVv'Yj presumably goes back to be'YJG7:lje or beIjG7:'YJç 43). 
Yet even if this is admitted, the difference seems slight, from an evolution
ary point of view, and in the epics, moreover, we find fJnoihjflOGVv'YJ (0412, n 
233) and èq;rj/.loGVvrJ (P 697, fl 226, n 340). It will be clear that in terms of 
stylistic development these facts do not even suggest a certain relation 
between Homer on the one hand and Dem., Ap., Aphr. on the other44). 

For our purpose they are completely immaterial. 
2. The poetie compounds. The case of these is different but it does 

not open any better perspectives. In contrast with the abstracts they 
are used lavishly in all three hymns. Yet in view of the freedom which, 
even at its pre-Homeric stages, epic diction seems to have permitted the 
singers in the field of compound-formation (cf. e.g. èetoVvtoç, n7:oÀmoe{}oç, 
nOÀvdaç,45) lG6{}éOÇ,46) àeyve6'YJÀoç 47) no inference can be drawn with any 
degree of probahility from àyÀa6bweoç, Dem. 54, noÀvnveyoç, Ap. 242, 
ánaMxewç, Aphr. 14 and the like.48) Among the words of this group 49) 

onlyevu{X'Y/7:oç, Aphr. 112, on account of its formation, 50) and perhaps 
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"aÄv"Wntç, Dem. 8, 420, Aphr. 284, because of its lyrical flavour,51) are 
likely to go beyond the Homeric stage. 

3. The remaining elements ot vocabulary. The vast majority of these, 
either because of their formation or for whatever other reasons, do not 
allow us to use them for our purpose. Not only does this apply to y;h7Xwv 
(above p. ll), é6~ov, Dem. 6 (cf. Mycenaean wo-do-we (FoefJ6Fev), Homeric 
éofJ6evn, lJI 186),52) but also to vp,véw, Ap. 19, etc., ~eá"awa, Ap. 300 
(cf. #éatvat, e 5, etc.), aep,v6ç, Ap. 478 (cf. aéf3ea#at, LI 242, etc., and, 
on the other hand li.1:,ea#at- áyvóç, e 123 etc.). The words of the former 
group are pre-Homeric without a shadow of doubt, those of the latter 
category have such close parallels in Homer that their evidentiary value 
is negligible. It may be of some use to stress this because Zumbach, 
though recognising that some items of this group are no innovations at all, 
still gets involved in circular reasoning on account of éó~eoç, Dem. 427 53). 
In this category, as far as I can see, only neéaf3etea, Aphr. 32 54) and 
#ep,11:6ç in ov yà(! #ep,11:6v ol écpaa"e / n{vew olvov lev#e6v, Dem. 207, may 
be symptoms of deviation from the stage of development represented by 
Homer. IIeéaf3etea « neéaf3a) is artificial and without parallels.55). The 
formation of #ep,11:6ç (from #ép,t-, not from #ép,un-) is likely to be lonic 
and comparatively late.56) This does not prove, of course, that the word 
did not yet exist in Homeric times. Indeed, it may already have been 
part of common speech. Homeric diction, ho wever , not only ignores it, 
but, what is more, contents itself with using the formula [iJ, fI, ov] 
#ép,tç la.,;{ (rjev) , B 73, etc., 18 x .57) 

When arguing in this way, it will be clear, we no longer confine ourselves 
to examining isolated forms. We bring in another factor, viz. the relations 
of such forms to the formulaic diction. We thus anticipate the second part 
of this inquiry, in which these very relations will be studied. It appears 
inevitable, however, to do the same in dealing with the last category of 
isolated forms, which now has to be examined. 

4. Morphology. It will be wise to leave out of account cases such as 
noÄ.vntM"ov, Aphr. 54 and ax?]aTJa#a, Dem. 366. They have parallels in 
Homer which disqualify them as evidence.58) (It is fair to say that Zumbach 
himself is sceptical ab out several of them). The material which deserves a 
closer examination is scanty. It comes solely from verbs. This is not 
surprising. Zumbach, on account of the non-Homeric adjectives (the 
formation of which is nearly always correct) points out that "die bei 
Homer noch vielfach nach indogermanischen Ablautsprinzipien flek
tierenden Verba dem Sprachgefühl der Dichter ungleich viel stärker 
"unregelmässig" vorkamen und dadurch eher zu "poetischen" Formen
gebilden verlockten, währenddem die Bildungs- und Kompositionstypen 
der Adjective viel schärfer und "regelmässiger" fixiert waren und somit 
nicht leicht falsch verstanden und angewandt werden konnten".59) This 
is obviously true, in particular if one realises, as Zumbach does indeed, that 
these poets were working with a poetic idiom, which to them was already 
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a "Kunstsprache". 60) Accordingly, sinee in their eyes "epic" had its own 
laws, they were inclined to create forms on false analogy. A further 
reason is to be found in the fact that, even at early stages of development 
of the formulaic diction, verbal forms were less firmly incorporated in 
formulae than nouns and their epithets. Hence they could be treated more 
freely and were more easily adaptable to the exigencies of the diction. 
They were, therefore, to a greater extent subjected to modernising and 
it is not without reason that exactly af ter verbal forms we find, for 
example, such a large proportion of neglected digammas in Homer. 61) 

On the other hand the same conditions gave the poets a greater opportunity 
to create new 'epic' forms on false analogy when they had to do with 
verbs than in the nominal part of the diction. 

Let us now look briefly at the forms in question. The case of èçanáfJYYJae, 
Ap. 376, has already been examined above. Since at this stage of the 
argument it is inevitable to anticipate the second part of the inquiry by 
taking into account the formulaic aspect of the morphological differences, 
one observation should be added to what has already been said. Homer 
always has èçaná-r'YJae(v) (L 414, end of the line, X 299), èçana-rf]aeLv (-ijaaL) 
(1371, v 277, end of the line). Since these forms do not occur in the hymn, 
strictly speaking we cannot consider the use of èçanáfJYYJae as a breach of 
the 'law' of economy. Instead, as à.na-ráw must have been at the disposition 
of the poet, we might regard it as a more significant feature: in it we 
could see an attempt of this poet to do better than rus forerunners by 
being more 'epic' . This, despite the doubts I have expressed with regard 
to the form as a criterion, might tip the scales of probability in favour of 
èçanáfJYYJae being a symptom of a post-Homeric stage of development. 

A similar indication is not available, as far as I can see, for CJttJaaxf]aatflL, 
Dem. 144. The phrases x' ë(!ya CJttJaaxf]aaLflL (Dem.) and -r' ë(!ya CJtMçaflev 
(X 422)-which both show neglect of digamma-might be modifications 
and go back to a formula such as * fé(!ya tJLtJaçéflev, * fé(!ya (){tJaçe, or 
something like it. However this may be, it is doubtful whether cUéçw I 
àÎo.eçf]aatflL (Q 371, etc.) > ()uMaxw I tJL()aaxf]aatflL would have been too long 
a step for a poet who used AUhonijaç, etc. (see Add., p. 20). 

The same applies to xexáe'YJv-ro, Dem. 458, as compared with xexaef]ae-raL, 
IJl 266 (both from xeXU(!Whç, H 312) 62) and to è{3t{3aaxev, Ap. 133 (Hom. 
(3L{3áç, etc., and (3áax') 63): 

As regards láX'YJae, Dem. 20, Zumbach is probably right in his view of the 
origin of the Homeric aorist-forms "ïaxe, "ïaxov (in fleyáA.' "ïaxe, fléy' "ïaxov, 
A 482, B 333, etc.) Yet the interpretation of fliya "i'axov, fléya 'i'áxwv as 
aorists 64) can only have occurred af ter the digamma had been dropped, 
and since its disappearance in such words must antedate the composition 
of the Homeric poems, 65) the subsequent creation of láX'YJae is not necessarily 
post-Homeric. On the other hand the formulaic nature of the expressions 
containing * .fIfaX- and ' ïaX- stands out very clearly in Homer and the 
number of occurrences is large. Under these circumstances the fact that 
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the epics never have láX'Y)as (-aa'll) whereas e.g. *ap,s(!IJaUa láxrps would 
have been a very convenient conjugation of ap,s(!IJaUa láxw'll 66) for the 
singers, probably points to a post-Homeric origin of this -'Y)a- aorist. 67) 

The problem ofthe relation between {liop,at, 0194, {lin, IJ 582 = Q 131, 
{letop,aL, X 431, on the one hand and {lt6p,sa{}a, Ap. 528, on the other is a 
difficult one. If (liop,aL is the original form - which I think is certain - ,68) 
(lt6p,w{}a may be regarded as an innovation by analogy, but, in view 
of the possibility tbat Homeric às(!yi'Y), vns(!onÀ~'Y)at, etc., have to be 
read as às(!yel'Y), vns(!onÀelT/at, etc.,69) it could equally weIl be a modernised 
reading. 

Thus, for different reasons, the forms IJtIJame~aatp,t, "sxáe'Y)no, B{lI{laa"e'JI 
and (lt6p,sa{}a do not seem to be convincing symptoms of a stage of develop
ment more recent than the Homeric one. As to the two remaining cases, 
-rs"ûa{}at, Aphr. 127 and B"ysyáo'll-rat, Aphr. 197, it would be an over
statement to say that I regard them as conclusive, yet I think there is a 
perceptible difference. Admittedly, this difference is only a matter of 
nuance and its assessment may be wholly subjective. 

As a parallel of e-re"o'll / -rs"ûa{}at Zumbach suggests eneao'll / neaüa{}at. 70) 
The future of n{n-rw, however, is never contracted in Homer, so the 
parallel is only a linguistic one and does not take into account the specific 
functioning of the formulaic diction. From the latter point of view I 
would refer to BaasÎ'tat (B 393, N 317, àneaaû-rat, -r 302).71) Now Baaû-rat 
seems to be a 'formulaic conjugation' of eaasa{}at: IJ'Y)(!èw ànsaaû-rat, -r 302, 
C'0 IJ'Y)(!O'll ànéaasa{}at, a 146; U(!"tO'lI Baaû-rat, B 393, C'0 ÀWtO'lI éaasa{}at, 
Z 339 (cf. amv Ol èaas'i-rat, N 317). In the same way the artificial form 
-rs"ûa{}at is likely to be a conjugation of -re"éa{}at: d"'lIa -re"ûa{}at, Aphr. 
127, C'0 d"'lIa -re"éa{}at, X 324 (and also Dem. 136, Ap. 116, cf. moreover 
X 481, IJ 387). Tbe evidence is slight, but it might suggest that in trying 
to be 'epic', the poet of Aphr. goes one better than Homer. More traces of 
the same tendency, on the part of this poet, will be discussed below. 72) 
è"ysyáo'll-rat, Aphr. 197 ("al na'iIJsç na{IJsaat IJtap,ne(!èç è"yeyáonat) , is 
not so unique an artificial form as it might look at fust sight. In Homer 
we find è(!Xa-r6w'll7:o, ~ 15, derived from é(!Xa-ro (L' 354, etc.).73) è"ysyáo'll-rat 
was likewise developed from a perfect. It is a formulaic conjugation of 
è"ysyaiim, è"ysyav'ia (4'185, etc., 7 x) and probably meant to be a so
called praesens propheticum. In this case the specific conditions in which 
the form is used provide some evidence for post-Homeric modification. 
They will be discussed below, p. 39f. 

The upshot of this long discussion is not very impressive and is fraught 
with many uncertainties. Among the isolated forms occurring in Dem., 
Ap., Aphr., there are only a few that may enable us to assess the stage of 
development of the diction as compared with the phase of evolution 
represented by the epics. They are: è~anácp'Y)ae (1) , Ap. 376, n(!ia{lst(!a (1), 
Aphr. 32, eim{X'YJ-roç (1), Aphr. 112, -re"ûa{}at, Aphr. 127, è"yeyáo'll-rat, 
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Aphr. 197, 'XaflaT'YJe6ç, Aphr. 246, 'XaAv'Xwmç (1), Aphr. 284, Dem. 8, 420, 
láX'YJGe (1), Dem. 20, {}eluT6ç, Dem. 207. 

On the other hand we have found that what little information could 
he gleaned from isolated cases was, to a certain extent, ohtained hy 
relating them to the formulaic diction. In the following section of this 
inquiry we shall see if more can he learned from the diction proper. 

NOTES 

1) Allen-Halliday-Sikes, 2nd ed., 1936. 
2) O.c. LXXXI. Reinhardt, Zum homerischen Aphroditehymnus, Festschr. 

B. Snell 1956, 1-14, Die Ilias und ihr Dichter (ed. U. Hölscher), 1961, 507-521, 
would ascribe Aphr. to the poet ofthe Iliad. Contra e.g. E. Heitsch, Aphroditehymnos, 
Aeneas und Homer, Göttingen 1965. 

3) "There is a certain parallelism between the Hymns and another post-Homeric 
set of poems, the Epic Cyc1e-They date both from the sub-epic period, the eighth 
century and onwards-". 

4) Geschichte der griechischen Literatur2 , 104. 
5) For the testimonies see A.H.S., LXIV-LXXXII. 
6) See e.g. A.H.S., LXXIV ff., Lesky, o.c. 81, Humbert, Homère, Hymnes, 9. 
7) AJP LXXX (1949), 250. 
8) Gnomon XXX (1958), 94-100. 
9) The Homeric Hymns as arm Poetry, AJP LXXXIII (1962), 337- 368. 

10) Drerup, Das Homerproblem in der Gegenwart, 369 ff. 
10a) See J. A. Davison, Quotations and AUusions in Early Greek Literature, Eranos 

LIII (1955), 125- 140. 
11) We know, for instance, that Euripides' Bacchae was not completed earlier 

than rus Orestes (407/6: 408). Yet its style is considerably more archaic-and notably 
more Aeschylean-than that of the earlier tragedy, cf. Dodds, ed. XXXIV. The 
same may be true of Aeschylus' Supplices as c.ompared with bis Persae and Septem 
(though here there is some room for doubt, cf. H. Lloyd Jones, The Supplices of 
Aeschylus, AC XXXIII (1964), 361 f.). 

12) The only departure from trus rule will be found in the discussion of Aphr. 
196 f. Here, in my view, the nature of the passage involves examining the possibility 
of literary influence. 

13) O.c. 364. 
14) It is the writings of the German Romantics (especially those ofyoung Goethe, 

A. W. Schlegel, Jean Paul and W. v. Humboldt) that seem to have contributed 
primarily to this development of aesthetic views, see e.g. O. Walzei, Gekalt und 
Gesta'zt im Kunstwerk des Dichters, Wildpark-Potsdam, 1929, 144-159, A. Preminger, 
F. J. Warnke and O. B. Hardison Jr., Encyclopedia of Poetry and Poeties, Princeton 
1965, s.v. Form, 286 f. Yet according to Wal zei the theory of 'innere Form' can be 
traced back to Shaftesbury and Giordano Bruno, who, in their turn, were influenced 
by Plotinus. This philosopher, as can be seen from Enn. I, 6, 1-2, is concerned with 
opposing the Stoic rJvp.p.eT(!ta doctrine (the editors refer to SV F lIl, 278 f.), but 
the lvóov elóoç conception, wruch he substitutes for it, implies an a fortiori rejection 
of the much more superficial notion mentioned by Notopoulos. The same view is 
already found in Ps. Longinus (De Subl. 1,4; IX, 2; XV, 4, V). Of course tbis is not 
the proper place to mention the extremely difficult problems concerning 'meaning' 
and 'form' raised by theorists ofliterary expression and aesthetics (cf. e.g. R. Wellek 
and A. Warren, Theory of Literature 5 (1961), 18 and pass.). 
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15) Plut. Mor. 79 B. 
16) In fact we see the influence of the formulaic style slowly dying out in the 

poetry of the early elegists and of Theognis and Solon. Some formulae linger even 
in Panyassis, though far fewer than W. McLeod (Studies on Panyassis, Phoenix XX 
(1966), 95-100) thinks. Of course all this has always been known-and ascribed, 
though too exclusively perhaps, to Homeric influence (see further below, n_ 20). 

17) The assumption that the four great hymns were composed orally has been 
used to contest their post-Homeric dating, so it is not relevant here. As to the 
supposition itself, the most that can be said is that it is not impossible. In support of 
it one might adduce the extreme fluidity of the transmission which appears in 
Ap. 146-150 and Dem. 404 ff. (below p. 26 n. 7). Yet with regard to the lliad and the 
Odyssey, where tbe problem of transmission is similar, the hypotbesis of oral compo
sition is incapable ofproof (cf. e.g. Hoekstra, Homeric Modifications 16- 19) and with 
the Hymns we are in the same position. Tbe assumption can be proved least of all 
by underlining words and expressions such as p.vfJGop.at, A1]Tcó, ÈeXop.é:vOtO, 1pfl(!tf:reTJV, 
'l6~ov, TT/V p.é:v, 'leop.ÉOVUtV l6vra (with reference to Olxaltrr{)S/I l6na, B 596), etc., 
and by calling p.vfJGop.at oV~è ).á{}wp.at a 'formula created by analogy' with reference 
to P 210 ).(uuop.at ov~'dyoeeVw and the like. By the standard applied in the "formulaic 
analysis", o.c. 355--359, all hexameter poetry from Homer up to Quintus Smyrnaeus 
as well as much of the elegy (and the Batrachomyomachia! see now Kirk, FormUlar 
Language and Oral Quality, YClS XX (1966), 161 ff.) could be proved to be oral. 
In th is way McLeod, o.c. 109, comes to the conclusion that "Panyassis exhibits no 
essential difference from Homer in his use of traditionallanguage"-to see himself, 
consequently, confronted with the ludicrous picture "of archaic Greece swarming 
with opportunistic scribes, all busily engaged in hunting down bards to sing a song 
for the record"-a result he rightly calls a reductio ad absurdum. Of course even 
at a more formulaic stage than is found in Homer, epic diction must have contained 
many variations, transitional elements, related types, etc., etc., and, in general, 
must have shown a considerable degree of freedom (cf. Lord, The Singer of Tales, 
36 ff. and the penetrating and clarifying investigation of this subject by J. B. 
Hainsworth, Structure and Content in Epic Formulae : The Question of the Unique 
Expression, CQ N.S. XIX, 2 (1964), 155--164.). Yet when it comes to showing that 
the diction of a given poem is to some extent formulaic we have to adhere to the 
strict definition of the formula as closely as possible. See now W. H. Minton, The 
Fallacy of the Structural FormUla TAPA 96 (1965), 241-253. 

18) O.c. 100: "Der jeweilige Stil einer Dichtung steckt ja im ganzen Komplex 
aus Wort- und Formenwahl, Wortstellung, Satzbau, Satzverknüpfung, Metrum, 
Rhythmus, Klang und Komposition, der in keine Statistik eingeht". His reference to 
K. Meister, Homerische Kunstsprache, 246, is not to the point. Meister questions the 
value of statistics as a method of 'Schlichtenanalyse' and of dating. 

19) Cf. L'épithète traditionnelle dans Homère, 23, 112 ff. and pass. 
20) Composition should be excluded booause, in view of their different subjects, 

and purposes, the epics and the Hymns have no common standard by which we 
might judge. 

21) A.H.S., CVI. 
22) This I prefer, though I do not feel certain about it. Of course this is not the 

proper plooe to discuss the question. I confine myself to refer to its recent treatment 
by Van Groningen, La composition littéraire archaïque grecque, 304--336. For several 
reasons I doubt whether the sequence 141-146 could go back to an original one which 
would have been available to Thucydides in the form (140-142- 146) AV'l()ç ~' 

, A(!Yve6'l0~e, lf.va~ Éxa7:1Jp6)" ~ A:n:o).).ov, lJ.).).o'lll p.èv V1)UOVç 'lil "al dVÉ(!aç 1}).áu"aCeç, lf.).).o'le 
Lh7).CP, I/Jo'ipe, p.á).tG'lá ye {}vp.àv héeipDT}ç (o.c. 317 f.). Yetthishypothosisis immaterial 
to Van Groningen's discussion itself and rus study, I think, leaves little doubt that 
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there must have been some rewording of the final part of the Delian hymn. 
23) See e.g. Lesky, o.c. 83. This is not to say that the chronological gap which 

seerns to separate Herm. from the epics and the other major hymns is necessarily 
as wide as linguistic, stylistic and metrical characteristics (cf. Porter, The Early 
Greek Hexameter, YCIS XII (1951), 33 f.) would suggest. To some unknown extent 
the differences existing in these respects between Herm. and the other poems, as 
Professor Kamerbeek points out to me, may be due to the mainland origin of the 
hymn (Boeotia? Olympia? Athens?? (N. D. Brown, Hermes the Thiol 102 ff.). For 
its correspondences with Hesiod see A.H.S., 274, Humbert, 112 f., for its allusions 
to Ap. Dornseiff, Zum homerischen Hermeshymnus, Rh. Mus. LXXXVII (1938), 
80-84, for those to Homer Radel'macher, Der homerische Hermes-hymnus, 224 f.). 

24) O.c. Einleitung (1). 
25) Zumbach, o.c. 15; later the word is found in Aristophanes, Aristotle and 

other authors (LSJ 8.V.); see below, n. 39. 
26) Cf. Page, The Homeric Ody8sey, 156 f. with notes. 
27) Page, ibid. 
28) Cf. Leumann, Homerische Wörter, 212, 231 ff. 
29) Mod. 152. 
30) Leumann, o.c. 212 f. 
31) Mod. 66. 
32) P. Wathelet, Mycénien et Grec d'Homère, 2, La particule ual, AC XXXIII 

(1964), 1, 17-23, 31-44, Hoekstra, Mod. 63. 
33) Cf. e.g. Croiset, HiBtoire de la littérature grecque, I, 385-387, whose figures, 

however, are based upon the part of the Iliad he considered authentic (see Bolling, 
CR XIV (1919), 328 ff.), Cauer, Grundfragen3, 436-441, Page, o.c. 151 f., 161 f. 

34) Wackernagel, Sprachl. Unter8. zu Homer, 224-231. 
85) Mod. 37, 169. 
36) De Suhl. IX, 15: "CotaiiTa yáe nov "Cà nEel "Cr,v "Cov 'O&aaéwç 1}{huwç aVTfP 

fJtOAoyovp.eva olulav, olovel uwp.fPbla Tlç ÈaTtv Tj{}oAoyovp.év1J . AIready Aristoteles: 
1j p.èv 'IA.tàç á:IlAoVv ual naDT}Ttu6v, 1j bi 'Ot5vaaEta nEnAeyp.évov (àvayvwetatç yà(.! bt6Aov) 
ual 1}{)tU~, Poet. 1459 B 15-16. Though its less heroic spirit does not necessarily 
indicate that the Odyssey was created later than the Iliad, the concurrence of several 
unrelated types of evidence (cf. e.g. Nilsson, Homer and Mycenae, 136 f.) makes this 
all but certain-as is also recognised by scholars who uphold unity of authorship 
(cf. e.g. Webster, From Mycenae to Homer, 282). Difference of schooling too might 
have contributed to the increase of abstracts (Page, o.c. 149-164). Aftel' the criticism 
by Webster (o.c. 276-282) and Hainsworth (No Flames in the Ody88ey, JHS LXXVIII 
(1958),49-56) the evidence was re-examined by Kirk, The SOng8 of Homer, 292-299. 
See now also M. H. A. L. van der Valk, The Formulaic Character of Homeric Poetry 
and the Relation between the Iliad and the Ody88ey, AC XXXV (1966) 1,47 ff. Van der 
Valk clearly shows that "the formulae and words listed by P. must not be isolated
but have to be studied in their surroundings". It appears unnecessary to advance 
the hypothesis of composition in separate regions, once it has been realised that the 
differences in vocabulary and formulae are of ten determined by subject-matter 
(e.g. in the use of notV~, lf.notva, àvánotvoç, p. 57 ff.), conception and especially by 
"a fine feeling for the ethos of a passage" (as is apparent from the formulae used for 
daybreak and sunset, p. 47-52). 

37) Zumbach (who does not raise the question of the part played by Ïnnovations 
in a largely traditional diction) is ready to admit that the 'new' substantives do not 
justify "essential linguistic conclusions" (o.c. 2) and ascribes the absence of certain 
words in Homer to chance (e.g. nét5ov, Dem 455, cf. nét5ovt5e, N 796, A 598), o.c. 37 ff., 
see also 17 (on poetical compounds). Metrical necessity is advanced as a further 
cause (ibid.), yet this covers only a small proportion of the words (and their in-
6exional forma) in question. 
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38) ka-ra-ko, MY Ge 605, cf. e.g. Does 226, Bennett, The Mycenae Tablets, II, 
71, 107. 

39) Modelled upon d1lt1]-eó~, cf. :;'r;oV1]eÓ~, p,oxD-rJeó~. Zumbach, o.c. 15. Chantraine, 
La forrrultion des nom8 en grec ancien, 231 ff., who lists the Homeric forms in -1]eó~: 
altpT}eó~, dvt1]eó~, nEVTah1]eo~, ÀattpT}eÓ~, dTaeT1]eÓ~, 6Te1]eÓ~. With "ap,aT1]eÓ~ we can parallel 
6p,{Je1]eÓ~, Hes. E. 451. 

40) Zumbach, o.c. 32. 
41) See below, p. 57 (on dÀept). O. Szemerényi, Syncope in Greek and Indo-European 

and the Nature of Indo-European Accent, 9-17, convincingly argues that *-1]Àvul1] 
«-*-YjÀv{}la) is older than (ve-)1]Àv~- (see in particular pp. 10 and 15). 
42) Zumbach, o.c. 9. 
43) Zumbach, o.c. 8. 
44) As 1 have said above, the frequency of abstracts depends largelyon the 

spirit in which the hymns have been conceived. This becomes particularly claar 
when we compare Aphr. with Herm. The poet of the former hymn is bent on being 
as classical as possible, whereas the well-known humorous treatment of the subject 
in the latter brings about an analogous OOndling of epic style, e.g. in 295 f. : olrovOv 
neoÉ:rJ"ev de,!!óp,evo~ p,eTà xeeul, TÀf}wwa yaUTeà~ led)ov, in 301: (}áQuet, unaeyaVtcÓTa, 
Lltà~ "al Matá~oç vU, and in 336: naiM nv' weov Tóv~e, ~/a:neVUtOV "1{}aeIUTTJv. 

45) Chantraine, G.H. I, 21. 
46) Mod., 32. 
47) Kirk, S.H. 111 f., 114 f. 
48) The Homeric parallels are given by Zumbach, who rightly adds that dyÀaó~weo; 

etc., are no innovations in the proper sense of the word. 
49) On epeeéu{Jto~, Dem. 451, etc., see Schwyzer, Gr. Gr. I, 442. It would be risky 

to consider it a symptom of post-Homeric innovation. Ths archaism epe(!euuauf}~, 
on which it was probably modelled and which is likely to have been an element 
of pre-Homeric diction, is wanting in Il. and ad. as weIl. below p. 26, n. 1. 

50) Cf. Zumbach, o.c. 26: "Das Vorbild ... bleibt noch zu suchen im Kreise der 
Adjektive wie f:Ö"ÓUp,1]TOÇ; vielleicht auch efJ~p'1]TO~ IJ 700 (nveYo~)". Heitsch, o.c. 24 f., 
points out that f:ÖTelxlUTOto (from TetXtl;w, H 449) would have been possible. 

51) Cf. Heitsch, o.c. 25 (who calls it "eine sehr gesuchte Neubildung"). 
52) Bennett, The Olive Oil TabletB of Pylos, Minos, SuppI. 2 (1958), 17 ff. On 

uaTtV1] see Heitsch, o.c. 25 with literature. 
53) O.c. 14. 
54) Zumbach, o.c. 8. 
55) Cf. Zumbach, o.c. 8. Mr. H. Bolkestein draws my attention to 'IÀáe,!!a, Cypr. 

fr. VIII A. (= Paus. lIl, 16, I), [Äiietea, Empedocles fr. B 40 D.- K., [À'áe'!!a, ibid. 
fr. 85, and "TeáTetea, Aesch. Ag. 356, cf. Chantraine, La formation des noma en grec 
ancien, 104. 

56) The genitive 0ép,toç is found Hdt. II, 50. The supposition put forward by 
Frisk (Die Stammbildung von 0EMII, Eranos XLVIII (1950), 12) that the -UT

flection is due to rhapsodes (obviously meant in the ganse of the present-day term 
'singers') and toot {}ép,tUTeç is a "rein literarische PluralvorsteIlung" which originated 
"neben dem abstrakten Singularbegriff der 'Satzung' " has been convincingly con
tested by H. Vos, 0EMII, (Assen 1956), 37 f. Starting from the results of bis semantic 
inquiry, Vos argues fust that there is no reason, why {}ép,t~ ('Recht' , 'Gebühren' , 
'due')privilege, prerogative of the king) should have lacked a plural in common 
speech. Secondly he points to the waak point in Frisk's view, namely that the 
occurrenee of Tá~ 0ép,tUTOÇ, Tá (Tát) 0ép,tUTt and 0ep,lUTto~ (a month in Larissa) in 
Thessalian inscriptions should be ascribed to the epic tradition (o.c. 38, 45 n. 2); 
it will not do to regard the flection of a name of a goddess and of a month as epic 
when a more natural explanation is available. He pref ers to consider the -UT- flection 
a Thessa.lian Aeolism in Homer (cf. Penestae), o.c. 38. 
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The spelling conventions of Linear B prevent us from using the evidence found 
in PY Ac 1278 (te-mi-ti-jo), PY On 300, 10 (te-mi-ti-ja), etc., for our purpose. 
Ruijgh, Etudes sur le grec mycénien (Amsterdam 1967) 180, proposes to read these 
forms as €Jep.ün:wç, €Jep.un:ia but explicitly states he does so on the strength of 
Homeric {}ip.un:- (ibid. n. 414). We are confronted with the same difficulty in KN 
As 821, e-ne-ka ti-mi-to, cf. e.g. Palmer, The Interpretation ot Mycenaean Greek 
Texts, 129. (Mr. Ruijgh points out to me that in Mycenaean €Jep.iTtoç would have 
tended to become €Jep.iawç (cf. ra-wa-ke-si-jo )"äFayéawç: ra-wa-ke-ta )"äFayéTaç, 
cf. also" A(}Tep.iawç: gen. a-te-mi-to ' A(}Tép.IToç) but that this argument is not absolutely 
conclusive since -T(WÇ) could have been analogically restored (cf. ti-nwa-ti-ja-o 
coexisting with ti-nwa-si-ja). 

57) Cf. Mycenaean o-u·te-mi , o-u-ki-te-mi, Does 311, KN V 280). The lengthening 
of the final syllable of {}ep.tr:6v before ol need not be due to {}ep.IT6v ol being an old 
epic formula showing observance of the digamma, since the use of a dative is as 
natural with {}ep.tr:6v as it is with l~eaTt and the like, cf. Mad. 116 n. 2 and e.g. 
Hdt. V 72 oV yà(! {}ep.ITOv Llw(}tWaI 1ta(}léval Mama, Eur. Or. 97 aal IJ' oVX' {}ep.tr:6v. 
Moreover, in such expressions as {}ep.n:6v the prosodic value of ol is a doubtful 
criterion anyway, cf. Ruijgh, Lingua 18 (1967) , I, 97 (review of Hom. Mad.). On 
the other hand it is to be noted that in Homer the combination ou yá(} P.OI (ol, TOl, 

:rtw, :rtwç, :rt(}iv, etc.) nearly always forms the beginning of a line, cf. x 73 oV yá(! P.OI 
(}ép.lç laTl. In this respect too the structure of the latter hemistich of Dem. 207 
may be a stylistic innovation, cf. Mad. 58, 79. 

58) With axfJaTJa{}a compare TlOTJa{}a, I 404, ûa{}a, K 450, IJt/Joia{}a, T 270 (Chan. 
traine, G.H. 470). 

59) O.c. 12. 
60) O.c. 28. 
61) Mad. 50 f. 
62) Zumbach, o.c. 33, Chantraine, o.c. I, 448. 
63) Zumbach, o.c. 30; see, however, below p. 24. 
64) Mad. 53. 
65) Ibid. 
66) 7 X (ibid.; PI > T 1). 

67) This is to a certain extent supported by the onomatopoetic and graphic 
nature of the context, see below p. 55. 

68) See Frisk s.V. ploç. 
69) K. Meister, o.c. 36. 
70) O.c. 31. 
71) On this so-called Doric future see e.g. Schwyzer, Gr.Gr. I, 785 f., Chantraine, 

Morphologie historique du grec, 252 . 
72) pp. 40, 44. 
73) Wackernagel, o.c. 60. Cf. also ).,ap.:rteT6wvn (A 104 = IJ 662) (<Äáp.:rteTov?) 

Leumann, o.c. 181 f. and, in general, K. Meister, o.c. 71 ff. 
Addendum ad p. 14 (Dem. 144). I prefer Voss' correction of the impossible 

/Jta{}fJamp.1 to the other conjectures because yvvatx6ç is otiose af ter yvvatxàç àqn1-
).,IXOÇ, 140, and sin ce the simplest emendation, yvvaixaç, almost necessarily in
volves a form of /JtIJáaxw. At the same time this verb fits the proposals made 
by Demeter in 141-143, for these strongly suggest the position of oid Eurycleia 
(Odyssean influence is conspicuous in the whole of passage 100-160). 
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APOLLO 

THE DELIAN HYMN 

The maximum length admissible for this poem is 181 lines. Of these 
30-44 are made up of geographical proper names and their epithets and 
descriptions, almost all of which are either wanting in Homer or couched 
in identical formulae.1) The rest of the hymn contains 7 whole verses, 
about 20 half lines and a great many shorter formulae that occur in the 
same form or with slight variations in the epi cs. 2) The scanty material 
provided by the Delian part of Apollo is further reduced by the fact that 
in some places, which might otherwise be informative, we have variae 
lectiones. It would bias the inquiry to assume that the most modern reading 
is the authentic one. Besides, the problem is complicated by our ignorance 
of the extent to which the final part of the poem was reworked in order 
to adapt it to the Pythian hymn.3) From the above it will be clear that 
we cannot hope to find sufficiently useful material. This expectation is 
borne out by the facts . 

A. I nflection 

There is no convincing case of inflection which entails modification 
suggesting a stage of development more recent than the Homeric phase. 
Admittedly the counterpart of 

aVTtç Ij' av A'I}1'w 't'ê xal "A(!1'EIUV loxéal(!av 

is found in Homer in the form 

,l( 'A' '''A '1 '/1'Ot 1'ov 'I}1'w 1'E xat (!1'EluÇ wXcat(!a 

159 

E447 

and the final syllable of the accusative of A1J1'w occurs nowhere in the 
Il. and Od. in arsis (so that there the uncontracted form may be original 
everywhere). Yet the evidence of such a case seems too slender to go by, 
the more so since the corresponding syllables of A'I}1'ovç and A1J1'oï (dat.) 
are, as a matter of fact, found in arsis E 327 and Q 607 respectively 3a) 
and because in Ap. 25 

A1J1'w 1'éXE, {}avfta fJeo1'oïat 

has an accusative parallel in A. 287 

II'I}ew 't'éXE, {}avfta fJ(!o1'oiat 

so that it might even be argued that the hymn has preserved the proto
type.4) 

Neglect of digamma, as found in 46 {}éA.ot olx{a {}éa{}at and in 177 
ov A.1}~W éX1JfJ6A.oV 'An6Uwva I vftvéwv, is frequent in Homer, cf. e.g. 
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fJOVA.STaL olx01l OqJéA.A.stv, 0 21, (cf. also ol m(!l Llw<5wV1]v tJvaXstp,S(!OV olxt ' 
ethv-ro, B 750, fJfjaav éX'YJfJóA.cp 'Anó;';'wvL, A 438, etc.5) 

In 20 VÓp,ot fJsfJA.~a-rat lfJ<5ijç (VÓp,OL Matthiae, vop,ol Barnes, vóp,oç mss) 
can, of course, be read as VÓp,ot fJsfJA.~a-r' àot<5fjç. 6) 

B. Substitution 

In Homer we find some instances of replacement of constituents of 
older formulae. The only case I can find in Ap. 1-181 is: 

A'YJTOi, xvMa-r'YJ ff6ya-rs(! p,syáA.ow Kotow 

cf. "H(!'YJ, n(!éafJa fhá, {}6ya-rs(! p,syáA.oW K(!óvow, E 194 = 243 ~ E 721 
e 383. 

The case, it seems, is doubtful and an isolated one at that.6a) 

C. Separation 

62, 

Cases of the type 'AnóA.A.wvá -r' avax-ra (15) are numerous in Homer: 
Xaeónotó .,: avax-roç, B 672, etc. In 181 LI~A.oW nS(!LXA.va-r'YJÇ (-ov M) p,éy' 
àváaastç, may come from an older prototype which lacked p,éya and had 
an adjective ending in -ow, e.g. *[LI~A.oW nS(!LXA.Va-r]ow Fávaaas (-SLÇ, -SL, 
etc.), cf. nsMow àváaasLç, <5 102. In Homer only the old instrumentallqJL 
is allowed to enter the ubiquitous àváaastv -formulae; instead the addition 
f-téya is sometimes found with x(!a-reiv, cf. IJ 172 f-téya x(!a-réwv 7jvaaas. 
The reading is not absolutely certain, however, for the ms. r 7) has a 
suprascript ow, which might point, as A.H.S. observe, to nS(!LXA.va-rOW 
àváaasLç. Hence, in order to err on the safe side, we shall do weIl to leave the 
case out of account. The same applies to 46 si -rtç ol yatÉwv vlei f}éA.ot 
olxta f}éaf}at. 8 ) Here yatÉwv and irresolvable -st in vlei suggest a post
Homeric stage. Homer has only yaLáwv (but cf. f) 284 ij ol yatáwv noA.v 
qJLA.-rá-r'YJ èa-rlv ánaaéwv); among the 26 datives of vlóç 9) found there, the 
only case of final syllable in arsis is vlei IJ(!táf-tow (lP 34) and even this is 
likely to represent vIL IJ(!táf-tow, cf. B 791 1°). In Ap. 46, however, there 
is a v.l. sr nç yatáwv (p) and vlei f}éA.ot could easily be corrected intof}éA.ot 
vlei 11). The ms. tradition does not allow us to regard 46 as. areliabIe 
symptom of post-Homeric composition. 

D. J uxtaposition and Transposition 

71 

In this line -ro n(!w-rov is no less authentic than náf-tn(!w-rov before è(!vaaaf-tsv, 
etc., in <5 577 ~ x 403, 424 ~ A. 2.11a) On the other hand these cases show 
that this type of juxtaposition is not post-Homeric. 

naaat <58 axomat -rOt ä<5ov xal n(!wovsç ax(!ot 22 

If there were any specific prototype of -rOL ä<5ov, it cannot, at all events, 
be identified. The expression might be a reminiscence of * Fot Fá<5s (-ov, -Ot, 
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etc.) cf. C 245 "at ol ätJot av.6fh fllfl:vetV, but could also be considered a 
modification of a 'formula' reflected by Aphr. 10 àA.A.' äea ol n6A.ef-lot .e 
ätJov. However this may be, Homer has a parallel in wç ~rpekv (}áva.6ç f-l0t 
átJeiv, r 173, so from our point of view the case is not significant.llb) 

113 

I now have to raise a question which is among the thorniest in this kind 
of investigation. It is this: in how far does v-movable constitute areliabIe 
indication of modification 1 It need not be said that the evidence is extre
mely complicated and sometimes contradictory,12) so the problem should 
be tackled with many reservations. I cannot refrain, however, from 
suggesting the following points. 1. It seems that there is some connection 
between the disruption of ancient prototypes and the use of v-movable.13) 
2. This connection is shown in the fust place by v-movable making position 
(cf. e.g. Aphr. 54 èv à"eon6A.otç oeeatV noA.vmtJá"ov "ItJ'YJç against lv (èn') 
à"eon6A.otatV oeeaat, r 205, E 523. 14) 3. The evidence is less conclusive, 
but still fairly strong for v-movable obviating hiatus in a number of cases 
that show various types of modification and innovation (cf. e.g. Aphr. 128 
tJei~e "at erpeaaev against rpeáae (1 x ) Kte"'YJ (A. 22), against ènÉrpeatJe n6.vta 
Kte"'YJ (f-l~''YJe), " 549, A 795, etc.15) It may be typical of a certain evolution 
that in Homer the archaism lA.A.a{3e (18 x ) 16) only once has v-movable 
obviating hiatus (arpÉA.aç lA.A.a{3ev, a 394, and that the only time the form 
occurs in Dem. and in Hesiod, it is found as lA.A.a{3ev: axoç llla{3ev, àf-lrpt tJè 
xahatç (Dem. 40) and BA.A.a{3ev äen'YJv, Th. 179.t7) 4. It is a curious fact that, 
with a few exceptions (e.g. evç naîç 'Ayxtaao, 'AA.é~avtJeoç (}eoêt~ç) the 
formulaic systems ofnoun-epithet formulae employed between the trochaic 
caesura and the end of the line begin, or used to begin, with a consonant: 
(3owmç n6.vLa "He'YJ, ava~ àvtJewv 'Ayaf-lÉf-lvwv etc., etc. This suggests that 
originally-at a pre-Ionic stage, that is,-there was a tendency to avoid 
hiatus af ter Tl formulae ending in a past tense of a verbal form. It remains 
to be asked, then, whether there is evidence to show that af ter the formulaic 
diction had reached lonia, the singers, having v-movable at their disposal 
to fill up hiatus in the trochaic caesura and thus being less tied to the old 
types, proceeded to break up these types and toot they availed themselves 
of this opportunity to an increasinq extent. 

Elsewhere 1 have called attention to some symptoms in Aphr. which 
point in this direction.18) In Dem. there are 15 verbal forms ending in 
v-movable before the trochaic caesura (e.g. lO'Yj"ev, 195, not'YJaev, 242). Of 
their Homeric counterparts, the vast majority do not have this -v under 
conditions originally not requiring its use.19) In the category of those 
occurring before the trochaic caesura the difference is determined to a great 
extent by the fact pointed out above: in Homer T 2 formulae beginning 
with vowels are relatively scarce, whereas in Dem. such combinations as 
rfiat tJè f-lv{}wv -1eXev lvCwvoç Me.ávetea are proportionally frequent (7/15). 
If, for this reason, we consider this phenomenon inconclusive, the fact 
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remains that in the hymn we see a tendency to shift forms such as e1}rp~e, 
notrwe, (l )f1,lp,ve, àvfj"e, lJnwne and their metrical equivalents from the 
end of the line to the place before the trochaic caesura. Undoubtedly the 
same treatment had already been practised by Homer,20) yet in Dem. 
it was remarkably developed. All this is in accordance with the few 
phenomena of this kind found in Aphr.2l ) In Ap. 1-181 I find only three 
cases of a verbal form used before the trochaic caesura, and all of them 
have v-movable. 113 looks epic enough, but on closer examination it 
appears that, apart from fJ 106 = w 141 enu1}ev "AXawvç, Homer has only 
a single example of nei1Jev (and not a single one of enedJev) in which 

bI . _<\ , ,.\:"' -_0. ' R' .\: ' '.\: v-mova e IS necessary: wç q;a-ro, -rov u ov newev, ap,etp0p,evoç ue ne0G1]vua, 
P 33. In contrast with 1Jvp,àv enet1}ev lvi (J7:~1}eaat q;tAQtat, 113, we find 
in Homer 1Jvp,àv lvi a-r~1}eaatv enet1}e (-ov), Z 51, etc., 6 x and on ce 
1Jvp,àv enu1}e, X 78, at the verse-end. 

A similar indication is found in 133 

_'\ , \ "p'p , \ _0. ' , .\:' wç emwv e t aa"ev ano XIFOVOÇ evevouet'Yjç 

In itself the formation of lfJtfJaa"ev,22) though the form is wanting in 
Homer, is not necessarily a symptom of post-Homeric evolution.23) It is 
curious however, that among the approximately 90 different lines be
ginning with the formula á)ç f:Înwv (some of which are very frequently 
used) only three have a verbal form ending in v-movable before the 
trochaic caesura: á)ç f:Înwv ànénep,nev àtJeAq;eóv (K 72), á)ç emwv nU(!énetaev 
àtJeAq;ewv (!) q;eévaç ifewç (H 120 = N 788), á)ç emwv eeet1pev àn' oveavov 
àa-reeóev-roç (T 130). In Ap. (taken as a whoIe) there are two different 
á)ç emwv lines. One of them is wç emwv tJtéfhJ"e 1}ep,etAta tPoifJoç , AnóAAwv 
(254 = 294), the other is 133. 

The Delian hymn has three cases of a verbal form used before the 
trochaic caesura. Two of them have been discussed, the third is p,v'Yjaáp,evot 
Té(!'JI:ovatv, 8-rav (J7:~awv-rat àywva, 150, yet this line had better be left 
out of account, since, originally at any rate, a glide may have bridged the 
hiatus af ter forms ending in _t. 24) 

As to v-movable making position, we have very little to go by. Apart 
from the cases which have parallels in Homer (e.g. av-ràe lnet é' lJp,oaév 
-re TeAeVT'Yjaév Te Tàv 8e"ov, 89 = E 280) nearly all the phenomena are 
uninformative. Some of them seem to be bound up with enjambement 
(ëv{}a "a1}tCovatv, 12, vp,vov àettJovatv, 161) but they cannot be traced back, 
as far as I can see, to protoypes as recognisable as, for instance, lv 
à"eonóAQtç lJeeatv, etc., in Aphr. There is one case, however, which is 
typical of a stage of development which is not found in Homer. It is 163 

p,tp,eia1}' 'taaat1/" q;at'Yj tJé "ev aVTàç l"a(J7:oç 

Alongside v-movable making position the digamma is twice neglected in 
this line. The evolution seems to have proceeded as follows: ovtJe Zaaa, / 
ovtJé Tt oItJe (tltJ'Yj, 'ttJp,ev) (.11 657, B 486, N 674, etc., between the diaeresis 
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and the end ofthe line) ~ ()1) [vrynwç] ovlJè 1'0 (1'à) fjlJ'YJ (oMe) I [V~ntOL] 
ovlJè 'iaam (B 38, etc., Hes. E. 40, before the trochaic caesura) )ovlJé Tt 

'taaatv [Oáva1'ov xai xijea ,uéÀatvav] (fJ 283, Pi, cf. nÀe{ova oMa (fjlJ'YJ, el{)ÓJç) , 
T 219, etc. ) nÀetova 'iaaatv, lP 312, PI) (still with 'observed' digamma) 
) ,ut,ueiaf}' 'iaaatv, Ap. 163, Pi, with contraction and neglected digamma in 
addition to v-movable making position.25) 

It does not seem fortuitous that, whereas the rest of the Delian hymn 
shows no recognisable traces of drastic modification and innovation, its 
final part has this striking symptom of disintegration of a formula. It is 
exactly here that we find an accumulation of late phenomena: irresolvable 
ày~ewç, 151,26), irresolvable A'YJ1'w, 159, fJ,uvov àe{lJovatv, 161, ,ut,ueiaf}' 
taaatv, 163, av1'oç lxaa1'oç, 163, ofJ1'w aeptv xaÀ~ avváe'YJeev àOL~, 164,vnoxe{vaaf}' 
à,uep' ~,uéwv (1) (-f}at àep' ~,uéwv1), 11727). In the personal part of the 
hymn the poet is seen to compose much more freely than in the story. 

NON-HoMERIC ARCHAISMS 

It remains for us to see whether the Delian hymn shows traces of old 
formulae which are wanting in Homer. It has two certain archaisms and 
one possible. The latter is epo{Vtxi: in 117 à,uepi lJè epo{VtXt fJáÀe n~xee. This 
might be taken as an old form of the dative,27a) comparable with lJdeptÀoç 
and xevaeüp lJénaï (y 41, cf. Q 285) in Homer.28) On the other hand 
the line could be a modification of à,uepi lJè natlJi ep{Àcp fJáÀe n~xee, e 38, 
w 347, or a similar expression.29) 

The two certain archaisms are evfJwv, 54, and xadfJewç, 127. The line 
ovlJ' evfJwv aé y' l!aeaf}at o{o,uat oV1" ev,u'YJÀov can hardly be traditional in 
its present form.30) It seems impossible to decide whether it has preserved 
more than a single isolated archaism. The same is true of 127 xadfJewç 
ä,ufJeo1'ov ellJae. The odds are against this expression being, in its existing 
form, an archaic formula because, generally speaking, the truly ancient 
formulae of this type had the third person of the verb,31) which would 
result in hiatus. Is it, then, a conflation of something like *xadfJew xaenov 
rleove'YJç and ä,ufJeo1'ov eMae which, though it is wanting in Homer as weIl, 
has no late characteristics 1 All such considerations are to remain purely 
speculative. 

In addition to these cases the Delian hymn has two phrases a modernised 
counterpart of which is found in Homer. One is návuç àep' élJeáwv, 4, cf. 
av1'óf}ev l~ élJeéwv, v 56, cf. av1'óf}ev l~ llJe'YJç, T 77. The other is 123 
ovlJ' de' 'AnóÀÀwva xevaáoea ~aa1'o ,u~1''YJe, cf. Hes. E. 771 (!) 1'fi yàe 
'AnóÀÀwva xevaáoea ye{va1'o A'YJ1'w, cf. Zumbach, o.c. 66. The Iliad has 
l/>o{fJov 'AnóÀÀwvoç xevaaóeov, öç ,utV àvwyet, E 509, and l/>oïfJov ' AnóÀÀwva 
xevaáoeov, öç ae náeoç nee, 0 256, cf. Dem. 4, Ap. 395 (-oç1). In 
these cases the modifications (by declension and juxtaposition) are 
Homer's. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The results of the foregoing discussions are not impressive. They can 
be summarised as follows: 1) Nothing much is to be learned for our purpose 
from isolated formations such as qJ(!aCJftoGVvYj, 99, I;YjÀoGVvYj, 100, etc.32) 

2) They are moreover counterbalanced by ev{3wv 54, "ad{3(!wç, 127, and 
perhaps by qJolvtû, 117 (1). However, being isolated forms, the latter 
provide little evidence to the contrary. It is far from certain that these 
phenomena have been preserved in formulaic combinations. 3) There are 
no cases of modification sufficiently outstanding and numerous to justify 
the conclusion that the type of diction of 1 -co 138 is post-Homeric. The 
most significant indication might be found in {}vftov lnetf}ev, 113, and 
wç emwv è{3l{3aG"ev, 133, as compared with the customary treatment of 
such types by Homer, and with similar cases found in Aphr. and Dem. 
But' An6ÀÀwva X(!vGáo(!a, 123, provides some evidence to the contrary. 

The final part of the poem, however, is a different thing altogether 
(± 140-181). It looks as if the poet, though handling the diction in a 
more or less 'Homeric' way in the story, kept much less to-indeed was 
unable to manage - the traditional com binations, when he had to describe 
the contemporary gatherings at Delos. 

NOTES 

1) On aU this see W.O.C. Windisch, De Hymnis H01'/U',ricis Maioribus, 5-8. 
Cf. 30 &jpor; 'AlJrp!iiw '" lbc(!O'V 'AIJrp!Éwv, y 278, 8gainst ol der èr; yovvOv 'AlJrp!áwv 
le(!áwv, À. 323, cf. Mod. 36. It may be interesting to notice the modification of this 
formula fust attested in ps. Hes. (P.l.F.A.O. 322, 17=fr. 4380,67 Merkelbach-West, 
cf. P. Oxy XXVIII (1962) 2495, ll) le(!Éwv :rr:oû yovvOv 'ADT}véwv, but perhaps of a 
much older date, cf. gJe(!eaaaxÉar; Kac5p,elovr;, (*<rpe(!e-TFaxfJr;), ps. Hes. Sc. 13. 

2) Windiseh, i bid. 
3) If the suspicion voiced by O. Regenbogen, Gedanken zum Homerischen 

ApoUo-HymnU8, Eranos LIV (1956), 49-56 = Kl. Schr., 29 ff. ("dass schliesslich das 
Ganze unter Zusätzen eine Art von Überarbeitung erfuhr, die es vielleicht geraten 
sein lässt, von einem Rhapsoden-Exemplar zu reden") should be right, all the 
efforts that will be made in this inquiry will of course prove futile. To me, however, 
the linguistic indications adduced by R egenbogen are not cogent and mere compo
sitional analysis can hardly obtain reliable results in this field. 

3&) In thesis A 9, AT}Toiir; "al. 
4) Mod. 132 f. 
5) On the question of conjugation involving neglect of digamma see Mod. 49 ff. 

As regards the phenomenon in the epithets of the gods, the matter has a different 
aspect, which will be discussed below p. 31 ff. 

6) Preferred by Wilamowitz, Die Ilias und Homer, 443 n. 1. On :rr:(!WTO'V WD, 
71, see below. 

6&) peyáÀ.oIO K(!óvolO cdd., peyáÀ.ov (and Kolow) Barnes. ' 
7) According to HUlllbert's sigla. The fact that the only papyrus-source of the 

Hymns (apart from the Orphic quotations BKT V, 1), the little scrap containing 
part of Dem. 402- 407 (POxy XXIII, 2379), differs from M in four readings (among 
them Tt]V' a' è~a:rr:á[TT}ae, (Ruhnken) instead of Tiv' è~a:rr:áTT}ae) suffices to wam us 
against jumping to conclusions in the matter we are concemed with in this inquiry. 

8) On the neglect of digamma in obela DÉaDa, see above, p. 21 f. 
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9) VIt, vl', vlei. 
10) Chantraine, G.H. 228, cf. Zumbach, o.c. 55. 
11) Kaibel according to Wilamowitz, o.c. 446 n. 2. The emendation would 'restore' 

the digamma at the same time. 
11&) Mod. 60. In these cases emendation is unnecessary. 
llb) On the other hand, the phrases náCTat C11eomat and 7'€(!W(YIIEr; l1x(!ot, as Mr. J. B. 

Hainsworth reminds me, are found juxtaposed in Homer (0 553 = II 299) and in 
all probability they are prototypes of Ap. 22. Hence the neglect of the digamma in 
TOl éJ.óov, though not post-Homeric in itself, is probably related to the modmcation 
of the formula náCTal u"omal "al neW(YIIEç l1x(!Ol. 

12) Mod. 71-75. 
18) Ibid. 78 ff. 
14) Ibid. 80, see below p. 42. 
15) Ibid. 83. 
18) E.g. [HafJE yvia (3 x ), l).).afJE fJvp,óv (2 X ), cf. also è)')'áfJd aimjç, E 325, and 

Mod. 96 n. 4. 
17) Mod. 83 f., cf. [).).axEV ÓJç, Dem. 86. Just as fj(!na;EV, 3, i/"ovUEV, 23, dw, 25, 

i/fiEÀEV, 45, 193, h(!ECPEV, 235, brVEV, 376, XWf!TIUEV, 430, p,éÀÀEV, 454, it is found in 
enjambement, cf. Mod 85 ff., 101 ff., 131 f., 146 n. l. 

18) Mod. 79 (p,ép,TJ).EV, ólóa;EV, àTtm).).EV). 
19) Cf. e.g. nE(!l ?<:VIjP,T/Utv lfiTJ"E (4 X ), bi yoVvEIJlJtv lfiTJ"E, b XE(!ulv lfiTJ"E, "iióoç 

~E. I do not count, either in Homer or in the Hymn8, those cases where an iota 
precedes the -v, beca.use originally, at all events, the hiatus was probably bridged 
by a glide, Mod. 72. Nor, of course, at the end of the line. 

20) Mod. 58, etc. 
21) Mod. 79 f. 
22) Above, p. 14. 
28) Though I refrain from discussing the peculiarities of the Hymn to Herme8, 

its treatment of àVTEfJÓ).TJCTE (not in Ap. Aphr. Dem.) seems to be a case in point_ 
It is used twice, once at the end of the line "(143) and once in the form àVTEfJÓ).TJUEV 
(èn' avklT/uI 1hJ(!T!CTI) before the trochaic caesura, 26. In Homer it occurs 4 times at 
the end of the line (N 210, etc.), once before fiEà yÄav"wmç 'Afhivrl (TJ 19) and once in 
the form àVTEfJÓ).TJCTEV: 1}È uol àVTEfJÓ).TJCTEV 6(!tvop,évfP "aTà ówp,a, X 360. The differ
ence of these proportions does not seem due to chance. The forma of àVTlfJo).éW 
occur 25 times in Homer. In 9 of these cases they could not he used before the 
trochaic caesura (àVTlfJoUJr1alç Ó 547, etc.). Apart from TJ 19 and X 360 they are always 
used at the verse-end. Moreover, they have formulaic inflection-forma: àVTláuEtE, 
àVTláuaVTa, àVTláuaVTI, etc., and these too are found at the verse-end. Although 
Homer had v-movable at his disposal, he generally stuck to the old types, but the 
more the development progressed, it seems, the more poets were inclined to shift 
the 3. p_ sing. of past tenses. 

24) Mod. 72. 
25) More details in Mod. 91 with note 2. 
28) And possibly aVv CTcpoilJtv TE?eÉECTIJt, 148 (Thuc.). 
27) See edd. 
27&) .i having replaced older ·Et. 
28) See now P. Wathelet, Mycénien et Grec d'Homère, I, Le Datif en ·1, AC XXXI 

(1962), 5--14. 
29) Cf. nv(!l [vI no).).qJ, Dem. 248 « èv nv(!l no).).qJ), below, p. 51, IIaefiEVlfP cp(!éan, 

Dem. 99, below, p. 55 with note. 
80) On eiJfJwv see Zumbach, o.c. 18. 
31) Mod. 50 ff. 
32) Above, p. 12. 
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THE PYTHIAN HYMN 

A. lnflection 

Of the strange duals found in 456, 487, and 501 1) only "á{}er:ov, Avaavr:e 
(487) (and possibly l"'YJa{}ov (501)) come within the category of inflected 
prototypes. Since, however, the underlying cause of all these phenomena 
is the same - inflection being merely its outward appearance - they will 
be discussed together. 

Whether the dual was still part of living speech or not in East Ionic 
at the time when the Iliad and Odyssey were created, it is certain that 
their poet(s) used it spontaneously himself (themselves) and did not 
merely adopt it as an element of older formulae. 2) These new employments 
were certainly not always correct, but in this respect there seems to be a 
perceptible difference between nominal and verbal forms. With nominal 
forms, though there are a few superficial adaptations of formulaic rem
nants 3) and some signs that to the poet of the Iliad the dual had lost its 
original meaning,4) we find no cases of strikingmisuse, misunderstanding 
or morphological confusion, not even in the famous passage of the 
Embassy.5) In his use of verbal forms, however, the poet shows himself 
less sure. Alongside archaic elements such as fJár:'YJv, lt"r:'YJv, etc., we find 
the well-known cases of -r:ov in the imperfects (Jun"er:ov, K 364, èr:evxer:ov, 
N 346, Aacp6aaer:ov, 1: 583 (3rd pers.). These occur before the bucolic, 
diaeresis, in a position, that is, in which the singers had learned of old 
to put most verbal forms. 6) At a time when in spoken East Ionic the 
difference between the old dual-endings -r:ov and -r:'YJV had become blurred, 
the poet of the Iliad, still clinging to the general patterns of oral verse
making introduced èr:evxer:ov, etc., in a position in which originally it had 
been customary to put forms such as enAer:o, è"é"Aer:o, èó(!o(!e, rjAv{}e, 
e"Ave, ènéaavr:o, àn~flfJ(!or:e, etc., etc. 7) 

The examples found in the Pythian hymn, however, show a treatment 
which goes much further. To this poet "á{}er:ov was obviously 'epic' for 
"á{}er:e (imperative), iJa{}ov for iJa{}e (ind.) and i,"'YJa{}ov for l'X'YJa{}e (coni.). 
In contrast to (JtW"ér:'YJv, èr:evXér:'YJv, Aaqroaaér:'YJv none of the forms 'Xá{}er:e, 
iJa{}e, l'X'YJa{}e were impossible in hexameter poetry. Debrunner rightly 
regards "á{}er:ov, iJa{}ov, l"'YJa{}ov as due to "die metrische Bequemlichkeit 
und sprachliche Unkenntnis des Verfassers". He also signalises the proto
types of two of the expressions of Ap.: 

r:ûp{)' ofJr:wç iJa{}ov r:eT:l'YJ6r:eç< 456 

" " lar:'YJr:e r:e#rJn6r:eç LI 243 

To LI 243 we might add: 

'~q,'" '.0. 'A.q.",' \ "IT T:l'f'v ovr:w r:eT:l'YJa'u'ov, v"vat'YJ r:e "at H(!'YJ; 8447 

iar:ta flèv n(!wr:ov "á{}er:ov, Avaavr:e fJoetáç < 487 

" " " "áDeaav, Avaav (Jè " Ap.503 
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It is characteristic that the modification was used before its prototype. 
503 need not be post-Homeric, but its modification (487) certainly is. 

Of 501 

Debrunner gives no parallel. One might refer to: 

02 /J' 8u xweov i"avov, 81ft acp{at nécpea/J' 'AXtAAeVÇ 

al " " 
v'YJov 

" 
'A1hJv'YJç Èv nÓAet ä"en, etc., cf. K 526, 

E 520, e 28 
cUA.' 

" /J~ é' " 
O{ft ~av{}àç MevéAaoç, etc., cf. E 780, 0101 

elç 8 "e 'r:ovç àcp{"'YJat, 02 ov" 'taaat {}áÄaaaav ex> 1jJ 269 

lJI 138 
Z 297 

L1 210 
Ä 122 

Instead of Ènt (involving hiatus) Mand T have non-metrical Èn'. Agar 
proposed àv' Èn' (in view of 506), whereas Matthiae wouldread piÄawav Èn', 
cf. Hom. A 485.8 ) So much is clear, at any rate, that the second hemistich 
is a modification of the old prototype Èn' fJneCeow levaaav (A 485, etc., 
3 x) based upon both -ow and original digamma. 9) In Ap. 488 these are 
mutually exclusive lo). 

538 

UnIike the cases discussed so far, neOcpVAax{}e cannot be shown to be due 
to modification of a prototype, nor is it likely that such a formulaic 
ancestor ever existed. It is a free and rather wild innovation, modelled 
upon /Jé/Jex{}e, cf. Zumbach 29. It shows just like È"yeyáovTat, Aphr. 137, 
and other casesll ) how much was allowed to be 'epic' by the poets of 
these hymns.lla) 

B. Substitution 

Perhaps È~a7Cácp1Jae, 376 (above, p. 14). 
No cogent evidence. 

G. Separation 

Apart from 361-62 (below, p. 30) I do not find a single case which 
might be typical of a post-Homeric development. 

D. J uxtaposition 

8nnwç p,vwóp,evoç g"tBÇ 'ACav-r{/Ja "ove'YJv 12) 

ParalleIs: 
g"teç, é"a-r'YJpóA' 'AnoÄÄov 
["tB ~av{}àç MevéAaoç 

, 
"te" " 
,,{e a{}éveï pAep,ea{vwv 

209 

229 239 277 

° 147 
P 113 
e 337 

Y 168 
Y 36 
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In Homer g,eteç is wanting, nor do we find g,ete'V or 'Xlev with the final 
syllable in arsis. Ap. 209 mayor may not be significant. 

neC6ç, 0 cl lnnotaw; OV flijv T(!ton6ç y' Èvékmev 

With lnnotaw we may compare 

213 

lç -re n6Aw È(!a-rijv 'Xai bWfla-ra 'XaA.à l'Xaa-roç 477 
and Aphr. 25 ij bi flá}..' oV'X lfJûev àMà au(!ewç ànéemev 13) 

Both 213 and 477 are probably due to rather free innovation, the former 
perhaps af ter the pattern of Homeric mnotatv 'Xai öxeacpw, E 219, etc., 
8 x 14). With respect to n6Atv l(!a-r~v it deserves notice that È(!a-r6ç is found 
only once in the whole of Homer (r 64, bw(!' È(!a-rá), but 3 x in Ap. (380, 
477, 515) and 5 x in Herm. Similar proportions are found for nOAm](!a-roç, 
below, p. 54. In view of such a case as lMfnaw, y 422, the phenomenon 
found in 213 and 477 cannot be regarded as a symptom of post-Homeric 
innovation.l5 ) 

Permutation ot P 2 and T 2 16) 

näat {}oefltaUVOtflt X(!éwv Èvi ntovt VlJCP 253 = 293 

No prototype can be traced, but Homer still has x(!etwv, {}o 79, and 
X(!1]a6flevoç, {}o 81, cf. x(!elwv, Ap. 396, X(!1]a6flevot, Ap. 252 C'-=> 292. Was the 
second hemistich derived from a P 2 formula *X(!etwv bi ntovt 'l!1]cp? 
Because of the scarcity of occurrences of the verb in Homer and the 
impossibility of proving their formulaic nature, 253 provides no proof of 
post-Homeric modification. 

Oonflation 

The dragon IS being killed by Apollo: 

361-62 

In the preceding part of the inquiry we had to do with changes in matters 
of technique which in various degrees were brought about by the in
fluence of the spoken dialect. In 361- 62, however, we come across a 
different phenomenon. Here it is primarily a change of outlook, which is 
reflected by technical alteration. 

The expression AetnetV {3tov, common in classical poetry and prose (cf. 
e.g. Soph. El. 1414, Eur. Hec. 1034, Herael. 450, 534, etc., PI. Leg. 827 E) 
is not used by Homer.16) Instead he has Aebpew (A.tnwv) cpáoç ljeA.tOto, 
E ll, A 93, which is complementary to Cwew (-et) 'Xai ó(!äv (-'1.) cpáoç 
ljeA.toto, E 61, etc., 8 x .18) His use of {}vfl6ç, further, ranges from its 
original meaning ({}vfldv àta{}owv (-{}oe), IJ 468, Y 403, {}vfldv ànonvelwv, 
LI 524, N 654) to È'X {}vfloV cptAeov, 1 343, È'X {}vfloV neaéew, '1' 595, ànd 
{}vflOV I fläA.Aov lflOi laeat, A 562-3, on the one hand and to {}vfldç bl 
a-r~{}oeaat ná-raaae, H 216,19) ná-raaae bi {}vfldç É'Xáa-rov, '1' 370, on the other. 
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In what way exactly the evolution proceeded we do not know,21) but 
we have to note the fact that in Homeric diction the word never attained 
(bypassed n a sense so abstract and detached from the subject that the 
poet could have said Mne 1Jvf-t6'/1 or 1JvWYv ëkme.20) The poet of the Pythian 
hymn, however, went much further. On the one hand he took 1Jvf-t6ç in an 
'abstract' sense (having about the same meaning as P{oç), on the other he 
added the adjective fPot'/16ç and, at the same time, he made it depend on 
wwn'/lelovaa 22) in the Homeric manner.23) In Homer we find conflation of 
formulaic remnants resulting in figurative use,24) but not the extent of 
contamination found here. 

It deserves notice that at a much later time Aeschylus, who could give 
his imagination free play - and who was a much greater poet of course
did much better when writing (Ag. 1387-89) 

O'Ü-rw -rO'/l av-rov 1Jvf-t0'/l oflvyá'/let neaWv 
xàxfPVau'iJ'/I o~eia'/l alf-ta-roç éay~'/I 

pá;';.et f-t' Èflef-tvfi tpaxác5t fPot'/l{aç bfl6aov 25) 

than the man who, still clinging to the old repertory, said kine bi 1Jvf-t0'/l 
fPot'/lO'/l MOn'/le{ova'. 

Èx b' áÄoç ijnetf16pbe {}~'/I à'/là '/lij' Èflvaa'/l-ro 506 

This line is given by a papyrus 26) instead of our A 485 Pija f-ti'/l ol ye 
f-téÄat'/la'/l Èn' TJnelflotO BflVaaa'/l but it does not belong there (it is preceded 
by Èx bi x]at a[v]-rot Pá'/lu[ç Ènt é'Y}yf-ti'/lt {}aÄáaa'Y}ç, which does not suit 
the context of the passage). The relation between the pap., Ap. 503 ff. 
and A 484 ff. has been clarified by Cauer.27) 

About the structure of Ap. 506little need be said. It is a queer conflation 
of old prototypes: * .feflvaaéf-te'/l ijn8l(}6'/1be, *Èn' TJnet(}otO .Féflvaaa'/l and '/lija 
{}o~'/I. Nothing of the kind is found in Homer.28) 

lVon-llor.neric archaisr.ns 

It remains to look for archaisms which have not been preserved by 
Homer. I can find no more than a single case of this kind in the Pythian 
Hymn. It is -r6 ae fPflái;ea{}at ä'/lwyf-te'/l, 528. The expression can he paralleled 
with -rà bé ae (ai bi) fP(}ái;ea{}at ä'/lwya, n 312, etc., 4 x . Since Homer 
does not use *à'/lwyaf-tE'/l or *à'/lwyof-tE'/l, the athematic conjugation of the 
formula does not clash with the view that the Pythian hymn shows a 
post-Homeric stage of development. 

About the possible date of the formula Ile)"on6'/1'/1'Y}aO'/1ntetfla'/l (250 = 290, 
419, 432) we are completely in the dark. The proper name is alluded to in 
the Oypria 6, 3 K (schol. Pind. lV. X 114, Allen fr. XI), PijaO'/1 Wtaaa'/l / 
Ta'/l-raMbov IléÄonoç, cf. also Tyrt. 2, 4 D., eVfleia'/l Ilé)"onoç Pijao'/l. 

The treatr.nent ot Apollo's nar.ne and epithets 

In the past much has been made of the statistical digamma-criterion 
in order to establish chronological relations. A.H.S., though, are sceptical 
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about its value 29) and I think they are right. For our purpose - which is 
not to fix the relative age of the Hymns and the Homeric poems but to 
inquire into their diction and to get some idea of its stage of development 
as compared with that of the epics - the indiscriminate application of the 
criterion is fraught with the same difficulties. These, moreover, are much 
aggravated by what we have learned about the nature of the formulaic 
diction since the publication of the second edition of the commentary 
(1936). Apart from the fact that, as regards the Hymns, the value of 
statistics is severely limited by the shortness of these poems, the essential 
deficiency of the method is that for Homer no adequate data are available 
for comparison. Already in 1909 Hartel's figures 30) were contested by 
Meillet.31) Nowadays, for both linguistic 32) and what may be called 
'stylistic' 33) reasons, their value appears to be still further reduced. 
Chantraine, probably because he realised the debatable nature of the 
evidence in question, confined himself to giving round numbers 34) without 
making it clear exactly what cases should be regarded as instances of 
neglect or observance.35) Thus, by whatever standards we draw up the 
totals for the Hymns, we have no corresponding Homeric figures available 
for comparison. There is still another point to be considered. The ratios 
for each poem are primarily a reflection of the extent to which its poet 
reproduces or modifies formulae created when the digamma was still a 
living sound and of the degree to which he does or does not combine these 
formulae in the traditional way. Yet the stage of development of the 
diction is equally expressed by the proportional occurrence of such late 
phenomena as metathesis, contraction and introduction of 'JI-movable in 
certain conditions, modernising substitution, etc.36) In Aphr. for instance, 
the rate of neglect may be somewhat lower than in the epics,S7) which is 
only natural because it has a smoother style and since the narrative element 
is predominant. This same poem, however, has many symptoms which 
point in the opposite direction.38) So even if every one of the three Hymns 
could be exactly compared with the epics as regards digamma-figures, 
the proportions could hardly be regarded as conclusive criteria.39) 

This is not to say that they are completely useless. If the material 
available is not too scanty and if it is examined according to the same 
rules, something may be gleaned from it which, with due caution, could 
be considered a significant indication. It seems that the name of the god 
and his epithets, as used in the epics and in the hymn, would meet these 
conditions. (For statistical reasons Ap. has now to be taken as a whole 
since the limited extent ofthe Delian hymn does not warrant conclusions). 

Homer mentions the god c. 208 times.40) In 67 of these cases he gives 
his name without adding an epithet. In the remaining 141 cases he denotes 
Apollo either by name + epithet (e.g. CPoïfJoç A:n:6.t~.w'JI, {a'JIa~} Lluk vlejç 
, A:n:6AAW'JI, É'X'YJfJ6Ao'JI ' A:n:6AAw'JIa, etc., etc.) or by one or more epithets 
without name (e.g. CPoïfJoç, {a'JIa~} LttOç vi6ç, É'X'YJfJ6AO'JI, É'Xa'l'YJfJ6Ao'JI, É'XáTOto 
a'JIa'XToç, etc.). Since it is debatable whether in cases such as q;tAe CPoïfJe, 
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o 221, there is from our point of view an appreciable difference between 
<1>o'if3oç and ' AnÓA-A-WV, the 5 cases of single <1>o'if3oç had better be left out of 
account.41) Among the remaining titIes (136 occurrences) those containing 
ava~ LllOÇ v[Óç, b,áeeyoç, éX'Yjf3óA-oç, éxa-r'Yjf3óA-oç, éxa-r'Yjf3eA-hao, ' AnóA.A.wva 
avax7:a, éxá-rOLO, and their combinations had certainly become archaisms 
at the time when the epics were created. In Homer they occur 44 times. 
If we draw up the corresponding figures for the hymn using the same 
criteria we get the tabulation : 42) 

A B C 
Epithet with or Name only ava~ LllOÇ vlóç, 
without name éxáeeyoç, etc. 

Hom. c. 136 67 44 

Ap. 40 4 27 

The proportions of A and B thus appearing for Homer and the hymn 
make the attitude and intention of the poets of Ap. abundantly clear. 
Theirs is a predilection for the hieratic and the archaic in the description 
of the god (4: 40 versus Homeric 67: 136).43) The same conception is 
probably reflected by their preference for the type of expressions of the 
C-group (27: 13 versus Homeric 44: c. 92) . But now comes the surprising 
feature: among the 44 Homeric occurrences of the lntXA-~aelç containing 
ava~, éxáeeyoç, éX'Yjf3óA-oç, éxa-r'Yjf3óA-oç, éxa-r'Yjf3eA.ÉT'Yjç, lxa-roç and their casus 
obliqui we find 4 failures to ob serve digamma.44) This means that the 
modifications and the employments conforming to the original types are 
in a proportion of 1: 10. 45) For Ap., however, the corresponding figures 
are 5 and 22, i .e. 1: 4.4.46 ) The fact that in the hymn the modifications 
are more than twice as numerous as in the epics is the more significant 
because, as we have seen, the poets of Ap. were much more intent on 
conferring the archaic titles on the god than Homer was.47) 

CONCLUSIONS 

A survey of the above analysis suggests the following conclusions: 
1) As far as we are able to judge, no formulaic remnants which are 

wanting in Homer can be identified in the Pythian hymn. IIûonóvv'Yjaov 
n{eleav, 250, etc. is a dubious case. Nor is there evidence of formulae in 
the hymn which appear in a modernised form in the epics; -ró ae cpeáCea{}al 
avwy!J,sv, 528, does not provide such evidence. 

2) The hymn shows a number of modifications which either do not go 
beyond the Homeric stage (e.g. -r'YjA-ó{}ev ovaa, 330, ónnó-rav . .. eA-{}wl1lv 
xaf-lá-rq> àO'YjxÓTeç, 459-60 48) or do so to an inconclusive degree (e.g. 
eç Te nÓA-lV lea-r1]v, 477, xeéwv lvi n{ovl v'YjijJ, 253 = 293). About the degree 
of probability presented by other cases there may be disagreement (e.g. 
l~anácp'Yjae, 376).49) 
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3) The modifications which exceed anything done in this respect by 
Homer, are scarce but their nature definitely suggests sub-epic composition. 
They are found in the use of the duals in 456, 487, 501, in the strained 
expression Aeine ëJè {}vf-lOV tpowov ànonvetova' and in the turning of the old 
prototypes *in' ijnet(!oto .fé(!vaaav and * Fe(!vaaÉf-lê'/! (Fe(!vaaof-lev) 1jnet(!óvëJe 
into in' ijnet(!ov È(!vaaa{h, 488, and 1jnu(!óvCJe {}oijv àvà vij' l(!vaav-ro, 506. 
Properly speaking, the case of n(!otpVAax{}e, 538, does not come within the 
definition of modification, but it too points to a late stage of development. 

4) The absence in 1-181 of any modifications which are as drastic as 
those listed under (3) mayor may not be due to chance. It can hardly be 
adduced in support of the separatist view.50) The same applies to the 
treatment of the god's name and epithets. 

5) This treatment, however, goes far to show that, taken as a whoie, 
the Hymn to Apollo reveals an attitude on the part of its poets which is 
more archaistic than Homer's. This fact, in its turn, is largely due to 
difference of genre. 

NOTES 

1) Cf. A.H.S., ad loc_ 
2) Mod. 114 f. 
3) E.g. P 387, Chantraine, G.H. 11,28, Mod. 92. 
4) K. Meister, o.c. 35, A. Debrunner, Zum erweiterten Gebrauch des Duals, 

Glotta XV (1927), 14-25, Chantraine, G.H. 11, 22-29. 
5) Cf. Kühner-Gerth, Ausführliche Grammatik der griechischen Sprache, Satz

lehre, I, 72, Chantraine, o.c. 11, 28, contra Debrunner, o.c. 17. 
8) Many examples in Parry, E.T. 53 ff. On &w~eT()1J, etc., cf. Chantraine, o.c. 1 474, 

K. Meister, o.c. 35 f. 
7) Cf. àxoVeTo, LI 331, &w~eTO, cp 602, a 8, etc., K. Meister, o.c. 19, Mod. 106. 

Because of Romeric ànEtÀr/T1]V, neoaav(jr/T1JV Mr. C. J. Ruijgh thinks it more probable 
that at the time when the Aeolic tradition was taken over by Ionian singers, the 
dual-endings had already disappeared in East Ionic (in these athematic forms -Täv 
became -T1JV on the analogy of -Jläv > -Jl1]v). This would the more easily account for 
ÈTEVXeTOV, etc. 

8) See below, p. 31. 
9) Mod. 60. 

10) Though the rite alluded to in 235 el (jé ~EV l1eJlaT' àY?Ïatv (aY1]aw cdd., àY?ÏIJLv 
Cobet) is likely to have been performed with one chariot only (see L. Deubner, 
Der homerische Apollohymntt8, Sb. Pro Ak. W. 1938, 31 f.), the plural é1eJlaT'(a) is 
necessary because of Tà in 236. We cannot exclude the possibility, however remote, 
that é1eJla dY?Ïat is the corresponding prototype, but in view of Romeric l1eJlaT 
àvWawv «l1eJla ava=oç?), IJ 371, 507, the expression cannot be considered a 
symptom of post-Romeric development. The same applies to 330 T1]À60EV ovaa_ Rere 
ovaa certainly results from conjugation and substitution: T1]À60EV èaat, C 312, 
T1]À60EV èaTt, 1]194, T1]À60'(t) è6vTa (-Tt, -Taç), ra 285, etc., 5 x . Romer too, how
ever, has I1vuç (T 230), maç (1] 94), oiJa1]ç (T 489), ?lat, wat (Chantraine, o.c. 286 f.). 

In order to en- on the safe side I shaH also pass over 236 innovç Jlèv ~oJléovlJL, Tà 
(jè ~J.tvaVTsç èWIJLv. Alongside èá~ç, èá~, elWJlEV «èáwJlEV) , etc., we find at least four 
irresolvable forms in Romer: Jlv1]aTijeaç Ü'PJlt, n 85, 1} lT Up, v 12, dM 'èwJlÉv JlW, K 344, 
and the notorious TeEÏv Jl' OO~ Nj IJáÀÀaç , AOrjv1], E 256 (Cases such as B 236 T6v(js (j' 

èWJlEV and ~ 536 Jl1](jè èávare likely to be superficial modifications- if not modernisms 
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introduced by rhapsodes or copyists-of TOv IJ' èáwpev and fl-TJIJ' èáav; la (imperf. 
and imperative) may represent old athematic forms). Though the 3rd. pers. plural, 
occurring as etool1t (elool1', B 132) or as looGt, is always reducible in Homer, the con
tractions shown by lip, etc., make it somewhat risky to regard Tà lJè ,,).[vaVTer; lOOI1' 
as a trace of post-Homeric evolution. 

U) Above p. 15. 
Ua) Mr. C. J. Ruijgh draws my attention to avwxtJe. This Homeric imperative, 

when re-interpreted as a present tense (dvwyw), may have suggested n(!oqnJ).axtJe 
to the poet of Dem. 

12) The emendations lJnnwr; pvwópevor; and 'Al;aVTlIJa are Martin's. On the mss. 
readings see the edd. 

13) Mod. 79. 
14) From btnottv "al lJXel1tpt t Mod. 92 ff. 
15) Anyhow, 459-60 

ó=ÓTav l" nÓVTow noTl xtJovi V7Jl peÎ.alV'fl 
l).{}wl1tv "apáup d&]"óTer; 

is to be left out of account, because in Homer we find a much more striking case 
(y 421-22): otp(!a TáXtlJTa / l).{)"{JlJtv, l)'ál1TJ lJè, cf. Mod. 104, and on the whole subject 
of v-movable making position in enjambement 85 ff., 101 ff., 121 ff., 131 ff. Yet, in 
order to show how such forms came to he used at a comparatively late stage and 
served to loosen the structure of the traditional diction, I refer to 

K 49 p~ Tol pèv "apáTcp dlJ1)"ÓTe, 1jlJe "al fJnvcp 

and especially to 

K 471 ol IJ' eMov , lvTea lJi I1tpt. 

A further illustration of the connection between v-movable making position and 
enjambement is, in our poem, provided by 

252 ~ 292 X(!1)I1ÓpevOt, Toil1tv IJ', by 190 'l5pvevl1{v €la (with v-movable and con
traction), and in the Delian Hymn by 

12 ëv{}a "a{Hl;ovl1tv 
161 fJpvov dellJovl1tv 
163 ptpeil1{}' 1l1al1tv, 

above, p. 24 f. 
16) Mod. 61-68, 93, lI2, lI6- ll9, 126 ff., 145. 
17) Nor does he use ).elnetv vroxljv. A.H.S. refer to Pindar, P. IIl, 180, lind vroxàv 

).mrov, cf. fr. 236 (schol. ,,240, see SnelI) tpt)'ávo(!a IJ' 00" l).mov {JtOTáv. The compound 
).movroxiw is found in Sophocles and afterwards (obervation made by Professor 
J. C. Kamerbeek). 

18) On complementary formulae (e.g. pvfJl1aVTo lJè xáeP1), ~ ).1Î{}QVTO lJè Xá(!p1),) 
see Mod. 56. 

19) "Audacter nunc pro "Ti(! vel ,,(!alJt1), ut dicitur N 282", v. Leeuwen ad loc. 
(èv lJé Ti ol ,,(!alJ{1) peyáÎ.a IJTÉ(!vOtl1t naTál1l1et). 

20) The relevant cases have been listed by J. Böhme, Die Seele und das lch im 
homeriBchen Epos, Leipzig 1929, 100 ff. Böhme has several good remarks on this 
much discussed subject, but misses the point when stating that "die in homerischer 
Zeit herrschende fJvpó,-Vorstellung" had lost the aspect of breath and took fJvpó, 
as a 'Träger des lnnenlebens'" (my italics: where? with whom?). Generalisations 
of this sort are of course inept. The only thing we know for certain is toot Homer 
uses the word in widely divergent meanings and that his treatment of gods and of 
Mycenaean weapons and customs has similar aspects. Probably, therefore, the 
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different meanings of {}v",6r; correspond to different periods of for.mula-making. 
Though the concept of "der homerische Mensch" may to some extent contribute 
to a better understanding of Homer, it should not take precedence over what is 
learned from the most elementary facts of his poetry (as it does also in H. Fränkel, 
Dichtung und Phil080phie de8 lrühen GriechentumB, 110 f.; more convincing is Snell, 
Die Entdeckung des GeiBtes3 27 ff.). 

21) The explanation might be that expressions such as )"lne ~' 60Téa {}v",or; 
(dy*,ooe), M 386, etc., oor;.Ov ",tv )'lne {}v",6r;, LI 470, ",tV ).t:rr,e (}v",6r;, IJ 410, just like 
formulae describing family-history, belonged to a comparatively protected area 
of epic diction, cf. Mod. 51 ff., 140. 

22) I take q;OtVOv predicatively : (}v",àv l)"eme , q;otv6v (",tv) d:rr,o:rr,velovaa. 
23) LI 524, N 654. 
24) Mod. 116 with note. 
25) aq;ay~v F, Tr., (JayTfv E. Fränkel (who, however, did not put it in the text), 

(J~v Wil. 
26) P 53 Allen (containing 484-494). 
27) Grundlragen, 44 ff., where further information about the papyrus is to be 

found (with literature); see now Mrs S. West, The Ptolemaic Papyri ol the Iliad, 
33- 35 ("-the additional lines found in the papyrus are a superficial excrescence, 
remarkable only for their source"). 

28) Mod. 60 f. 
29) CIl-CVII. 
30) Homerische Studien (Sitzungsber. der Philosopb.-Histor. Classe der kais. Ak. 

der Wissensch., Wien, 1874), lIl, 7- 74. 
31) Sur la valeur du r chez Homère, Mémoires de la Société Linguistique de Paris 

XVI (1909), 32 ff. 
32) 'E)"brj is supposed to have had a digamma (p. 72) but lfJvor;, i'j{}or;, ?j~vr; 

do not figure in the list of once digammated words; lOt~a, Ua~oo, elXe)"or;, i~eÀ.or; 

have been listed separately but have not been counted (p. 74). 
"Bei der Zählung der Positionsvernachlässungen habe ich von dem V èq;. geglaubt 

absehen zu sollen", v. Hartel writes p. 61. This is obviously right, but the point is 
that cases such as l1-c:evvev äva~ should, on tbe contrary, if our object is the study 
of the development of tbe diction and not Homer's practice, be included in the 
observances and from v. Hartel's statement we have to infer tbat be did not (This 
is confirmed by testing some of his figures. For b,wv, ë~TJ)"oç , ë~TJn in the fifth foot 
he counts 16 examples of observance and none of neglect. Tbis can only mean that 
he excluded tvi ",eydeotatv ë~TJ)"oç (-ov), :rr, 314, E 805 (moreover it appears that he 
failed to list èmpaiev ë~TJ)"ot, e 512, and wq;ea{vea{}at ë~TJ)"Ot, P 311, as neglects). It 
is the same with lhTJç: unless aoiatv lhnatv, Z 262, and :rr,o)"),,oimv lhnmv, ~ 3, are excluded, 
his figure (4) does not tally.) Now Isler, Quaestiones metricae, 18 f., puts the total of 
these cases at 507, certainly not a negligible number. Tbe difficulty thus arising is 
reflected in A.H.S. CIV f. 

33) "Verse wie LI 203 dyXoiJ ~' tOTá",evor; l:rr,ea ~)". und 0 48 ~a{ ",tv d",etp6",evor; btea 
- - - sind nur einmal gezählt". Y et this method should ei ther be applied to all 
repeated lines or to none of them. Still, if the second alternative is chosen, it may 
well be asked nowadays what essential difference there is between wholly and 
partly repeated lines and even between the latter and shorter formulae which always 
occur in the same form (e.g. :rr,o-rl äOTV, lPav ol~6v~e g~aOToç). Wc should distinguish 
between (1) formulae based on r; (2) modifications involving neglect of r; (3) 
formulae based on absence of r; (4) other cases ('free ' innovations and dubious 
cases); in each instance the number of occurrences should be added. There is not 
much point in just counting cases of observance and neglect, but if we do, we should 
do it consistently and except no repetition whatever. 

34) They have been partly adopted from Meillet, Aperçu3 , 151 f. 
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55) From the lines quoted (p. 153) it appears that cases having v-movable before 
once digammated words as weIl as some restitutions have been counted as obser
van ces by Meillet. 

36) Webster, Notes on the Writing of Early Greek Poetry, Glotta XXXVIII (1960), 
252, gives the following totals for late phenomena (v-movable not included): Il. H, 
Od. 13, Aphr. 16.4, Ap. 19.5, Dem. 21.8, Aspis 22, Th. 23, Herm. 24.5, Erga 40.4 
per 100 lines. 

37) According to A.H.S. the ratio of observances (cases of v-movable included) 
and non-observances is 58: 12=4.83: 1. For Homer the total ofthe (approximate!) 
figures given by Chantraine is c. 3310: c. 570=c. 5.8: 1. Yet A.H.S. count xÉIfv' 
elöviav (44) « "êlfvà .ftöviav), "éöv' elöv{n (134), ytle luno (86; cf. Chantraine G.H., 
I, 297) as examples of neglect. The very fact that in this case the conclusion to be 
drawn from the comparison depends on such questionable items proves the criterion 
to be UI1Bound. 

38) Below, p. 39 ff. See also G. Freed and R. Bentman, The Homerio Hymn 
to Aphrodite, 'rhe Classical Journal L (1954-55), 158. 

3a) Cf. also A.H.S. CV!, note: the presence or absence of the digamma "cannot 
be held as more than one factor in determining the date of a document". The same 
applies to our subject. 

40) The total may be a little higher since a few isolated epithets (without the 
name added) may have escaped my attention. Yet this can hardly invalidate the 
ultimate conclusion (see below). Mere ava~ (e.g. A 390, ayovat öè öwea avwm 
has not been counted, ava~ Lltoç vlóç, E 105, has. 

41) But 1P0ifJoç à"êeaê,,6p:Yjç (Y 39, Ap. 134), 1jïe IPOifJê (0 365, Y 152, Ap. 120) 
have been included). 

42) The figures for Homer have been drawn from the data provided by the indices 
of Prendergast and Dunbar, revised by Marzullo (Darmstadt 1962). Those for Ap. 
are based upon Dunbar-Marzullo and have been checked by the present writer. 

43) This conclusion is carried too faro Mr. H. Bolkestein. reminds me of the 
obvious fact--which I should have observed myself-that in this hymn to Apollo 
the frequency of the epithets is due to a considerable extent to the desire, on the 
part of the poet, to avoid repetition of the name of the god. In Homer the large 
number of the gods makes the situation quite different. The two factors determine 
the choice of the poets' phraseology. This argument tallies with the proportions 
found in Hermes (below, n. 47). 

Since single lPoifJoç is relatively frequent in Ap., we might prefer to err on the 
safe side by counting it as a 'name only'. The ratios then obtained are 72: 136 and 
10 : 40 for Homer and the hymn respectively. The difference still appears to be striking. 

44) As it is impossible to have any certainty about the number of inconclusive 
cases (e.g. A 147 lJq;e' fJf.ûV 'Exáêeyov iláaaêat certainly is, E 439, Ap. 474 neoaÉqJTJ 
é"áêeyoç 'An6Ä.Ä.wv, originally at any rate, is likely to have been an observance, 
Mod. 74 with note 4) all cases that cannot be shown to ignore digamma have been 
counted as observing it. In view of the fact that in Apollo we find §"áê(!YOç( -El no 
fewer than 5 times preceded by ava~ and of similar phenomena, this way of approach 
does not seem to be in favour of the argument. 

45) The modifications are A 21, 438, P 333, X 15. 
46) The modifications are 15, 177,275,276,437. Above it has been pointed out 

that the nature of these modifications does not perceptibly differ from that of the 
Homeric ones. Here, however, we are concerned with their comparative frequency. 

47) For the sake of comparison I add the corresponding figures concerning 
Apollo in the Hymn to H ermes: 

A 
20 

B 
6 

C 
18 
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Here the ratio of modifications (464, 500, 509, 522) and 'original' employments is 
4: 13 = 1: 3.25 (cf. Ap. 1: 4.4, Hom. 1: 10). 

48) Of course modifications found in the same form in Homer and in the hymn 
(e.g. 447 l/Apa).' É"á/J'up .ti 12 (Xl E 152) have been ignored. 

49) Above, p. 14. 
50) Nor can the supposition that the slaying of the serpent (300--374) is a later 

addition be supported by similar argument. 



III 

APHRODITE 

A. I nflection 

1. Declension 
lnnovç àea{nolJaç, ro{ .. àf}avárovç q;oeÉovat 211 

In Homer we find the older form lnnot àeea{nolJeç, r 327, lJf 475.1 ) 

The case, as far as one can judge with such phenomena (see note), seems 
significant. 2) 

2. Conjugation 

rovç ol IJweov èIJw'Xev ëXetv, elnev IJe l'Xaara 212 

The v-movable of emsv never makes position in Homer. In 212 it may 
result from conjugation of elnw (-nç, -n) IJe (re) l'Xaara, cf. Mod. 81. 
In itself the case mayor may not be significant, but cf. M od. ibid. 

'Xal naiIJeç natIJeaat IJWftneeeç è'Xyeyáovrat 197 

According to the explanation advanced by Chantraine this form 3) is a 
future and was created af ter the model of èÄ.áw, 'Xaftovftat, etc.4) On this 
supposition it is a post-Homeric coinage.5) On its meaning it is difficult 
to voice an opinion. It has generally been taken as a future 6) or a future 
perfect,7) but I think the poet of Aphr. may have intended it to be a so
called praesens propheticum.8) If so, its formation is at least as artificial 
as it would be on Chantraine's hypothesis. This, however, is not pre
judicial to the interpretation proposed, for in Homer we have at least 
one close parallel in èexar6wV7:o, formed from èexato. 9) Now in Y 307-8, 
lines appositely quoted by A.H.S., Homer makes Poseidon prophesy on 
the future of Aeneas and his offspring in the following terms: 

vvv IJe bij Alvetao fJt'YJ TeÓJeaatv àvá~et 

'Xal natIJwv naibeç, rot 'XSV fter6:rttaf}e yÉvwvrat 

Since, further, the poet of Aphr. must of necessity have been familiar 
with what is one of the elements most typical of epic technique, viz. the 
use of yeyáaat, èyysyáaat, è'Xyeyawrt, è'Xyeyavla, etc., at the verse-end, and 
perhaps with such types as vlejç . .. (e15xerm) è'Xyeyáftsv (E 247-48, or 
Y 208-09), it seems more than likely that 197 'Xal nalIJeç natbeaat &aftneeeç 
è'Xyeyáovrat resuIts from an 'epic' remodelling of Y 308 'Xal natIJwv nalIJeç, 
rot 'XSV fter6:rttaf}e yÉvwvrat. 

Scholars of former generations were prone to assume remodelling on the 
slightest occasion. Since Parry we are rightly sceptical about borrowings 
by one author from another, and in the preceding part of this inquiry 
I have consistently avoided putting things that way. Here, however, the 

http://sgxa.ro
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specific nature of the circumstances referred to make a common formulaic 
source most unlikely. Now if the argument outlined above is valid,lO) 
the borrowing must have been done by the poet of Aphr. and this raises 
a still more awkward problem: what made this poet turn xai natt5wv nai&ç, 
-cot xev fle-cóma{}e yévwv-cat into xai nait5eç natt5eaat t5Wfl7leeèç lxyeyáov-cat 1 

I would suggest an answer to this problem, but I am well aware of its 
hypothetical nature. The editors both of Homer and of the Hymn un
animously refer to the statement by Strabo (who had his information from 
Demetrius of Scepsis) 11) that the descendants of Hector and Aeneas 
settled at Scepsis xai t5vo yév'fJ -cav-ca {3aatAeVaat nOAVv xeóvov lv -cti EX~1jJet 
Uye-cat.l2 ) What is less of ten quoted is its sequel : fle-cà -cav-ca elç OAtyaeXtav 

, l M ' , , ' .CJ.v. ' ~ -" • ~. fle-cea-c'fJaav, e -ca tll.'fJawt avvenOll.t7:eVu "aav xat u'fJfloxeanxwç q>xovv· ot· u 
ànd -cov yévovç oVt5èv fjnov lxaAovv7:0 {3aatAeiç, l xov-r:éç nvaç nfláç. Now 
the former part of this statement merely reflects the claims made by 
certain aristocratic families, which may have been as unfounded as those 
ofthe Julii. Yet it would not be a good method to question the information 
contained in the latter part, especially that referring to the situation which 
developed since the Milesian colonisation.l3) It follows then that, if the 
poet purposely avoided adopting the Homeric version, his motive could 
be found in circumstances having changed af ter the nOAvç xeóvoç. If the 
members of the families who claimed descent from Aeneas had, in the 
meantime, become oligarchs and, a fortiori , if they had been reduced to 
the status of mere honorary (presumably religious) functionaries, they 
could not be said to àváaaew any more, so the prophecy of the goddess as 
given by Homer would have proved false by the facts-and in a manner 
quite painful to the persons concerned. 

Unfortunately this supposition, supposing it should be correct, does not 
enable us to date the hymn more accurately than has been done so faro 
The most we can say is that it does not contradict what seem to be the 
most reasonable assumptions as yet advanced, a dating, that is, somewhere 
near the middle or in the latter half of the seventh century.14) It is weIl 
known that the Milesians began to colonise at the Hellespont in the 
second quarter of that century and that in the time next ensuing their 
activities increased. 

B. Substitution 

267 

This is said of the trees with which the lives of the nymphs are bound up. 
There is one parallel of -Ceflév'fJ (or -cepévea) in Homer: A 185 T'fJA.épaxoç 
-cepév'fJ vépe-cat xai t5ai-caç ètaaç. Yet Aphr. 267 goes beyond the Homeric 
case. First the word -cépevoç is not used in the same sense as in Homer 15) 
-where, according to the old meaning, the stress is never on the trees 
alone and the owner is always indicated 16) - and the 'Iearned' addition 
put in the mouth of the goddess is typical of a later stage of development-
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if not of a later poet! Secondly this later character is shown by é used for 
a plural, an ungrammatical innovation brought about by the modification 
of the type ~ - (ji é "l"A.~O'''OVO'l, cf. (j 355 ct>áeov (ji é "l"A.~O'''OVO'lP) 
The case is certainly significant. 

276 

The expression ocpea 7:aih:a fl87:à cpe80't •.• &ü{}w is awkward. The normal 
epic phrase - and the natural one - is lvt (lv) cpe8O't {}8Îw (fJfJ"8, ~O'w), 

IJ 83, T 121, ,1, 146, ~ 227, etc. The strained effect (see below and n. 20) 
in Aphr. 276 results from the fa ct that the poet, on the one hand, was 
composing to a traditional pattern (cf. e.g. 7:aV7:a fl87:à cpe80't O'fjO'l fleA.ÓV7:WV 
E 463, etc., 5 x ) 18) and, on the other, introduced the new verb (jtéexOflal 
which, af ter Aphr., is used in this sense for the fust time by Pindar, 
Nem. IV, 72.19) 

, AY"{0'8W (ji fl8 cpáO'''8 nU(!at UX80'LV "aU80'{}al 

"OVel{}{'YJv cUoxov 

126-27 

Here there is no trace of a post-Homeric idiom, but the expression 
naeat UX8O'LV "aU8O'{}al "ovel{}{'YJv a,1,0Xov is very queer. 20) This is due to 
modification of nU(!at A.8XÜO'O'l ",1,l{}fjval or something like it, (l 366 = 0' 213. 
The form UX80'lV is wanting in Homer (who always has ,1,8XÜO'O'l, UX80'0'l) 
and the v-movable making position gives away the innovation. See 
Mod. 80. 

181 

Here again v-movable making position, a deviation from Homeric 
usage, cf. wç (ji i(j8(V) V8VeOV LI 151, Mod., ibid. 

o. Separation 

na.O'lv (j' leya flifl'YJ,1,i3V lvO'ucpávov ' Acpeo{}{7:'YJç 

f H {} 1 I ~ ~ fl8fl~,1,8l c. om. : all.aO'O'la 8eya I 1 
fl8fl'YJlI.8v 

ä~O'vA.a" " 
nO,1,8fl~ïa" " 

ov yáe Ol wa(j8v leya nO,1,VxevO'ov ' Acpeo{}{7:'YJç 

No exact formulaic parallel in Homer, only: 

enet vV -rOL evaöev oViWÇ 

wç yáe" " 8va(j8 {}vfl0 

nÓenaç u yvafln7:áç {}' l,1,l"aç "á,1,v"áç u "at oeflOvç 

No Homeric parallel at all; cf. Aphr. 87: 

elX8 (j' lntyvaft:n7:àç lA.l"aç "á,1,v"áç 7:8 cpa8l'váç 

B 614 
8 67 
E 876 
fl 116 

6 

9 

P 647 ('VE 34"0 
n 28. 

163 
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These cases (6, 9, 163) are not different from similar phenomena in Il_ 
and Od., where neglect of digamma resulting from introduction of tJé, rde, 
-re is common. 21) 

à{}avá-rov tJè g,''fJTt tJta~-r6eov lvDátJ' t~ávetç 

'Eefléw, lfln tJ' UÀ.oxoç ~e~A~O'eat 1jfla-ra návTa 
147-148 

This is probably an extreme case of separation, the like of which, as 
far as I can see, is not found in Homer. The disintegration of *'Eeflelao 
tJta"T6eo' (via 'Eeflelao l~'fJTt tJta~T6eov, 0 319 1) goes hand in hand with 
the use of the metathesised genitive of' EeflÉrJç (or' Eeflijç (~) , a contracted 
form itself) and of irresolvable à{}aváTov (neither of them in Homer), 
Mod. 40.213 ) 

D. J uxtaposition and Transposition 

As far as I am aware, there is no unambiguous case of juxtaposition 
in Aphr.22 ) There are, however, a few complicated cases which may be 
discussed under this heading. They show a kind of handling we might 
caU transposition. 

54 

The form 15ee<1tv does not occur in Homer, cf. UXeO'tv , Aphr. 126. Like 
UXeO'tv it ends in v-movable making position. The Homeric parallel is the 
undoubtedly older-and formulaic-expression lv (in') à~eon6AOtO't(V) 

15eeO'O't,23) T 205, E 523.24 ) 

Permutation ot P2 and T 2 

29 Tfi tJè naTne Zwç tJw~e ~aAOV réeaç àVTl yáflotO 

Some at least of the relevant paraUels must be quoted. 
have on the one hand: 

In Homer we 

O'ov tJ' ot! nw nç [Xet P~aAOV yéeaç, àAAà l"'fJAOç 

tJw~e tJè T'fJAefláXep P ~aAOV Mnaç àflqJt~W':eAAOV 

"He'fJ tJè xevO'eov 

Ijè AOeT(!Ox6ep 

and so on. 

P ~aAov tJénaç lv xeel {}ij~e 

P tJwn yéeaç Ijé Tep UÀ.Aep 

On the other hand we find: 

A 184 

Y 63 

Q 101 

v 297 

Ij [Tt nàe ~e{votO'tV TlfloV yéeaç, ~é nç 1jtJ'f} A 175 

aVToç Imv ~AtO'{'fJvtJe TTO O'ov yieaç, 15qJe' e13 eItJfiç A 185 

àU' la, wç Ot neWTa TMO'av yieaç vleç 'AXatwv A 276 

and other combinations.25) 
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Moreover we find: 

B 103 avràe äea Zevç bwue T &auróeq> , Aeyetlpóvrn 

al ué noiJL Zevç brpCfl T na).,{vnra [eya yevéa{}at a 379={3 144 

and: 
ov yàe snt 'ljJevbéaCfl T nar-fJe Zevç [aaer' àewyóç Ll 235 

and similar lines having nar-fJe Zevç af ter the trochaic caesura_26) 
Just like the rest of Aphr., 29 is wholly made up of elements which also 

occur in Homer: rn M, nar-fJe Zevç, Zevç bwue, uaÀàv yéeaç, yáf-low. Of 
these the expressions narije Zevç, Zevç bwue and uaÀàv yéeaç are related 
in one way or another to the median caesuras in the epics and show 
a good many variations according to the P or T character of these caesuras: 
T nar-fJe Zevç, Zevç bwue (brpCfl) T, P Mm yéeaç, T bóaav yéeaç, T [xw (-et, 
-etç, -nç) yéeaç, [xet P uaÀàv yéeaç ,&óaw P uaÀàv {}eóvov, P uaÀàv yéeaç 
(P uaÀàv bénaç), T sf-làv yéeaç, T -rà aàv yéeaç. 

The same relations between uiiÀóç I uaÀÓç and the P fT caesuras appear 
to exist in the description of the life of the nymphs in 

ua{ iS f-ler' à{}avárotat T uaÀàv xoeàv seewaavro 261 

In this line Trueber finds influence of Q 616: VVf-llPáwv aZ r' àf-llP' , AXeÀwwv 
seewaavro. This supposition is probable (below, p. 46), but from an evolu
tionary point of view another line is much more interesting. It is: 

[v{}a b' [aav vVf-llPéwv P uaÀot xOeOt iJbè {}ówuOt f-l 318 

The initial hemistich of this line certainly is a modification, but the 
original quantity of the a in uaÀóç has been maintained (P caesura). 
One is tempted to suppose that both uaÀàv xoeóv and vVf-llPéwv uäÀOt xoeo{ 
go back to the prototype *VVf-llPáwv P uaÀot xoeo{ (uaÀàç (-v) xoeóç (-v)). 
However this may be, the influence of the proximity of the Pand T 
caesuras in 261 as weIl as in 29 is clear. 

Homer has many modifications of ancient formulae which have resulted 
from this very propinquity (iS uat cV nenÀ~yero WJew, M 162 C') 0 397, 
etc., etc.).27) Yet in spite of these two facts, the original quantity of the 
a in uaÀóç (which is due, of course, to compensatory lellgthening) is 
nowhere changed in the epics, though in the lines quoted above - and in 
many more similar verses-the poet(s) of the Il. and Od. might easily 
have been induced to shorten the fust syllable of the adjective. 

The most obvious and simple explanation of this curious fact is to date 
the composition of Aphr. later than that of the Il. and the Od. and to 
accept the same view with regard to Hesiod's Theogony and Erga, cf. 

avràe snel ~ reiJ~e uaÀàv uauàv àvr' àya{}oïo 
and nae{}evtufjç uaÀàv el()oç 8n~earov, avràe ' A{}~v'fJ 

Th. 585 
E. 63,28) 

of which the latter shows a still more drastic innovation.29) Though for 
many other reasons I think it is correct, theoretically at least, this view 
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is not a cogent explanation of the difference between the Homeric treatment 
of original 'XaUóç and its handling by the poet of Aphr. Yet so much 
is certain that, even if the word was pronounded 'XuA.óç in Homer's verna
cular,30) this poet kept more closely, in this respect, to the traditional 
formulaic systcms. It seems beyond doubt, therefore, that notwithstanding 
the 'Homeric' style, practised by the poet of the hymn, 29 reveals a later 
stage of development. 

E. Related cases 

There are four eases left, which have this in common that their linguistic 
peeuliarities may be - and in one of them have to be - ascribed to the 
fact that a formula or a formulaic remnant was shifted from the end of 
the line into the initial hemistich. Their evidence is very weak, but they 
will be discussed because they lend some support to the opinion (already 
expressed and illustrated by K. Witte) that this kind of shifting is one 
of the causes of -ow becoming -ov, and to my own way of thinking, put 
forward elsewhere, that it goes hand in hand with a growing incidence of 
v-movable as weU, especially before the trochaic caesura.31 ) That, however, 
the transposition itself, though certainly Homeric and probably even 
pre-Homerie, is likely to have increased in accordance with the develop
ment and decomposition of the formulaic diction, is suggested by the 
following cases: 

TC)V MI lnsl1:a yóaCf'Xs bWf1nseiç fJf1ara návra 
ov'Xb:'" '" ysy~f}et bi q;eévaç Evbov 

209 
216 

Homer has yoáamcs , but only once : àtp 'OéJvCfCfsvÇ 'Xarà "eara "aJ..vtpáf1svoç 
yoáaa"s, f} 92. The use of "eara as an acc. sing. eertainly is a symptom of 
recent innovation. Though this does not mean that "aJ..vtpáf1svoç yoáaCf"e 
is equally late, we cannot be sure that the expression was a formula. 
Hence the contraction in 209 and 216 does not provide reliable evidence 
for modifieation by shifting. 

-ró~ov àn' àeyveiov neOtfi fJiJ..ea Cfrovóevra 152 

The form à(!yveiov is not found in Homer, but à(!yveiow is frequent, e.g. 
in (àn') à(!yveiow fJwio (!), A 49, Q 605. In Aphr. 152, moreover, -ov is 
irresolvable ; ró~ov is used instead of the archaic fJtÓç. The phrase is un
doubtedly mueh more recent, but sin ce Homer has ró~ov ww "eaieeOV 
Tewwv dU"ovra q;áJ..ayyaç, g 279, it provides no evidenee for a later stage 
of development. 

~ , .i I , 1IC1.tn' , Otwvovç -re uune-reaç "at V',eta naVia 4 

If the prototype was bunedoç noraf1oio and if this meant "the river 
falling from Zeus" (which, I think, is more plausible than bune-r:?]ç = 

btatneT11ç, "araq;ee~ç) 32), the archaic formula was declined, shifted, broken 
up and perhaps re-interpreted (bttniieaç, cf. Hom. ale-ràç vtptnb:'YJç) by the 
poet of Aphr. We cannot be sure, however, that this poet had in mind the 
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Homeric noun-epithet expression_ The prototype might have been *i5ttnedeç 
(t5ttnÉ1:séç ~) T~ olmvot. 

emrJ f-terà naGt {}eo'iatv 
iji5v yeAOt~aaaa cptAof-tf-tet&]ç , AcpeoMr'Yj 

48-49 

Homer has àoti5táw, etc. The expression iji5v yeAOt~aaaa may be a 'de
clension' of iji5v yeA.wovreç (a 111) but could also go back to the formula 
iji5V yéAaaaav (iji5V yeAáaaaç), B 270, etc., 6 x , which always occurs at 
the end of the line. It is impossible to make out whether we have to do 
with a case of shifting or with 'declension' involving PI > Tl. 

F. Enjambement 

Though the evidence of 152 and 209 ~ 216 is far from cogent when 
taken singly, the fact that it falls into line with the phenomena found 
in Ap. 113 (above, p . 23f.) and in Dem. 23 (below, p. 55) and 314 (below, 
p. 51) lends some support to the supposition that in the course of the 
evolution verse-end formulae were increasingly shifted (and broken up in 
the process) into the initial hemistich. It would seem that this way of 
handling the tradition, which is also practised by Homer, was used on a 
larger scale in the Hymns. It appears especially in enjambement 33): 

fJovxoUeaxev fJoiJç i5Éf-taç à{}avármatv iotxwç 55 

Homer has fJoiJç fJovxoUeaxe(v).34) In Aphr. 52 the rhythm-which is 
highly unusual- and the v-movable making position both suggest modifi
cation by shifting. The inversion may have a parallel in 152. The case 
seems to be a symptom of post-Homeric development. 

In the form of a run-over word it also occurs in 148 (above, p. 42) 
and in: 

vVv i5é ae f-tÈv ráXa yijeaç Óf-tOÜOV àf-tcptXaAvtpet 

'V'YjAetéç 

244-245 

Homer always has V'YjAeéÇ: V'YJAeÈÇ "'f-ta(!, A 484, etc., 9 x at the end of 
the !ine (the voc. at the beginning IJ 33, 204). Yet 'V'YjAetéç has not necessarily 
resulted from post-Homeric modification or innovation (though Hes. has 
(xvW')!) v'YjAet*, Th. 770). It might simply be a formulaic declension of 
v'YJAeéoç or v'YjAeéï (not in Homer) or reflect a nominative v'YJ).et* due to 
metricallengthening, cf. Hes. Th. 770.35) If so, Homeric v'YJUa, V'YJAÉï would 
be later. As far as I can see we have no means to choose from these ex
planations. The phenomenon, then, cannot be regarded as a trace of 
post-Homeric modification. The epics do not provide us with an expression 
which might be considered a prototype.3G) 

CONCLUSIONS 

It need not be repeated that the Hymn to Aphrodite is by far the most 
Homeric of the collection. Nevertheless in this comparatively short poem 
we have found a number of modifications which have no counterparts 
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in the whole of Homer and thus clearly show that its diction represents 
a later stage of development. Among these the most significant cases are: 
197 ("at TCai:c5sç TCalc5saat) c5taf-lTCseèç g"ysyáov-rat, 267 TBf-lÉ'PrJ M é "t").~a,,ov(Jt, 
276 (OlJlea "s mv'W) f-ls-rà lJlesat TCáv'W c5té).#w, 126 TCaeat )'éxsatv "aUsa#at 
("ovetMrJv á),oxov), 114 ij c5è c5tà TCeO (af-lt"eijv TCai:c5' à-rha).).s37), 181 wç c5è 
ic5ev c5ste~v, 147-8 à#avá-rov c5è g"rJTt c5ta,,-róeov lvu-ác5' ["ávetç, 'Eef-léw, 54, lv 
à"eOTCÓAOtÇ Oeeatv, 29 Mi"s "aAov yéeaç, 128 c5ei:~s "at llJleaasv, 152 -r6~ov 
àTC' àeyveéov ( ?), 55 Pov"oUsa"sv (3ovç.38) 

As far as I ean see, the hymn has only a single phenomenon that might 
he regarded as a non-Homeric archaism: Ttf-láoxoç, 31, which is also found 
Dem. 268.39) In Aphr. its use cannot he shown to have formulaic con
nections. 

The fact that 197 and 199 (l axev äxoç fvs"a Pe0-rov àvéeoç lf-lTCsaov siwfi) 
point to direct imitation of Homer effected hy means of crude modifica
tions, suggests that the hymn was ereated hy a poet who was much more 
literary than those of Ap. and Dem.40 ) This of course - it need hardly he 
said - does not detract from the value of his work. 

NOTES 

1) Mod. 133. Much material is to be found in H. Trueber, De Hymno in Venerem 
Homerico. Diss. Ralenses XV (1905), 109- 183. 

2) In Homer Y 247 ov<5' av v1]vç é"aTóCvyoÇ ax{}oç aeOtTO (cf. Chantraine 
G.H. J, 388) shows a curious conflict between meaning (aieol'at) and morphology 
(aevvl'at), which seems to be even more typical of the decomposition the formulaic 
style underwent in its later stages than Aphr. 211: cf. on the one hand ",uoç èa{}Aàv 
lieOtTO, E 3, v 422, "v<5oç aeOtTO, K 307, X 207, and, on the other, (véeç) ax{}oç äet(!av, 
y 312 «*vijeç (}oal ax{}oç aet(!av, *V1]vç ax{}oç äet(!e or something like it?). ax{}oç 
aeOtTO, at any rate, is a formulaic conjugation of dX{}oç aet(!av (-e, -al) created under 
the influence of "v<5oç deOtTO, etc. 

In <5 107 öaa' 'O<5vawç èl'óy1]ae "al fieaTo the interpretation of fieaTo is subject to 
doubt (cf. Chantraine, o.c. 137). We have 3 Romeric cases left in which aiew is 
certain: P 724 vé"vv aieOVTaç , AXatovç, N 63 öç éá T' <in' alylAtnoç nÉTe1]ç neetl'fJ"eoç 
àe'fJElç, e 393 I'ryáAov vno "Vl'aToç àe{}Elç (in N 63 and e 393 the form might be due 
to modification of mpóa' àEe{}Elç ({) 375, I' 432) or a similar formula). Against these 3 
(41) cases we find c. 75 cases of àee- in the epics: Aáav àeleaç (M 453, etc., 3 X ), 
TwXe' ddeaç (X 399, w 165), lyxoç àEÏeat ((3 424) ~ lyxe' aet(!av (Y 373). 

3) Against Baumeister's emendation è"yeyáovuç A.R.S. rightly object that one 
would expect è"yeyawTeç. 

4) Grec è"yryáoVTat (Hymne homérique à Aphrodite, 197), Bulletin de la Socióté 
Linguistique, XXVI (1935), 131 f. 

5) All the Homeric reduplicated futures (ne!pwfJaETat, "EXAfJl1l7, (Je{JeÓJaETat, 
"exoAÓJaETat, etc.) have ('restored') a. 

6) Zumbach (7). 
7) A.H.S. 
8) Zumbach's objections "Der Sinn verlangt ein Futurum" and "Die anderen 

Parallelverben dieser Prophezeihung stehen im Futurum (fmat, faaETat)" are not 
valid of course. As to the latter, cf. e.g. Ar. Eq. 1087 alEToç cóç ytYVn "al náa1]ç 
yijç {JaatAwauç, and many more examples in Kühner-Gerth (I, 138) and Schwyzer
Debrunner (11, 273). 

9) Above, p. 15, K. Meister, o.c. 72 f. 
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10) The same applies, though less strongly, to 199 ËaXev lixoç Ëve"a p(}01:0V 
dVÉ(}oç ËfJ/n,eaov e'ÛVti '-'J E 85 ;1I~aT:t 1:q> {J1:e ae p(}01:0V dVÉ(}oç Ë/lpalov eVvti, below, n. 14. 

11) Strabo XIII, 1, 52 (607). 
12) On Scepsis see RE s.v. Skapsis, 3A 1, 445 f. 
13) There were of course many other traditions about the adventures of Aeneas 

and Ascanius (see e.g. A.H.S. ad. loc. and Jacoby on Hellanicus fr. 31, FGH Ia2, 445), 
but they are not relevant here. We only have to do with the claims, whether authentic 
or spurious, made at Scepsis. Jacoby says l.c.: "der endpunkt T(}ola - - - beruht 
vielleicht eher auf lokalen geschlechtstraditionen und anspruchen als die behauptung: 
des Demetrios". I fail to see why. 

14) Gemoll: before 650. Humbert: between 630 and 610. Of course the argument 
outlined above does not exclude a much earlier dating. I agree with G. Freed and 
R. Bentman (o.c. 157 f.) in so far that the "Homeric-purity" of the language is 
apt to make us suspicious and that, when the poem was composed, genuine epic 
poetry was no doubt a thing of the past. The lack of 'openness' of the diction gives 
away the later poet (above, pp. 10, 39 f.). On the other hand his technique is still 
sufficiently traditional, in a natural way, to allow it to be called 'sub-epic' . An 
Alexandrian origin - deemed most probable by the authors - is, in my opinion, 
excluded because of its lack of studied variations, mannerisms and of the kind of 
epicisms which are found in ApoUonius. In this connection the use of Ëvexa in our 
passage (above, n. 10) has to be mentioned. 198--99 are the most Alexandrian-looking 
lines of the hymn and it has been pointed out that the meaning 'because' is also 
found in Ap. Rh. IV, 1523, CaU. Aet. I, 6 Pf. and lIl, 75, 6 Pf., cf. clWexa, Bion XI, 5 G. 
This interpretation, however, is uncertain. We may put a colon af ter lixoç and read 
with asyndeton Ëve"a P(}OTOV dVÉ(}oç Ëwr,eaov eVvti. If we choose the former alternative 
we have to conclude that in the poet's mind Ëve"a = ofJve"a was 'epic' . Such a view, 
however, is not surprising when we have to do with a hYlnn-poet; it has analogies 
in the use of the duals in Ap. 456, 487, 501, in n(}oqnJlax{}e, Ap. 538 (cf. Herm. 527 
,,(}alvwv d{}aváTovç Te {}eovç "al yaiav È(}e/lv1)v). Anyhow the structure of 198--99, 
just like that of e.g. 126 naeal ÀÉxeatv "aÀÉeafJat "ov(}t~lrJV dÄoxov, does not suggest 
Alexandrian composition, but modification within the formulaic cadres, probably 
resulting, in this case, from direct imitation. 

15) Cf. leïne ~è fJv/làv, Ap. 361 (above, p. 30), Lltàç paatMjoç, Dem. 358 (below, p. 49). 
On Énea{}at in t.he same passage (259) see Solmsen, Zur Theologie im grossen 

Aphrodite-Hymnus, Hermes 88 (1960), 1 n. 2 ("eine verblaszte und abstrakter 
gewordene Spielart des Gebrauchs" ). "There is no parallel to this use", A.H.S. 

16) This is in accordance with the Linear B testimonies (wa-na-ka-te-ro, ra-wa-
ke-Bi-io) A. Morpurgo, Mycenaeae Graecitatis Lexicon III s.v. te-mE-no (= agri portio). 

17) In B 197 É need not be used as a plural, since it may refer to Agamemnon, 
the grammatical subject of 195: 

/l1) Tt xolwaá/levoç éÉ~TJ "a"àv vlaç 'AxatWv' 
fJv/làç ~è /léyaç è(]1:1 ..dtOT(}ecpÉwv paatl1)wv, 
T:t/l-YJ ~' è" ..dt6ç è(]1:t, cptÀei ~É é WJTUrra Zwç 

18) See now Heitsch, o.c. 32, who rightly remarks that in a case like this the 
epic phrases no longer call up any distinct mental images, cf. p. 48 n. 20. (in this 
and similar expressions /leT:à cp(}ea{ simply is a metrical formulaic variant of èvl cp(}ea{, 
Mnem. S. IV, X (1957), 3, 197). 

19) Homer already bas (once) ~tl~o/lat, 161: è~elnw "al návra ~d~o/lat, cf. Dem. 
416: è~e(!Éw "al návra ~tl~O/lat. ,Here the word fits in with the context. Heitsch, 
o.c. 32, n. 6, refers to Solon 24, 17 D., where &ijl{}ov is more or less synonymous 
with ~t1jvvaa. But the corruption may be worse than was supposed by Barnes and 
the editors who follow him; see now J. C. Kamerbeek, Remarques sur l'Hymne à 
Aphrodite, Mnemosyne XX (1967), 4, p. 393. 
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20) On 15td ne6 in ij 156 !5td neo / a,u'Xe~v nai15' àThaUe, 114, see Heitsch, o.c. 29, 
who quotes B. SuhLe, De Hymno Homerico Quarto (SchuLpr. StoLp 1878), 18 f.: 
" atqui hanc [sc. !5tapneeiç] non naturaLem vim vocis !5tane6 esse intellegitur ex ea 
vi quae inest in voce ne6". Heitsch's term 'misappLication' ('miszbräuchliche 
Verwendung') can be extended to the whoLe formulaic combination ij 156 15td neo, 
cf. E 66, H 260, Y 276 (fj).,vlJcv, fj).,vIJ', etc.), oV 15è !5td neo, Tije; 15è &d neo (E 281, 
M 404, etc. The same is true of 'Xai ày).,ad 15ix{}at anotVa, 140 said of a dowry; cf_ 
A 23 = 377, Heitscb, ibid. 

21) Cf. e.g. Chantraine, G.H. I, 126 ff., Mod. 54 ff. and pass. 
21&) à{}aváTov 15è l'Xau M. The other mss have à{}aváTow 15' l'XTrn (l'Xau) with 

neglect of F_ 
22) On tbe Homeric parallels to cases such as ie; Uxoç dJarewTov, B{}t-, 157. 

(e.g. (Jij Ij' lpcv iç IJá).,apov, ö{}t-, {} 277) see now A. G. Tsopanakis, Problems in the 
Homeric Hex ameter, Thessaloniki 1966, 367 ff. 

23) On glides between -t and vowel Mod. 72. 
24) Mod. 80. 
25) E.g. T ëxnç yieaç, A 133, T ëxw yéeae;, A 163, T ëXetç yieaç, I 111, T ëXCt yieaç, 

B 240, T 156aav yéeaç, A 276. 
26) T naT~e Zevç 'Xv15oç oeé;n, E 33, naT~e Ze1Jç amoe; àe'tjyet, P 630. 
27) Mod. 61 ff. and pass.; cf. also Aphr. 85 el156ç TE péye1J6ç TE 'Xai ElpaTa atya).,6cvTa, 

232 ahrp T' àp{Jeoaln TE 'Xai EtpaTa 'Xa).,d &15ovaa, Hes. Th. 15 Ta'i'tjoxov ' Evvoalymov. 
See also on Dem. 439 ('X6eTJV .1T}p1)rEeOç áyvijç). 

28) On tbe Homeric treatment of initial digamma in el15oe; see on Dem_ 66, cf. 
also Hes. Th. 908 (no).,mieaTov el15oç) (pp. 53 and 54). 'XaA.6ç in Aphr. and in Hesiod's 
poetry (Boeotian has 'XaA.F6ç) is likely to be explained as a relatively late Aeolism, 
cf. E.-M. Hamm, Grammatik zu Sappho und Alkaios, 18 ("Nur 'X'd).,oç mit 19 Bei
spielen von metrisch gesicherter Kürze, 5 Beispiele metrisch unsicher") and above, 
p.40. 

29) Cf. Hésiode et la tradition orale, Mnem. X, 3 (1957),210 ff. and now H. Troxler, 
Sprache und Wortschatz H esiods, 234 ff. 

30) K . Meister, o.c. 205 ff.; or the pronunciation may have fluctuated, cf. Chan
traine G.H. I, 161. Mr. C. J. Ruijgh prefers to regard these forms as relatively late 
Aeolisms. This explanation would neatly fit in with the presence of 'Xd)"6e; ('Xá).,oe; in 
Sappho and Alcaeus) in Aphr. and in Hesiod's poetry. 

31) Above, p. 23 f. 
82) M. Treu, Glotta 37 (1958), 258 ff. 
33) Cf. Ap. 12, 161, 163. 
34) Mod. 80. 
35) See TroxIer, o.c. 33. 
36) Cf. 170-171 TijPOÇ de' , AYXlan pev ini y).,v-xVv vnvov ëXeVE / v'tj&pov. Heitsch, o.c. 

30, has observed that Homer nowhere joins y).,v'Xvç and v'tj&poç to vnvoç at the same 
time and rightly infers from this fact that v'tj15vpoe; (i.e. i)&poe;, Bechtel, Lexilogus 
zu Homer, 150) bad not altogether lost its meaning to the poet(s) of Il. and Od. 
'l'his difference is more significant than the use of v'tj&poç in enjambement, which 
is also found in Homer, 'P 62-63, vnvoç - vIj15vpoe; àpq;tXvIJelç, cf. E 253. 

37) See above, n. 20. 
38) To these one may add the conspicuous frequency of v-movable in ordinary 

worde. 
39) Below, p. 56. 
40) I can find no evidence tending to show that any of these poets was illiterate. 



IV 

DEMETER 

A. I nflection 

1. Declension 

rlç {)ewv oveavlwv ~è ffvrjrwv àv{}ewnwv, cf. 259, 325. 55 

Zumbach points out that in the whole of Homer {}e6ç occurs only twice 
with synizesis: A 18 vf-lîv f-lèv {}eol doîev and ~ 251 {}eoîalv re ééCew, and 
regards the three cases of Dem. as innovations.1) Against this Forderer 
objects : "Aber unhomerisch sind sie jedenfalls nicht und es wird schwer
lich ein Gesetz gegeben haben auf wieviel tausend Verse man {}e6ç einmal 
in Synizese gebrauchen darf".2) This is witty, but misses the point. In 
general, synizesis results from a secondary development 3) and whatever 
may be the formulaic origin of the Homeric cases-for they are certainly 
innovations - 4) the formulaic background of rlç {}ewv oveavlwv is already 
evident from the epithet oveávwç (which is wanting in Homer). The 
synizesis has been brought about by 'declension' of {}eol Oveavtwveç, 
A 570, etc., 6 x . 

(avitç Ènetra nar1]e) f-láxU(!aç {}eovç aièv È6vraç 325 

The formulaic prototype is of course f-láxU(!eç {}eol aièv È6vreç, Q 99, etc., 
5 x, cf. t-tá"aeeç {}eol, A 406, etc., 6 x .5) 

On 259, which is a much more complicated case, see below, p. 61 n. 70. 

2. Conjugation 

~av{}al dè x6f-lat "arev1}vo{}ev Wf-lOVç 279 

We have already seen that the poets of the three Hymns created new 
forms supposed to be 'epic' on false analogy (e.g. è~anáfP17ae, Ap. 376)6). 
Moreover it appeared certain that conjugation of formulae in Aphr. goes 
beyond the Homeric stage: ré"va re"eîa{}at, 127, certainly comes from 
rt"va re"éa{}at, naî&ç . .. è"yeyáovrat, 197, probably from a formula such 
as VlOÇ (e1Jxerat) è"yeyáf-lev, E 247-8, Y 208-9.7) Anyhow, confusion of 
singular and plural is certain in 279.8 ) Whatever may be the detailed 
linguistic explanation of Homeric ènev1}vo{}e, B 219, K 134), àV1}vo{}ev 
(A 266) (pluperfects) and ènev'l}vo{}ev ({) 365), èV1}vo{}ev (e 270) (perfects9), 

thc use of ~av{}al dè x6f-lat "arev1}vo{}ev wf-lOVç suggests a recollection of 
an expression having èV1}vo{}ev (or a compound of this form) in the same 
position. Since the poet of Dem. was no longer familiar with the form, he 
used it as an aorist ending in -{}ev on analogy of l,,-r:a{}ev, ànéqJ{}t{}ev, etc. 

B. Substitution 

ovd' àntfhWe Atoç fJaat)"fjoç èqJerf-lfiç 358 

It is common knowledge that Zeus, as weIl as Apollo, Poseidon and other 
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gods, is of ten called ava~ in Homer (Zev ava, r 351, etc., L1tl Keovlwvt 
tlvaxn, B 102, etc.). On the other hand, as has already been observed by 
Wackernagel,lO) the titles {3a(u).evç and {3aal).eta are never given to gods 
and goddesses. Yet in lonia, as elsewhere in Greece, the monarch is always 
called {3aat).evç (a usage abundantly refiected in Homer) and it is in lonia 
that we have epigraphical evidence for a cult of Zevç (3aatkvç.H) The 
explanation of this contradiction is only to be found, as far as I can see, 
in the fact that the qa-si-re-u, although we do not have precise information 
about his rank and importance, was, at any rate a very subaltern func
tionary 11110) in the Mycenaean society.12) Surprising as it may be - in 
particular to those who, like myself, hold that the extent to which Bronze 
Age poetry has survived in Homer should not be over-estimated 13) -
the Mycenaean component of the formulaic tradition appears to be still 
so vigorous in the epics, as regards the epithets of the gods, that it even 
acts in a negative way.l4) This is clearly refiected in the noun-epithet 
formula Homer employs for Zeus in the genitive af ter the trochaic caesura. 
It is L1 tOç peyá)'ow (-ov) and is found in the following lines: 

èyyvç Uw, xa).enoç lJè L1tOç peyá)'ow xeeavv6ç 
à)')'à xal 8ç &llJotxe" " xeeavv6v 
ij oi <Înayyü).eaxe " " v6YJpa 
el pév x' alv1}awat " " {}éptaTeç 
at lJ' avnç neoç lJwpa" " VéOVTO 
tlvlJee lJVw, yevefj lJè " " etXTOv 
TW xeaTeeW {JeeMOVTe" " yevéa~v 
yelvaT' èv àyxotvnat " " ptyeiaa 
&véa Mj {3e{3áaat "peyá).ov èvavTot 
" {3'1 evveweoç aatll.êve 

" vova6v 1" ov nwç gan " 
Tewat Te xal L1avaoiat " 
1j èxlJVç peyáeow " 
ét;éa~v lJ' êi(!a uh ye " 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

oaetC1T:1}ç 
àUaa{}at 
lJtà {3ov)'áç 
nOTl (3wpov 

" " 

E 417 
f/J 198 
P409 
n 403 
E907 
lJ 27 (F) 
). 255 
). 268 
B 134 «-Ot' n 
T 179 «-Ot' n 
t 411 «Ot' ?? n 
{} 82 15) 

X 334 15) 

X 379 15) 

Of course from a prosodical point of view L1tOç (3aatMjoç is not exactly 
equivalent to L1tOç peyá)'ow. Still the poet(s) of the epi cs did not compose 
a single T 2 hemistich by joining a final word beginning with avowel to 
L1tOç uu - u, whereas nothing could have been easier but to turn L1tOç 
peyá)'ow into L1tOç {3aat).ijoç. What is more, the poet of lJ 27 preferred 
admitting what, according to contemporary pronunciation, must have 
been hiatus to modifying the oid formula. It appears to be certain, there
fore, that L1tOç (3aat).ijoç is an innovation.16) 

245 axÉ'lpaTo' xwxvaev lJè xal äpf{Jw n).1}~aTO PYJew 

At fust sight this line looks 'epic' enough, yet from Gehring we learn 
that the sigmatic aorist of the middle voice of n).1}T:T:w is found only once 
in the whole of Homer.l7) In the Il. and Od. the thematic reduplicated form 
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(nenÀ..ryyero,18) nenÀ..ryyo1'ro )19) prevails and was undoubtedly preserved 
through being a constituant of formulae. This is clearly seen in 

M 162 
o 397 = 1'198 

To be sure, ual. w nsnÀ..ryyero flir/eW is a modification itself. It is one of 
those rather frequent cases in which, af ter the digamma had disappeared, 
an original P2 formula (*ual. FàJ nsnÀ..ryyero flir/eW) came to function as a T 2 

formula. 20) In Dem. 245 the poet could have used it under the same con
ditions. Nevertheless he was led by his current idiom to say ual. ap,ffJw 
nÀ..ryearo p,'Yjew, thus leaving out two archaisms 21) at the same time. 

C. Separation 

35 aVyáç r' *À.lov, lrL lJ' ifhero p,'Yjdea uelJvijv 
cf. Hom. xateeL 7:' iv fJvp,ep int r' lheraL ifp,ara návra Q 491 

lwç Bye rep noUp,LCs p,évwv, ln lJ'ifhero vt'X'Yjv 0539 
et similia «*ln Féhsro) 

458 àanaatwç lJ' ilJov àÀ.À..ryÀ.aç, 'Xexáe'Yj'Jl't'o lJè fJvp,ep 
(àanaatwç i'tJe, lJ 523, iJo 450) 

cf. Hom. rov lJ' i'lJev Alvetaç « *rdv ()è F{{)' Alvstaç n E 166 

474 lJ[eies,]TemroUp,cp re LlW'XMi re nÀ.'Yjetnncp 21a) 

(Llw'XÀ.1ja p,eyáfJvp,ov, E 547 
Llw'XÀ.1joç norl. lJwp,a, y 488 = ° 186, 

etc.) 22) 

cf. Hom. xated, inel. p,éya xáep,a nóÀ.eL r' '11' navrt re lJ'Yjp'ep Q 706, 
cf. Mod. 115 f. 

These modifications by separation do not go beyond the Homeric stage_ 

D. Juxtaposition and Transposition 

There is, as far as I am aware, no clear-cut example of juxtaposition in 
Dem.23 ) The case we have in 302 is more complicated and had better be 
called a conflation of two formulae. 

There is evidence for shifting combined with separation in 

" .I> \ R' , '-Q a'Xovaa1' ue ,.,Ln p,e neoa'Yjvay'Xaaae naaaa'/J'at 413 

cf. ptn àéuovra (uaiJoéeeL) 0186, ptn àé'Xovroç (àn'Yjvewv, àn'Yjvea) A 430, lJ 646, 
cf. àéuovra Pt'YjffJL ('Xr.ryp,ar' ànoeeatasL) a 403. None of the 44 forms of 
àéuwv occurring in Homer show metrically necessary contraction.24) 

The lengthening of L in nvel. lVL noÀ.À.ep, 248, is certainly due to inversion, 
cf. (iv) nvel. noÀ.À.ep, p, 237, (/> 362, on which (lP) nvel. 'X'YjUcp, E 346 
etc., 7 x, was probably modelled «avP nvel. 'X'YjÀ.etcp (0 744); 'X'YjÀ.etcp <*'X'YjaUcp 
('XavaUcp 1 Fick) < *'X'YjFaUFcp, Bechtel, o.c. 193. The reading ]À.À.'Yj of the 
P. Berol., BKT, V, 1, seems to point to nveti lVL noÀ.À.ti (Allen ad loc.), 
which is likely to have been introduced in order to restore the normal 
prosody. 
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A similar treatment is likely to be found in 210: ij ~È uvuew -rev~aaa 
(with synizesis) < *-reiJ~e (TBVXe) ~i Ot uvuew (cf. -revxe M f-t0t uvuew, -rev~et 
-rOL uvuew, u 316, u 290) <-revxe (*TBv~e) uvuetw, A 624. Such a series, 
it seems, is typical of the development. 

E. Oonflation 25) 

fláv é' 'tf-tBV oiua~' ëuaa-roç . à-r<le ~avfHJ J'f}f-t1}-r'f}e 302 

The language of this line is thoroughly epic, its diction is not. In Homer 
the ancient formula fláv / flij é' (~') 'Lf-tBV is never followed by a once 
digammated word. Moreover, the regular formula for "they went home, 
every one of them" is iiflav olu6v~e ëuaa-roç (A 606, etc., 4 x , at the verse
end), that for 'to go home' is o'tua~' 'tf-tev (A 170, etc., 3 x , at the beginning 
of the line) or olu6v~e véea{}at (B 290, etc., at the end) 26). The extent to 
which several formulaic elements have been conflated in 302 far exceeds 
anything done by Homer in similar contexts and can only be paralleled 
with the case of Ap. 506: 

, .i' 1: 1 \,Z( '.i {} \ , \ .." I eu u Wl.Oç ,preteOvue O'f}V ava V'f} eevaav-ro 

which equally consists of epic words combined in an utterly untraditional 
way.27) 

406 

In Homer leiw (leéetç, etc.) is found c. 77 times. It never shows con
traction or synizesis. According to Chantraine its digamma is neglected 
in 3 (2) cases : J 176 (Lb' leéet (= wç leüt 1), lJ' 787 elMatv Vf-tf-t' leiw 
niimv, l!/)'OL, and f-t 156 àl.'" leiw f-tÈv lywv. 

In Dem. there is no other line which has leéw (-etç, -et, etc.) and 406 
shows both neglect of digamma and synizesis. Homer has several systems, 
on the one hand: 

etc., on the other: 

and 

~MO M -rOt 

" 
-rov-ro ~i " 
-roVveua 

" -rOtyàe lywv 

) 

lvtaneç 
lvbpet 
iiemeç 

(-e, -n) 

eme (-w, etc., eiew) 

~ 
, I evenov-ra 
lvénotf-tt 

17 x 
7 x 
4 x 
3 x 
3 x 

Y 101, etc. 
l 148 
r204 
y 19, etc. 

e 549, 556 
e 561. 
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F. Related cases 

Above it has been pointed out that the classification applied in this 
inquiry has no intrinsic value. It is no more than a grossly defective 
expedient employed to get a clearer insight into the way in which epic 
diction is treated in the Hymns. This is obvious in Dem. 210, 302, 314, 406, 
and it is in particular true of the motley group of phenomena which 
remain to be discussed. In the cases examined so far the innovations 
could be shown to have resulted from modifications of clearly recognisable 
prototypes. This is impossible, however, for the vast majority of the 
phenomena which are proved to be late by their linguistic nature. Now 
we might note these elements in the same way as Zumbach has done and 
abstain from eomment. Because, however, the influence of the formulaie 
diction is still extremely powerful in the Hymns and since this tradition 
may even have left in these lloems a few faint traces of formulae wanting 
in Homer, we cannot be absolutely sure that all the innovations in question 
are wholly 'free' and have nothing to do with older types of formulaio 
framework. What is more, we cannot rule out the possibility that their 
intrusion was somehow facilitated by the existence of such cadres. In any 
case we shall do weIl to look for corresponding phenomena in Homer. 

ne6epewv, ola yvvat"oç àqn]At"OÇ éeya d-ev,,-r:at 140 

Juxtaposition? Or declension? Cf. e.g.: 

epea15éoç v60v ëeya d-ev,,-eat Q 354, 

vUoç fJl5è IJvYa7:eoç àp:vf.l0voç qJ ht oi"fP 15 4. 

Not significant. 27a) 

aZ 15' &<1-e' Ij éAaepOt Ij n6e-cteç eiaeoç &en 174 

Was there a formula *Fiaeoç &en (Hom. llaeoç 15' èmylyve-cat &e'T}, Z 148, 
&en èv elaetvfi <*&en FeaetVfi? B 471 , etc. 4 x ), so that we have to do 
with juxtaposition or declension ? At any rate not significant, cf. e.g. 
B 720 -e6~wv e15 eM6-eeç lept f.láxe<1{}at, etc., etc. 

l5el<1a<1' qJ neet natl5t "at àá<1DTj f.léya lJvf.lip 246 

Not significant, cf. "al f.ltv epwvrj<1a<1' ënëa n-eee6ev-ca neo<1'T}vl5a, etc., etc. 
66 

The expression eMeï "vl5e~v looks rather strained.28) The closest parallels 
to the use of the dative I am able to find in Kühner-Gerth and Chantraine 
are yévet i5<1-eeeoç (r 215) evev-eeeoç 15' Wf.l0t<1t (T 194), {JIn . .. àf.lelvwv (A 404), 
{JIn . .. epée-ceeoç (<1 234), but in all these expressions it is used with com
paratives. Anyhow, there is nothing to suggest that the phrase is formulaic. 
(cf. Homeric (L1tOç) "vl5e7J(v) naeá"omç( -tv), ~ 184, etc., 3 x, ènt eil5eï 
e 308, 454). It was almost certainly coined by the poet. In Homer the 
digamma is neglected in 3 of the 42 occurrences at most, the only certain 
case being r 224 àya<1<1áf.le{}' eMoç lMv-eeç.29) In Dem. the proportion 
is 2: 6 (see ad 315). The case is typical of a later stage of development. 
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LJ~/JirJ-r(}' ~VXOflOV, :rrOAm](}a-rOV elc50ç exovaav 315 
cf. Hes. Th. 908 'Qxeavov XoV(}rJ, " "exovaa 

On e1c5oç see ad 66, on :rroAV~(}a-roç Mod. 81. In the course of time this 
compound seems to have been increasingly favoured by the poets: Il. - , 
Od. 4 x , Hes. 3 x , Aphr. 2 x, Dem. 1 x . :rroAV~(}a-rov elc50ç in Th. and in 
Dem. , as weU as [xev :rroAm](}a-roç fjfJrJ 30) in Aphr. seems to be a post
Homeric innovation. 

439 

Homer has such forms as avw, èvá-rrJ, xevóç, etc.31) Whatever may be the 
explanation of their presence in the epics, none of them has any formulaic 
connections. In Dem. 439 XÓ(}rJ is generally considered an Atticism, a 
notion which, in view of the subject of the hy~n and some of its linguistic 
phenomena,32) is undoubtedly correct. Yet even if it should be questioned, 
the fact remains that, just like avw, etc. , it is a late phenomenon. The 
conditions under which it is used suggest, moreover, a still more recent 
development. In Homer we find the formula ['A~va{rJ,] XOV(}rJ LJtOç 
alytóxoto, E 733, etc., 5 x .33) At the same time the old formulaic organism 
is seen to be still functioning in the epics, for this P2 formula has a T 2 

counterpart which is used af ter verbal forms ending in a short vowel, 
e.g. in [8'Ûxoflévrj c5' ~(}ä-ro] LJtOç XOV(}n fleyáAOto.34) Not having such a T 2 

formula at hand for Persephone, the poet of the hymn, probably on 
analogyof XOV(}rJ LJtoç alytóxoto, created the phrase XÓ(}rJv LJrJfl~-re(}Oç áyvijç. 
The phenomenon has parallels in avaç IIoAvc5éYflWV (see below) and in 
XclAOV yé(}aç, Aphr. 29 ; 35) these cases seem to go beyond the Homeric 
stage.3G) 

Nvatov àfl :rreMov, -rfj lJ(}ovaev avaç IIoAvc5éYflWV 
XW(}rJaev, -rfj c5' fX&O(}' avaç x(}au(}oç IIoAvc5éYflWV 

17 
430 

Whatever may be the (epic or religious) background of IIoAvc5éYflwV 37) 
so much is certain that neither the formation of avaç IIoAvc5éyflwv nor 
that of avaç x(}au(}oç IIoAvc5éYflWV is authentically epic. In Homer ava~ 
is never used af ter the fourth trochee. Word-end in this place, we must 
conclude, was already avoided by the singers to whom the creation of 
the formulaic systems is due.38) They equally avoided making formulae 
of the type avaç x(}a-re(}oç vv - '-", perhaps because the collision -~ -X(} 
brings ab out a somewhat strident sound and a jerky rhythm. In the epics 
x(}ar:e(}oç LJtofl~~Ç, x(}a-re(}oç AvXóo(}yoç, etc., are never preceded by avaç. 
On the other hand the systems for which avaç àv<5(}wv 'Ayafléflvwv, etc. , 
were created remain completely intact so that we nowhere have a case of 
elision before these old T 2 formulae. Dem. 430 treats the pseudo-formula 
avaç x(}a-re(}oç IIoAvc5éyflwv as though it came within the (scarcely re
presented) category of T 2 formulae beginning with a vowel, cf. e.g. 

d)ç ecpa-r' , 6J(}'/IV-ro c5' av-r{x' 'OtAijoÇ -raxvç Araç 'P 488 = 754 
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(In a line such as 430 it is not surprising to find a run-over word ending 
in v-movable making position). Dem. 17 and 404 show a composition 
which is typical of post-Homeric development. 

Enjambement 

ovéJé TtÇ àDaváTwv ovéJè 1}v'YJTQW àvD(]wnwv 
rjuovaev qJwvijç 

22 
23 

Elsewhere 1 have argued that in the course of the development and 
decomposition of epic diction, innovation and breaking up of old proto
types of ten went hand in hand with introduction of v-movable, and that 
this is notably the case with enjambement.39) In Dem. v-movable is found 
9 x under such conditions, always in verbal forms.40). It is in the nature of 
things that, this kind of innovation being mostly 'free', the phenomena 
in question cannot generally be retraced to ancient prototypes. This does 
not mean, however, that we are never aIlowed to see this type of verse
making against an earlier background. 

In Dem. the archaic word *01p is found only once, significantly, in the 
formula on' èl"ovaa, 67.41 ) Apart from this formula Homer has the phrases 
ona aVvDeTo, v 92, èltov ona, E 222, dnaç g"Àvov (avéJ~aavToç) IJ 76, X 451 , 
IJ éJè ;vvé'YJ"e Deaç ona qJwv'YJaáa'YJç, B 182 = K 512, and èl"ovae Deov ona 
qJw~aavToç, Y 380, some of which may not be very ancient.42) However 
that may be, Homer nowhere makes qJwv~ depend on à"a6etv. In the 
epics the influence of the ancient formulae is evidently still stronger than 
in Dem. In 67 as weIl as in 23 Persephone's crying out is described, but in 23, 
where it is an element in the actual description of the rape,43) the poet 
intended his words to be as suggestive as possible; hen ce his use of láX'YJae,44) 
the repetition qJwvfj-qJwvijç , the avoidanee of the old formula * fón' ä"ovae 
and the onomatopoetic use of v-movable making position.45 ) The case 
resembles lJI 152-53.46 ) 

Associating à"ovetv with qJwv~ , just as fJaatÀijoç with Litóç, 358, was of 
course a most natural thing, but it appears to have been a departure 
from the ancient technique. And once poets preferred to be more individual 
in such simple matters, it is not unlikely that they had to adapt other 
elements of the old diction too. In 284 

TOV éJè uaalYV'Y)Tat qJwviJv Èaá"ovaav ÈÀeetv~v 

ÈÀeetv~v had either to be pronounced with synizesis or to be contracted.47 ) 
The phenomenon does not yet occur in Homer, cf. e.g. qJlÀov ÈÀDûv 
~éJ' ÈÀeetvóV, Q 309, C 327.48 ) 

We have a few cases left that show shortening of'YJ (coming from ä), 
synizesis and/or contraction but which cannot be retraced to older proto
types: 99 IIaeDev1q> qJ(]éa't't,49) 269 oveae "ai xá(]f-la dTv"Tat,50) 137 wç ÈDéÀovat 
TO"ijeÇ, Èf-lè éJ' - ,51) 425 nalCof-lBV ~éJ' èlv1}ea éJ(]énof-lev, 455 '1(]OÇ àe;of-livoto, 
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494 n(!óep(!oveç an' 4>(jijç. They have been diseussed by Zumbaeh 52) and 
I do not see more ean be gleaned from them. 

Non-Homeric archaisms 

268. Zumbaeh regards np,áoxoç (elp,i (jé L1'YJp,rrr'YJ(! np,áoxoç, cf. -rlp,áoxóÇ 
Èan, Aphr. 31) as an Attieism.53) Professor Kamerbeek, however, points 
out to me that later the eurrent form is np,ovXoç and that, therefore, the 
form found in the hymns (Dem. 268 and Aphr. 31) is a non-Romerie 
arehaism.54) It remains to ask ourselves whether np,áoxoç is a word origin
ally belonging to the saeral language of Eleusis whieh found its way 
into the Hymn, or perhaps a relie of pre-Ionie epie poetry. Now the form 
is also found in Aphr. (31) and an Attie origin ofthis poem is improbable.54&) 
If, on the other hand, some eonspieuously eommon feature of Dem. and 
Aphr.54b ) should be regarded as symptoms of literary influenee, the 
borrowing must have been done by the poet of Dem.54c ) Thus we are led 
to explain np,áoxoç as an aneient epie Aeolism 55) (cf. Chantraine, G.H. I, 
19 fr.) whieh was not adopted by the Romeric tradition. As eontrasted 
with its 'Attic' alternative, this explanation is not at variance with what 
seem to be the most plausible assumptions eoneerning the period and the 
region in whieh Aphr. was eomposed.56) 

103, 215 {}ep,la-ronóAwv {3aalAljwv, 473 {}ep,lCJ-ronÓAotç {3aatAeval, cf. Res. 
Ir. 7, 3 {}ep,la-ronÓAot (3aatAfjeç.57) The relative age of the adjeetive is 
uneertain,58) so we eannot teIl whether we have to do with a formula of 
post-Romerie origin or not. The same is true of: 

3, 334, 441, 460 {3aev,,-rvnoç ev(!vona Zevç. In the present form it does 
not, at any rate, go back to a highly arehaie stage, cf. Romeric ev(!vona 
Zevç < ev(!vona Zijv. Romer's T 2 formulae for Zevç are na-rij(! av(j(!wv 
-re {}ewv -re and K(!óvov naiç ay"vAop,lj-rew.59 ) The formula {3aev,,-rvnoç 
eVeVona Zevç may be para-Romeric, it eould be a post-Romeric ereation 
as weIl. 

101 Y(!'YJt naAalyevéï Èva).{y"wç, cf. r 386 Y(!'YJt (jé p,lV el"via naAalyevéï 
n(!oaütnev, X 395 (jev(!o (jij o(!ao, Y(!'YJv naAatyevéç, P 561 <POiVle, (ina, ye(!atè 
naAalyevéç. The long l does not seem to be due to eonservation of a very 
aneient formula, for we also find it in 99 IIae{}ev{ep ep(!éan, ó{}ev _60) 
and in 248 nv(!i lVl noAA0. Nevertheless Y(!'YJt naAatyevél may be older than 
the expression found in r 386. 

141 "a{ "ev nai(ja veoyvdv lv ay"o{vrwtV lxovaa. The adjeetive veoyv6ç 
is without any doubt an arehaism.61) nai(ja veoyv6v may be a para-Romerie 
formula (or even an older one), but there is no support for this supposition. 
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208 aÀrpl "al fJc5w(!. Here too we find an archaism in an expression 
the formulaic nature of which cannot possibly be established.62) 

12 

Is "clea an innovation? Even on this supposition Dem. 12 does not go 
beyond the Homeric stage of development, cf. ,,(!á:ra, acc. sing. in {} 92. 
Moreover, in éve'tat c5è "clerJ {}aÀe(!wv àl'rJWV, K 259, "clerJ could be a 
plura1.63) On the other hand "clea may be a (non-Homeric) archaism 
«*"áea[a]a). 64) On this difficult problem I do not feel competent to 
voice an opinion. 

398 n'tiiaa náÀlv. The active athematic aorist also occurs in Hes. E. 98 
(ovc5è {}Vea'e / i~én'trJ) and in later literature; 65) Frisk s.v.: "kann alt sein". 
There is no evidence for formulaic connections. 

327 "at noÀÀà c5tc5ov neel"aÀÀéa c5wea, 437 ic5éxov'to nae' àÀÀ~Àwv éc5lc56v 
1'e,66) cf. Hes. Th. 30 "at IlOl a"ijm:eov éc5ov, E. 139 OV" ëc5lc5ov fl~cleeO'(),l 

{}eo'ç.67) In Homer we only find ic5tc5oaav, but no more than 30ccurrences, 
all of them in the Odyssey (~ 286, e 367, 411). Thus the possibility cannot 
be excluded that the absence of formulae such as *no .. Uà c5tc5ov (alongside 
noÀÀà c56aav, rJ 242, l 15, l' 281) is due to lack of situations requiring the 
imperfect-formula.68) 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. The number of archaisms used in Dem. seems proportionally 
somewhat larger than in the two other hymns. The evidence for formulaic 
connections of these phenomena is slight. This might be accounted for 
by the comparative shortness of the poem. 

2. As far as I can see, with the possible exception of 101 yerJl naÀatyevéï, 
there are no formulae the counterparts of which are found in Homer 
in modernised forms. 

3. Apart from the inconclusive cases (e.g. àanaatwç c5' ïc50v àÀÀ,~À,aç, 

458) the hymn shows a considerable number of modifications which are 
not found in the epics. Some of these have been brought about by a 
comparatively slight change of technique (e.g. {}êwv ov(!avtwv, 55, flá"aeaç 
{};;:Vç, 325, aflrpw nÀ,~~a1'o flrJeW, 245), others are very drastic (e.g. fJáv ë 
'tflev o'L"ac5' ë"aa1'oç, 302, 1'Olyàe iyw aOl, flij1'ee, ieéw VrJfle(!Téa náv1'a, 406, 
1J"ovaev rpwvijç, 23), others again, inconspicuous enough at fust sight, are 
none the less significant (L1U)Ç fJaalÀ,ijoç, 358, rpwv~v iaá"ovaav iÀ.eel'V~v, 284). 

The poet of this hymn, though he keeps much less to Homeric phrases 
than the author of Aphrodite does-resembling Hesiod in this respect
treats epic diction as a very living organism. Yet both the quantity and the 
quality of the evidence show a treatment which is rapidly developing 
beyond the Homeric stage. 
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NOTES 

1) And as Atticisms (O.C. 53, 59). For this, however, there does not seem to be 
sufficient evidence. At any rate it is not permissible to relate phenomena of the 
iambic trimeter to hexameter poetry (Zumbach does not support his view by giving 
parallel cases). 

2) O.c. 99. 
3) See Witte, Die Vokalkontraktion bei Homer, Glotta IV (1913), 21I ff., Mad. 

32-41, 1I5 f., 1I8, with several typical cases. 
4) vpiv pèv, fhoiatv 7:8 (on the latter case cf. Mad. 103 ff.). 
5) In this connection Homer presents two curious phenomena. First the accusa

tive {}eovç never has an epithet which immediately precedes or follows. Secondly, 
Homer has only three cases of {}eooç ... alèv È6l1Taç (a 263, a 378 = fJ 143, {} 364--65), 
two of them having features which might suggest that they are comparatively 
recent: {}eooç É:mfJwaopat alèv i6VTaç (a 378 = fJ 143), with a very late contraction 
and ÉÀaüp / dpfJeóT€p ara {}eooç Énevr,vofJev dtiv É6VTaç ({) 364/65 = Aphr. 62); on 
ÉnevTjvofJev see Chantraine, G.H. I, 423 and Frisk .s.V. 

6) Above, p. 14. 
7) Above, pp. 15, 39. 
8) On confusion of dual and plural see above, p. 28 f.; on the possibly artificial 

form xá(!a, Dem. 12, see below, p. 57. 
9) See Frisk s.v. ivfJeîv, Chntraine, G.H. I, 423, above, n. 5. 

10) Sprachl. Unters. z. Homer, 210. 
11) Wilamowitz, Der Glaube der HelZenen3 (1959) I, 137, n. 1 with references 

(Erythrae and Paros). 
More evidence from other parts of Greece in A. B. Cook, Zeus, see Indices to 11 

and IV (e.g. 11, 731 [dpvVw T]àv LIla TOp BaatÀÉa, Lolling, Ath. Mitth. 1878, 111 
19 ff.). Ar. Nub. 2, 153, etc., show that the invocation iJ> Zeii fJaatÀeii (aIso Aesch. 
Ag. 355, Pers. 532) was current in fifth century Athens (more in E. Fränkel, Aeschylus 
Agamemnon, ad 355). 

11a )L. R. Palmer, The Interpretation of Mycenaean Greek Texts, 138: "master
craftsman", see also pp. 39, 283. 

12) "Quod ad potestatem attinet ... q. longe abesse a gr. fJaatÀwç, 'rex', auctores 
consentiunt", A. Morpurgo, Mycenaeae Graecitatis Lexicon s.v. (111 272) (with 
literature). Palmer, o.c. 39, thinks the lingUistic identification open to serious doubt 
(glossary s .v. : "Not fJaatÀwç"), but adds (p. 228): "If we link up etymologically with 
fJaalÀWç, we should remain fully aware of the semantic gap to be bridged, though 
parallels for such a development (e.g. steward, constabIe) are not far to seek." One 
might in particular add "marshal". See also Ruijgh, E.G.M. 137 f. ("chef" in Duteh). 

13) Mad. 131-146. 
14) A similar phenomenon is found in the treatment of laó{}eoç which, though 

metrically equivalent to dllTlIhoç in Homeric times (i.e. af ter the digamma had 
disappeared), is never replaced by it, Mad. 22 (on archaisms ousted by later forms 
ibid. 36, IlO, 127, 135 f., 146). 

By "acting in a negative way" I mean that Llloç fJaatÀijoç and *dllTt{}eoç qJwr; were 
not deliberately avoided, but that the employment of Lltor; peyáÀ.ow and laó{}eor; qJwr; 
had become so much fixed a tradition that the variations in question did not suggest 
themselves to the epic poets. 

15) Llloç peyáJ.ov followed by a consonant is of course a later modification. It 
developed in its turn into peyáÀov Lltóç, cp 187 (Ts becoming Ps, cf. Mad. 61 ff., 
etc .), Hes. Th. 29, 76 ()peyáÀov ai Lltóç, Th. 1002). 

16) It is significant that among the non-Homeric traces of development which 
are common to Dem. and Hesiod's poetry, we find Zevr; ai {}ewv fJaatkVç, Th. 886 
(now see M. L. West, Hesiod, Theogony, ad loc., who rightly takes {}eÜJV fJaatÀevr; in 
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a predicative sense), Zwç àIJaváTClYJI {Jaat).eVç, E. 668, IJeÓYIJ {JaatÀijt "al àv<5eÓYIJ, Th. 923 
(said of Zeus). Cf. aiso Keóvrp {JaatÀijt, Th. 476, IJewv neoTéerp {JaatÀijt (Kronos), 
Th. 468, {JaatkvéWv n<5è àváaaEtv . .. 'OÀvp.mov wevo:>'W Zijv, Th. 884 f. (The formula 
L1tOç p.eyáÀow is found E. 4, etc., L1tàç p.eyáAov Th. 465, etc.) . If further proof were 
needed (above, p. 48 n. 28 f.), these facts in thernselves would suffice to show that 
Hesiod's poetry cannot possibly be a purer representative of the "Achaean Epic" 
than Homer's, as Notopoulos, Hesperia XXIX (1960), 177-197, would have it. 

11) ftTJew nAT}~áp.evoç at the beginning of the line, II 125. The phenomenon can be 
paralleled with rpeáae (À 22, against Ènérpea6e, A 795, etc., 4 x ), lrpeaaev (!) Aphr. 128, 
cf. Mod. 80. 

18) See below. 
19) k 31, 51; cf. ÈnÉnÀT}yov, E 504, etc., 5 x. In the active, however, the sigmatic 

aorist is much more frequent. 
20) Mod. 65 ff., 93 f., 116 ff. 145, 150 n. 1. 
21) Chantraine, G.H. I, 397. 
21&) &'i~e Pausanias II, 14, 3, eme m. 
al) At the end of the line the genitive is turned into L1tÓ"Àov in 153! cf. Hom. 

flaTeo"Aijoç (=IIaTeO"Ueoç) / IIaTeÓ"ÀOV. 
23) Such as Homeric "al p.tv rpwvfJaaa' lnea nTeeÓevTa neoaT}v6a, etc., etc. 
24) Cf. Chantraine, G.H. I, 28. 
25) Cf. Mod. 54, 103. 
26) In such a context it is not surprising to find the comparatively late (and 

Ionic) àTá(? cf. C. J. Ruijgh, L'élément achéen dans la langue épique 43 ff. and Mod. 
108 f. 

21) Mod. 61. The value of 448 wç erpaT', otl6' àntIJT}ae IJeà L1tàç àyyeAtáwv as 
evidence is perhaps not negligible. In Homer àntfJT]ae has the dative of the person 
obeyed (.1 198 = M 351, Z 102) ; the genitive àyyeÀtáwv is used with ÈnbeÀvev, e 150, 
but not with àn,IJéw. On the other hand we often find wç lrpaT', 00<5' àntfJT]ae IJeà 
yAav"wmç 'AfhivrJ / IJeà A~wÀevoç "HeT}, etc., B 166 etc., c. 24 x . The line seerns 
to have been modelled upon this type. 

21&) On àrpijÀt~ used in the sense "beyond youth" see L.S.J. B.V. (e.g. in Hdt. and 
Hippocr.). 

28) Cf. above, p. 41. 
29) The other cases are áÀÀoç p.èv yá(? T' el<5oç, IJ 169, áÀÀoç 6' am' eMoç, IJ 174: 

in both lines T may be a later addition. 
30) On the v-movable see Mod. 81. 
31) Chantraine, G.H. I, 161, K. Meister, o.c. 205. 
32) See e.g. A.H.S., 110, Zumbach 56 ff. (aVet, 403, "At6T], 347, etc.). 
33) And, of course "oven L1tàç alytóxow, 2 x, "OVeT}V L1tàç alytóxow, 1 x. 
34) Z 304 ~ C 323 ~ 4 312 ~ K 296, I 536, cf. C 151, w 521. 
35) Above, p. 42 f. 
36) &&a"óp.evoç <5è neoaT}v6a, ° 150, <&t6ta"óp.evoç <5è neoaT}v6a (y 41) is different 

in so far that in Homer's time *<5T}<5ta"op.at had become strange to the singers. Other 
examples of permutation of P 1/T1 and Pa/Ta expressions in Mod. 61-68, 93, 112 
n. 1, 117-119, 126 ff., 145. For linguistic reasonsthey all seem to be earlier than the 
cases of Dem. 439 and Aphr. 29. 

31) IIoÀv6éyp.wv is also found in 404 (UeaTeeàç IIoÀVóéyp.wv) and in 31 (no).vaT}p.áVTWe 
IIoÀv6éyp.wv). Since according to Nilsson, G.Or.R. I, 452 f., Hades had hardly any 
cults, it is not surprising that IIoÀv<5éyp.wv and IIoÀv<5ooT}ç are only found here and 
that IIoÀv~evoç is likewise confined to poetry (Aesch. Suppl. 156, fr. 228 N.2). It 
goes without saying, though, that the epithets reflect a wide-spread and very old 
element of popuiar religion and folk-tale, cf. e.g. Usener, Kleine Schriften 440 f., 
Rademacher, Z 'ur Hadesmythologie, Rh. Mus. LX (1905) 593, Preller-Robert. 
Or. Myth. I 4, 1, 804 f. 
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38) See Appendix. 
39) See above, p. 35 n. 15. 
40) Above, p. 27 n. 17. 
41) H 53, .ti 137 ~ (j) 98, f-' 52, 185, 187; 1]~ovaa öna, J. 421 cf. Mod. 56. av<5lj 

is not represented more than once either, viz. in the formula l~J.vov av<5ljaavroç, 
299, cf. K 47, TI 76, etc. 

42) In {}sov, Y 380, the final syllable is irresolvable; unless we pref er to assume 
neglect of digamma, ' ATeSWSW is irreducible in IJ 76. 

43) In 67 it is reported to Helios by Demeter. 
44) Above, p. 14 f. 
45) Cf. Homeric 1]VGev <5è &anevatov, e 227, etc., 6 X. 
46) Mod. 105 f. 
47) Cf. Witte, Vokalkontraktion 215 ff., Mod. 105, 116, 118. 
48) Zumbach, o.c. 54. A similar case is found in 50: oo<5è xe6a fJdUBTO J.omeoïç. 

In Homer bathing is always described by means of the verb only: J.oÉaaaTo l; 221, 
etc., etc. The way it is represented here is certainly new and has involved 
contraction. 

49) Perhaps we should read IJae{}evüp rpeûä{}', as the source is an item of Attic 
topography and since in the Attic dialect the a is long. In that case the form should 
be regarded as an adapted Atticism. I owe this suggestion to Professor J. C. Kamer
beek. 

50) öveae llgen (1JvrjToilJt T' Ruhnken) for d{}avdTOtç {}v?)Toïatv ÖVStae. 
51) Zumbach notes fJalJtJ.ijç, Hes. E. 263 (TO~ijSÇ always at the verse-end in 

Homer). 
52) 52 ff. 
58) p. 57. 
54) Schwyzer, Del. 631 A2 (p. 299). Already in the fifth century Ttf-'ovXOç is found 

at Teos, Schwyzer Del. 710 B 29 (p. 347), cf. Heitsch, o.c. 38. 
54a) è<56~ovv, 125, is likely to be a copyist's emendation of è<56~é(1V (rpvlJtl;6ov) 

cf. LI 308 èn6e{}ovv vuig., èn6e{}wv A, Tand a few other mss. On ~(jJ.6ç see above 
p.42f. 

54b) Cf. Heitsch, o.c. 38 f. 
54C) H eitsch, o.c. 39. 
55) Later Aeolic has nwnxoç «*nf-'o6xoç), Methymna, 2nd century B.C., Schwyzer, 

Del. 631 A2 (p. 299). 
56) Above, p. 40. Now see Kamerbeek, o.c. p. 387. 
57) Cf. Tro.xler, o.c. 144. 
58) Vos, o.c. 4, thinks {}sf-'tlJTon6J.oç is a poetical word created on analogy of 

&~aan6J.oç; WiJamowitz ad Erga 221 holds the contrary view. 
59) fJae~Tv:nOç not in Homer. 
60) Above, n. 49. 
61) Zumbach refers e.g. to privignus, o.c. 23, cf. Schwyzer, Gr. Gr. I, 357. 
62) Could àJ.rpt come from sacral Eleusinian language? On Eleusinian influence 

see K. Deichgräber, EleusiniBche Frömmigkeit und homerische Vorstellungswelt im 
homerischen Demeterhymnus, S.B. Akad. Mainz 1950, 523 ff. 

63) As it certainJy is in Herm. 211 ~de?) <5' lXev dvrlov aVTq>, cf. Witte, Glotta II 
(1910), 20, Singular und Plural 89, 161 ff. 

64) Schwyzer, Gr. Gr. I, 583, see also Frisk, s.v., and Chantraine, G.H. I, 231 
("analogique des pluriels neutres en -a ?"). 

65) A.H.S. ad loc. 
66) è<5w[ M, è<5t<5ovro m, l&<56v TS ituhnken. 
67) è<5t<5ovv, è<5t<5wv cdd., l&<5ov Rzach. 
68) Hesiod's ~at f-'0t a~ij:nTeOV 1l3ov is not necessarily a personal creation. *~at 

rOt a~ijnTeOV ll30v would be perfectly feasible in heroic poetry, e.g. in the myth 
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of the Pelopids. In the epics l~oaav may sometimes be a modification and result 
from substitution for *èie' l~ov, since the replacement of wç èie' lrpav by wç lrpaaav 
(x 46, v 384) has already set in. With lC1Tav / lC1TTJaav and lPav / lPTJaav such sub
stitutions were impossible because of the different metrical values. ÈÄéÀ1x&ev could 
become ÈÀû{x&T]aav by shifting, Mod. 136. 

69) Addendum ad n. 4: Though oV(!aviwv was formed from oV(!ávwç, Ruijgh, 
Les noms en -won, etc., Minos IX (1968), 1, 140. It is only within the frame-work 
of epic diction that &eûyv oV(!av{wv is an innovation, cf. above, p . 13. 

70) Addendum ad 259: ' Did the poet telescope Homeric 2'Tvyàç fJ~W(!, öç Te 

lléylC1TOÇ Ö(!XOÇ OUVÓTaTÓÇ Te nUei Iluxá(!eaal &eoial (e 185-86, 0 37-38) into &~v 
Ö(!XOÇ, dllelÀIXTOV 2'Tvyàç fJ~W(! 7 The expression &ewv Ö(!XOÇ may have been suggest
ed to him by the existence of the formula &ewv Iléyav Ö(!XOV (MWIlVV), P 377, Ap. 83, 
Herm. 519 (ollóaam), cf. {}eá, Iléyav Ö(!XOV 0llóaaat, e 178, x 343, Ap. 79. The case 
shows some resemblance to the innovation found in Hes. Th. 886, ZdJç ~è &ewv 
paatÀwç (above, n . 16), cf. ZdJç mptp(!elliTTJç, A 354, etc. (6 X ), and, in terms of 
versification, looks like a substitution (pp. 22, 29, 40, 49 ff.), cf. 

rC1TW vVv TÓóe raia xal Ov(!avàç eV(!VÇ vne(!&e 
" ZdJç aVTóç, È(!iy~ovnoç nóatç • H(!TJç 

n(!WTa, &ewv vnaToç xal a(!tC1TOç 
&ewv, ;evlTJ Te T(!á:rteCa 

e 184, 0 36 
K 329 
T 303, T 258 
; 158, etc., 3 X 

It should be added that in p 377 the use of the formulaic element &ewv shows a 
modification of sense (objective genitive, cf. Stanford ad loc. ), whereas in Ap. 83 
and Herm. 519 its old meaning has been preserved. 



APPENDIX 

The poet ot the H ymn to Demeter and Hermann's law 

I do not think the term 'word-end' is particularly well-suited for tackling 
the difficult questions related, one way or another, to Hermann's law 
(Orphica, 692 ff.). One may ask whether the character and the pre-history 
of epic poetry allow us to regard 'words' as its essential elements (as is 
done by O'Neill, The Localization ot Metrical World-Types in the Greek 
Hexameter, YCIS VIII (1942) 105). In order to get an unambiguous 
answer to this question with respect to Hermann's law it suffices to cast 
a brief look at the cases listed by Van Leeuwen, Homerica IV, De caesura 
quae est post quartum trochaeum, Mnem. N.S. XVIII (1890), 3, 265-276. 
From this it appears, fust, that in some of the relevant cases the terms 
'word' and 'word-end' have no meaning at all: "A(!1Jt cpaTóç or àe1JlcpaToç, 

"A(!1Jt cpO .. oç or àe1JlcptAOÇ? Secondly, their use leads to inconsistencies. 
If, for instance, trochaic 'word-end' is ruled out in yoówaá Te (fLV(!OfLév1J Te) , 
Z 373, and in XtTevvá Te (mVT' 'Obvaaevç), e 229, - as of course it is
we have to assume it by the same rule in e.g. {}oóç ne(! èàw nOAefLtaT~ç, 
E 571, etc., ène{ ~e ~áfLW nOAefLl1;,wv , A 168, etc., etc. Thirdly : how are 
we to view the probably very old formula a(!nvtat àV1J(!étpavTo, a 241 = 

~ 371, in which, owing to the ante-vocalic shortening, the two elements 
constitute a prosodic unity and, on the other hand, ~a;' otpÈ áVovTa BOWT1JV 
e 272,1) I1.vev{}e nóvov ~a;' àvl1Jç, 1J 192, fL~ TOVTO {}eoç TeUaetev, (! 399, 
where there exists a dominant unity of sense betwoon the two elements 
flanking the critical point of the line? 

The truth behind both Hermann's and Wernicke's laws 2) seems to be 
that for reasons we can only guess at,a) the epic poets avoided making a 
marked cut af ter the fourth natural trochee, af ter a syllable, that is, 
which was undivided (combinations containing monosyllables not counted 
of course) and which, if isolated, was pronounced - v. 

When do we have to do with a case of 'word-end' which does entail a 
more or less incisive pause? It is generally agreed up on - and rightly of 
course-that such a pause is out of the question with elision (a large 
number of examples in Van Leeuwen, o.c.). Further, because of the fact 
that the quantity of the final syllable of a(!nvtat is determined by the 
following word (if not for other reasons), a rhythmical gap is also excluded 
in a 241 = ~ 371. Moreover, apart from the prosodical factors, we have 
to take into account those of language (and especially those of syntax): 
yoówaá Te fLV(!OfLéV1J Te, Z 273, ène{ ~e ~áfLw nOAefLl1;,wv, A 168, lnetTa ~È 
TevXe' èavAa, E 164, etc., etc. (To the numerous examples noted by 
Van Leeuwen many more may be added.) These, in their turn, are ob
viously intricately bound up with the element of meaning, (e.g. A 168, 

E 164, ~a;' otpÈ áVovTa BOWT1JV, avev{}e n6vov ~a;' àvl1Jç, fL~ TOVTO {}eoç 
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uAéO'etev) and even, as is shown by the very simple example of" A(!1]t qJt).oç, 
with formulaic usage, (e.g. f3oiiJ7uç nó-rvta "H(!1],4) "at Aijflvov àfltx{}aAóeO'O'av, 
Q 753).5) In all these cases it can safely be assumed that the cut was hardly 
more marked than in e.g. "A(!1]t qJt).oç MevéAaoç, etc. 

It stands to reason that there are cases in which it is difficult to assess 
the degree to which 'word-end' entailed a pause in recitation. In these 
places we can only be guided by the consideration whether or not we 
have to do with a unit ofsense and by what knowledge we have oflanguage 
and idiom. Unity of sense is, of course, of ten a relative thing ,but in Q 60 

{}(!bpa u "at à-rh1]Aa "at àv<5(!t nó(!ov naeá"omv 

the meaning of the sentence is necessarily incomplete af ter àv<5(!t and 
this involves anticipation of a verb at least.6) 

The same applies to the famous line I 394 

II1]Aevç {}~v flOt lnetTa yvvai"a yafléO'O'eTat av-róç 

The verb has been considered corrupt because of the unique sense required 
for the middle voice (ye fláO'O'eTat Ar. , cf. Leaf ad loc.), but I do not think 
'violation' of Hermann's law could be adduced in support of this view. 
Few words could belong more closely together than yvvaï"a yafleïv (this 
expression, though it belongs to the vernacular, is used by the poet of the 
Odyssey: lv{}a <5' lY1]fle yvvaï"a, 0 241; incidentally, this hemistich has 
three successive trochaic cuts!) 

There is less unity of sense between the elements flanking the critical 
point of the line in 

aVTà(! 8 floVvoÇ l1]v fleTà névTe "aO'tyv~TnO'tV 

naTet T' èWp ntO'vvoç "at èfloïO't "aO'tyv~TOtO't 

and especially in 

l1.YXt flaA', wç 8u TtÇ u yvvat"dç èvCwvow 
O'T~{}eóç èO'Tt "avwv 

K317 
0' 140 

P760-61 

Here the epithet èvCwvow does nothing to produce a certain unity of 
meaning in the latter hemistich of P 760. Instead it shows a degenerate 
use ofthe 'épithète générique' (èvCwvow yvvat"óç, A 429, èvCwvow Tt~V1]ç, 
Z 467) . 

It has further been observed (Leaf, o.c. 631 ff., Th. Stifter, Das Wer
nickesche Gesetz und die bukolische Dihärese, Philologus LXXIX, 322-354) 
that even af ter the fourth natural spondee pauses tended to be avoided. 
In the whole ofthe Iliad (15762lines) Leaf counted no more than 933lines 
"where a fourth foot without caesura ends with a word" . To a considerable 
extent this fact must be bound up with the interrelations existing between 
the diaeresis and verbal forms ofthe 3rd. p . sing. of past tenses. (M. Parry, 
E.T. 57-60). It must certainly have been even more conspicuous at a time 
when contraction was scarcer and infinitives in -(é)flev and short-vowel 
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conjunctives were more numerous. On the other hand it of ten happens 
that the form of the verb excludes the types n;aeta-ca-,:o öi:oç 'OOvaaevç and 
ö b' lyee-ro, öi:oç 'OOvaaevç. In that case we find vórjGe bi öi:oç , Obvaaevç , 
etc.6a) 

This brings us to the only Homeric line which is more or less comparable 
with Dem. 17. It is the well-known verse 

noÀ.À.à b' 1J.e' lv{}a "al lv{}' 'L{}vae ftáxrJ nebtoLO Z 2 

The two lines have this in common that the element preceding the trochaic 
'pause' is a verbal form in the 3rd p. sing. of the aorist. If in Homer such 
forms (of the metrical types v - v and - - v) occur in the fourth foot, 
the pause is 'bridged' by M, etc. e.g. yéÀ.aaae bi II'fJveÀ.óneta, e 542, 
vÓ'Yjae bi öi:oç 'Obvaaevç, n 5, yf}{}'fJae bi öi:oç 'OOvaaevç, v 104.7) The 
unique characteristic of Z 2 is the fact that the traditional part played by 
the diaeresis has been taken over by the trochaic 'pause'.8) In the epics 
not a single noun-epithet expression (let alone a formula) can be found 
af ter 7t.9) In Z 2 Homer may be said to deviate, in an individual manner, 
from the traditional usage. The poet of Dem. behaves in a different way. 
Disregarding the interrelations existing in genuine epic poetry between 
formulae and the switch-points of the line he creates a noun-epithet 
expression on the model of formulae which of old used to function differ
ently. He imitates and in doing so runs counter to the tradition. 

NOTES 

1) Regarded as an 'exception' by Hermann; Van Leeuwen added 'YJ 192 to the 
'excusable' cases. 

2) If O'Neill had not purposely disregarded the 'natura!' quantities, he would, 
as far as I can see, have been the fust to observe the close connection between the 
two 'laws'. When we look at them from the angle of the fourth natural trochee, 
they state exactly the same thing. When we bring in lengthening by position, 
Wernicke's 'law' appears to mean no more than that the poets generally feIt that 
"position" was an inadequate remedy. [I now see that this was al ready observed by 
J. A. J. Drewitt, Some DiOerence8 between Speech-8can8ion and Narrative-8cansion 
in Homeric Ver8e, CQ 11 (1908), 104. This artiele, which I regret to have overlooked 
(it was brought to my attention by Mr. J. B. Hainsworth), is important in other 
respects as weil. From his analysis of scansion, scansional functions of v-movable 
and from the proportions of augmented and unaugmented aorists its author infers 
that Homeric speeches show "a tendency to minimise the function of metrical 
pause" and "enjoy a comparative freedom, both metrical and linguistic". Originally, 
therefore, "Greek epic was for the most part limited to narrative and similes". 
These conclusions point in the same direction as those independently arrived at 
by Miss D. Gray (on the evidence of Mycenaean names in Homer) and by the present 
writer (from a formulaic point of view). For evidence from the Near East now see 
P. Walcot, H e8iod and the N ear East, 8 f.] . 

From our point of view it is not surprising that the categories of 'exceptions' 
are largely the same: elision, enclitics, 'monosyllables' and, of course, formulae. 
As to the last group, already Leaf, who was not concerned with formulae, admitted 
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their infiuence in practice, ed_ Iliad 2, Il, Appendix N, 637 (a.V.oç (-v) }.u6ç (-v)). 
(Mr. H. Bolkestein reminds me that the first three categories are also exceptions 
in Porson's law.). 

3) Fear of 'false close'? (Leaf) Desire to avoid "any strong possibility of three 
successive trochaic cuts"? (Kirk, The Structure of the Homeric Hexameter, YCIS 
XX (1966), 103; likewise already K . Meister, o.c. 55. Both views are partly correct, 
at any rate, but they may be too specific at the same time. With regard to Porson's 
law W. J. W . Koster writes, Traité de métrique grecque 2, 106: "avec M. de Groot 
je crois que la tendance à accentuer Ie rythme vers la fin du vers [ ... ] en est la 
cause première." I would prefer to put it like this as regards the hexameter. 

4) A highly archaic formula. On the hiatus see Ruijgh, E.G.M. 53. 
5) Cf. Ruijgh, E.A. 145. 
6) This factor was already taken into account by Leaf with regard to the cases 

'violating' Wernicke's law. 
6a) See M. Parry, E.T. 60 f. 
7) Cf. M. Parry, E.T. 61. 
8) In a line like this hiatus is not surprising, so we could as weil read lv{}u 'tfJvae, 

see app. cr. 
9) On such cases as )(Ut 'Ay1jvoeu <5ïov (A 59, etc., cf. )(Ut ày1jvoe' fJvflCP) see 

Van Leeuwen, o.c. 267. 



INDEX OF PASSAGES 

I HYMNS 

ApoUo 

3 27, n. 17 151 25 330 33; 34, n. 10 
4 25 159 21, 25 361 47, n. 15 
12 24; 35, n. 35 161 24 f . ; 35, n. 15 361 f . 29 f. 
15 22; 37, n . 46 163 24 f.; 35, n . 15 376 11 f.; 14 f . ; 27, 
19 13 164 25 n . 17; 29; 33; 
20 22 171 25 49 
22 22; 27, n. llb 177 21; 37, n . 46 380 25 
23 27, n. 17 181 22 396 30 
25 21; 27, n. 17 190 35, n. 15 419 31 
30 26, n. 1 191 12 430 27, n. 17 
45 27, n . 17 193 27, n. 17 432 31 
46 21 f. 209 29 f . 437 37, n. 46 
54 25 f. 213 30 447 38, n. 48 
62 22 229 29 454 27, n. 17 
71 22, 26, n . 6 234 12 456 28; 34; 47, n . 14 
79 61 , n. 70 235 27, n. 17; 34, 459 f. 33; 35, n. 15 
83 61, n. 70 n. 10 474 37, n. 44 
89 24 236 34, n. 10 477 30; 33 
99 12; 26 239 29 478 13 
100 12; 26 242 12 487 28 f.; 34; 47 , 
113 23 f . ; 26; 45 250 31 f. n . 14 
116 15 252 30; 35, n. 15 488 29; 34 
117 25 f. 253 30; 33 501 28 f.; 34; 47, 
120 37, n. 41 275 f. 37, n. 46 n. 14 
123 25 f. 277 29 503 28 f. 
127 25 f. 290 31 503 f. 31 
133 14, 24, 26 292 30; 35, n. 15 506 29; 31; 34; 52 
134 37, n. 41 293 30; 33 515 30 
148 27, n. 26 294 24 528 11; 15; 31; 33 
150 24 300 13 538 29; 34; 47, n. 14 

Aphrodite 

4 44 54 13; 23; 42; 46 147 f. 42; 46 
6 41 f. 55 45 f. 148 45 
9 41 f. 62 58, n. 5 152 44 ff. 
10 23 85 48, n. 27 157 48, n. 22 
14 12 87 41 163 41 f . 
25 30 112 12; 15 170 f. 48, n . 36 
29 42 f.; 46; 54; 114 46; 48, n . 20 181 41; 46 

59, n. 36 126 42; 46; 47, n . 14 196 f . 16, n. 12 
31 46; 56 126 f. 41 197 15 f . ; 39; 46; 49 
32 13; 15 127 15; 49 199 46; 47, n. 10 
48 f. 45 128 23; 46 209 44 f. 
52 45 137 29 211 39; 46 n. 2 
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212 39 244 f. 45 267 40; 46 
213 12 246 ll; 16 276 41; 46 
216 44 f. 259 47, n. 15 284 13; 16 
232 48, n. 27 261 43 

Demeter 

3 56 174 53 366 13 
4 25 195 23 398 57 
8 13; 16 207 13; 16 402 ff. 26, n. 7 
12 57; 58, n. 8 208 57 403 59, n. 32 
17 54 f.; 64 209 II 404 59, n. 37 
20 14; 16 210 52 f. 404 ff. 17, n . 17; 59, 
22 55 215 56 n. 37 
23 45; 55; 57 228 12 406 52 f.; 57 
31 59, n. 37 230 12 413 51 
35 51 242 23 416 47, n . 19 
40 23 245 50 f.; 57 420 13; 16 
50 60, n. 48 246 53 425 55 
54 12 248 27, n. 29; 51; 56 427 13 
55 49; 57 259 61, n. 70 430 54 f. 
66 48, n. 28; 53 f. 268 45; 56 439 48, n . 27; 54 ; 
67 55 269 55 59, n . 36 
86 27, n. 17 279 49 441 56 
99 27, n . 29; 55 f. 284 13; 55; 57 448 59, n . 27 
101 56 f. 302 52 f.; 57 451 19, n. 4!l 
103 56 314 45; 53 455 18, n . 37; 55 
125 60, n . 54a 315 53 f. 458 14; 51; 57 
136 15 325 49; 57 460 56 
137 55 334 56 473 56 
140 53 347 59, n. 32 474 51 
141 56 358 47, n. 15; 49; 476 12 
144 14 55; 57 494 56 

Hermes 

26 27, n. 23 245 12 519 61, n. 70 
85 12 295 f. 19, n. 44 527 47, n. 14 
143 27, n. 23 301 1!l, n. 44 
211 60, n. 63 336 19, n. 44 

IT HESroD 

Theogony 

15 48, n . 27 468 5!l, n. 16 886 58, n . 16 ; fil , 
29 58, n . 15 47fi 59, n . Hl n. 70 
30 57 585 43 908 48, n. 28 
76 58, n. 15 770 45 92a 59, n . 16 
197 23 884 59, n. 16 1002 58, n. 1;') 

465 59, n. 16 
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Erga 

4 59, ll. 16 139 57 668 59, ll. 16 
40 25 221 60, ll. 58 771 25 
63 43 263 60, ll. 51 
98 57 451 19, ll. 39 

Aspis 

13 26, ll. 1; 37, ll. 36 

Fr. 

7, 3Rz., 10, 1 M.-W. 56 
43a, 67 M.-W. 26, ll. 

III HOMER 

Iliad 

A 134 50 203 36, ll. 33 

9 26, ll. 3a 166 59, ll. 27 210 29 

18 49 182 55 235 43 

21 37, ll. 45 195 ff 47, ll. 17 242 12 

23 48, ll. 20 219 49 243 28 

49 44 236 34, ll. 10 308 60; ll. 54a 

133 48, ll. 25 240 48, ll. 25 331 34, ll. 7 

147 37, ll. 44 270 45 470 36, ll. 21 

163 48, ll. 25 290 52 524 30; 36, ll. 23 

168 62 333 14 
393 15 E 

170 52 
185 42 471 53 3 46, ll. 2 

276 42; 48, ll. 25 486 24 33 48, ll. 26 

354 61, ll. 70 596 17, ll. 17 66 48, ll. 20 

377 48, ll. 20 614 22 105 37, ll. 40 

390 37, ll. 40 720 53 164 62 

404 53 750 22 166 51 

406 49 791 22 219 30 

429 63 247 f . 39; 49 

430 51 r 256 34, ll. 10 

438 22; 37, ll. 44 64 30 281 48, ll. 20 

482 14 173 23 439 37, ll. 44 

484 ff 31 194 53 447 21 

485 29; 31 204 52 504 59, ll. 18 

562 f 30 214 53 509 25 

570 49 224 53 523 23; 42 

606 52 327 39 547 51 

351 50 571 62 

B 386 56 587 12 
721 22 

38 25 733 54 
73 13 L1 780 29 
102 50 151 41 805 36, ll. 32 
103 43 176 52 876 41 
132 35, ll. 10 198 59, ll . 27 907 50 
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Z 364 28 194 15 

2 64 434 12 221 33 

51 24 450 20,11. 58 256 25 

102 59, Il. 27 471 35, Il. 15 365 37, Il. 41 

148 53 512 55 397 43; 51 

262 36, Il. 32 526 29 412 12 

297 29 558 12 539 51 

304 59, Il. 34 581 12 

312 59, Il. 34 A 744 51 

373 62 12 38, Il. 48 
467 63 59 65, Il. 9 II 

137 60, Il. 41 

H 233 12 33 45 

266 49 76 55; 60, Il. 41 
53 60, Il. 41 484 45 83 41 
120 24 624 52 125 59, Il. 17 
216 30 657 24 172 22 
260 48, Il. 20 795 23; 59, Il. 17 204 45 
312 14 299 27, Il. U b 

449 19, Il. 50 371 34, Il. 10 M 
410 36,11. 21 

e 162 43; 51 468 30 
351 59,11. 27 507 34,11. 10 

5 13 386 36, 11. 21 700 19, Il. 50 
181 12 404 48,11. 20 822 12 227 60, 11. 45 453 46,11. 2 852 15 
279 44 
285 34,11. 10 
337 29 N 

P 
383 22 63 46,11. 2 
424 46, 11. 2 210 27, Il. 23 33 24 

447 28 282 35,11. 19 U3 29 

512 36,11. 32 317 15 333 37, 11. 45 

553 27, Il. Ub 346 28 409 50 

654 30; 36, 11. 23 561 56 

I 674 24 630 48, Il. 26 

788 24 647 41 
61 47,11. 19 796 18, Il. 37 697 12 
lU 48,11. 25 724 46, 11. 2 
343 30 
371 14 .: 

394 63 152 38, Il. 48 E 
194 22 U 30 

K 243 22 31 59,11. 18 
47 60, Il. 41 253 48, Il. 36 51 59,11. 18 
72 24 280 24 61 30 
98 35, Il. 15 327 21 85 47, 11. 10 
134 49 417 50 184 53 
259 57 222 55 
296 59,11. 34 0 346 51 
307 46,11. 2 33 45 354 15 
317 63 36 ff. 61, Il. 70 463 41 
329 61, 11. 70 48 36,11. 33 520 29 
344 34,11. 10 186 51 583 28 
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T 98 60, n. 41 475 39 

77 25 138 29 488 54 

121 41 185 15 595 30 

130 24 198 50 754 54 

219 25 362 51 760 f. 63 

258 61, n. 70 602 34, n. 7 787 52 

270 20, n. 58 
X 

Y 15 37, n. 45 [} 

36 29 78 24 
60 63 

39 37, n . 41 207 46, n. 2 
99 49 

152 37, n. 41; 55 299 14 
101 42 

153 55 399 46, n. 2 
431 15 131 15 

208 f. 39, 49 285 25 
247 46, n. 2 451 55 

309 55 
276 48, n . 20 354 53 
307 f. 39 'P 371 14 
373 46, n. 2 62 f. 48, n. 36 491 51 
380 60, n. 42 186 13 605 44 
403 30 223 12 607 21 

266 14 616 43 
lil 312 25 706 51 

34 22 370 30 753 63 

Odyssey 

IX Ö C 
241 62 4 53 151 59, n . 34 
263 58, n. 4 27 50 221 60, n. 48 
366 41 102 22 245 23 
378 58, n. 4 107 46, n . 2 312 34, n. 10 
379 43 251 12 323 59, n. 34 
403 51 355 41 327 55 

387 15 365 49 
P 523 51 

106 24 547 27, n. 23 'YJ 
143 58, n. 4 577 22 19 27, n. 23 
210 17, n. 17 646 51 192 62 
283 25 194 34, n. 10 
311 36, n. 32 242 57 
378 61, n. 70 e 

y 67 41 
{} 

19 52 123 13 79 30 
41 25; 59, n. 36 150 59, n. 27 81 30 
63 42 178 61, n. 70 82 50 
168 29 184 ff. 61, n. 70 92 44; 57 
278 26, n. 1 229 62 169 59, n. 29 
312 46, n. 2 250 12 174 59, n. 29 
421 f. 35, n. 30 272 62 277 48, n. 22 
422 30 325 27, n. 16 284 22 
488 51 393 46, n. 2 364 f. 58, n. 4 
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375 46, n_ 2 v 561 52 
450 51 56 25 

87 12 
(J 

198 51 8 34, n_ 7 

15 57 277 14 11 45 

404 20, n. 58 422 46, n. 2 140 63 

411 50 146 15 

414 14 ~ 213 41 
234 53 

15 15 342 12 

" 25 49 394 23 
158 61, n. 70 

46 61 , n. 68 227 41 
73 20, n. 57 1" 

286 57 
290 52 371 62 179 50 
316 52 379 11 205 23, 42 
343 61, n. 70 230 34, n. 10 
403 22 281 57 0 
424 22 302 15 
536 34, n. 10 21 22 303 61, n. 70 
549 23 101 29 

489 34, n. 10 
147 29 

À 
150 59, n. 36 

v 
186 51 

2 22 241 63 12 34, n. 10 
22 23, 59, n. 17 319 42 92 55 
93 30 397 12 104 64 
122 29 297 42 
146 41 :Tl 384 61, n. 68 
148 52 5 64 
175 42 f{J 

28 41 
184 42 85 34, n. 10 188 12 
185 40 233 12 
255 50 312 31 X 
268 50 314 36, n. 32 324 15 
287 21 340 12 334 50 
323 26, n . 1 403 50 360 27, n . 23 
421 60, n. 41 379 50 
598 18, n. 37 395 56 (! 

28 29 422 14 

" 38 25 481 15 

52 60, n. 41 270 49 
lP 116 41 308 53 

156 52 367 57 269 29 
185 60, n. 41 399 62 
187 60, n. 41 411 57 w 

226 12 454 53 141 24 
237 51 542 64 165 46, n. 2 
318 43 549 52 347 25 
432 46, n. 2 556 52 521 59, n. 34 
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